EVESHAM TOWNSHIP POLICE DEPARTMENT

Police Blotter
1/1/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

73 NORTH

Harassment

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

MAIN STREET,
EAST

CDS-Possession

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Fire

Residential fire resulted in severe damage.

SUMMIT COURT

Identity Theft

Victim reported she began receiving multiple credit
cards in the mail. Each credit card had a different
variation of her name on it.
Warrant arrest. Subject picked up from Gloucester
Twp and transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

While investigating suspicious activity at BP Gas
station, accused found to have an ACS warrant out of
Gloucester City. Same processed and released.
Flagged down in the AMC parking lot for a report of
harassment. A burnt odor of marijuana was on the
suspect. A search of the suspect was negative of
marijuana or drug paraphernalia.
Conducted a motor vehicle stop. Driver had a
suspended drivers license and outstanding warrant out
of Camden.
During a suspicous vehicle investigation CDS was
found in the vehicle.

1/2/2016
70 WEST

Theft

Victims cell phone was stolen from the Marlton Diner.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Unlicensed juvenile

Vehicle stopped for traffic offense. On stop, odor of
burnt marijuana was detected. Driver admitted to
smoking in the vehicle on occasion and voluntarily
turned over packages of marijuana.
Operator of motor vehicle found to be unlicensed.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect turned himself in on an outstanding warrant.

1/3/2016
BRICK ROAD

Missing Person

Well being check of female who left emergency room
against doctors wishes.

CROW COURT

CDS-Possession

JOHN JAMES
AUDUBON WAY

Criminal Mischief

During motor vehicle stop, odor of burnt marijuana
was detected. K-9 sniff was executed. After positive
indication the vehicle was searched. Marijuana and
alcohol was located. Driver taken into custody.
Unknown vehicle struck victims mailbox.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Walk-in to turn self in for ATS warrant.

1/4/2016
73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, suspected marijuana was
seized.

73 NORTH

Driving while suspendeDriver stopped for suspended drivers license. Dispatch
informed that drivers license was suspended for DWI.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Promenade shopping center security turned over a
found BMX bicycle.

CONCORD ROAD

Found Property

Found credit card on Concord Road.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft by Deception

Civil matter.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Female with active warrant transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrived at headquarters to turn himself in on a
warrant.

1/5/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

ATS warrant. ROR from Mount Laurel.

73 NORTH

DUI/CDS possession

Suspect arrested for DUI and CDS possession
following an investigation at Target.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Harassment

Victims neighbor has been harassing him over the use
of his drone.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Simple Assault

Victim reports suspect choked him.

TUCKERTON ROAD Criminal Mischief

Victim reported BB's were placed in gas tank.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Walk in for fraud complaint.

1/6/2016
70 EAST

Property damage

Victim reported damage due to water leak within
business.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Disorderly Conduct

Defendant was stopped for speeding. Check of driver
showed that she had numerous warrants out of
Camden, NJ. Defendant was arrested and transported
to headquarters.
Conducted a motor vehicle stop. After detecting odor
of raw marijuana the driver produced CDS
paraphernalia. A consent to search was conducted
yielding a large amount of marijuana, drug
paraphernalia and cash.
Disorderly subject refusing to leave property.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for an ACS warrant
and CDS possession.

COMMUNITY AV

Contempt of Court

Warrant arrest result of motor vehicle stop.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Suspect was arrested on three outstanding warrants.
Suspect posted full bail for all warrants.
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COUNTRY CLUB
LANE

Identity Theft

Identity theft complaint.

PICKWICK DRIVE

Property damage

Victim reported damage observed on shed that
occurred overnight.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject responded to headquarters to turn herself in for
outstanding Evesham warrant. Posted bail and released.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victims mail has been re-routed to victims former
mother-in-law.

1/7/2016
73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop/K-9 sniff found operator to be in
possession of CDS and CDS paraphernalia.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Employee theft.

BRIARCLIFF ROAD

Abandoned Vehicle

Abandoned vehicle.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

A pedestrian stop was conducted and resulted in the
discovery of narcotics on the subject.

MILL ROAD

Harassment

Victim received suspicious emails from unknown
person.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

White male shoplifted from Kohls.

BORTONS ROAD

Harassment

Husband reported domestic harassment.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in an ATS warrant arrest.

RADNOR BLVD

Consent to search

Odor of raw marijuana emanating from a motor
vehicle. Vehicle search conducted, nothing found.

1/8/2016

1/9/2016
Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Subject found in possession of various narcotics and
multiple weapons during a motor vehicle stop.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Consent to search

Suspected hand to hand CDS transaction observed in
parking lot of Burger King. One suspect stopped and
investigation revealed he had just purchases crack
cocaine and marijuana.
Consent to seach of vehicle.

CHURCH ROAD

Contempt of Court

Female placed in custody for a Palmyra traffic warrant.
Turned over to Palmyra PD.

FOUR CROWN
ROYAL

Burglary

Vehicle burlgary overnight.

GREENTREE ROAD

Theft

Subject reports checkbook stolen from vehicle.

KNOX BLVD

Burglary

Subject reports military gear stolen from motor vehicle.

SHEFFIELD DRIVE

Harassment

A resident signed a complaint against her neighbor for
calling her names.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Prisoner transport from Camden County Jail to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Pristoner transport from Oaklyn to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Warrant from Mount Laurel PD. Suspect lodged in
BCJ in default of bail.

1/10/2016
73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

BARTON RUN BLVD MVA

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for possession
of CDS and paraphernalia.
Motor vehicle hit and run. Barton Run Boulevard street
signed damaged.
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BARTON RUN BLVD Property damage

Resident witnessed a vehicle damage a lamp post in
Villager Apartment complex. Unable to locate vehicle.

BRIARCLIFF ROAD

Harassment

Victim came to police headquarters to sign harassment
complaint against neighbor.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Passenger in motor vehicle during stop was arrested for
outstanding warrant out of West Orange, NJ.

70 WEST

Fraud

Victims reported they were victims of a fraud from the
victims friend from middle school and another person.

73 NORTH

Prisoner TransportationPrisoner transport, picked up from Voorhees PD and
transported to BCJ.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Unknown subject purchased 3 Iphones with false
information.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Victim reported unknown subject used her personal
information to obtain electronices from the Apple Store.

CARLTON AVENUE

Identity Theft

An unknown subject opened a credit card account in
the victims name.

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

Property damage

Mialbox appeared to have been hit by vehicle.

HOPEWELL ROAD

Contempt of Court

JONATHAN LANE

Fraud

During a motor vehicle stop the driver had a suspended
drivers license and the passenger had an outstanding
ATS warrant out of Evesham. Passenger was taken into
custody and released.
Victim received a telephone call from an unidentified
indian male who claimed he was from IRS.

MAIN STREET,
WEST

Fire

Fire damage to building.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle accident resulted in warrant arrest.

1/11/2016

1/12/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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ROBERTS LANE

Theft of MV

Victim reported a vehicle was stolen by a neighbor.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported a female prisoner from Medford PD to
BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Bad Checks

Victim was given a bad check packet.

1/13/2016
LADY DIANA
CIRCLE

Theft

Theft of package that was delivered to residence.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Fraud

Unknown person placed a credit card reader on the
business ATM machine.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Forgery

Responded to Dominos. Delivery driver was given a
fraudulent $20.00 bill.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

Victim reported a harassment incident.

TUCKERTON ROAD Matter of Record

Damage to vehicle while parked at place of
employment.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Medford Twp PD arrested suspect on outstanding
Evesham warrant.

UTICA ROAD

Found Property

Found property report.

WOODHOLLOW DR

Unattended Death

Unattended death.

70 WEST

Lost Property

Victim reported she lost her wallet at Shoprite. Same
was returned to owner.

70 WEST

Criminal Trespass

Subject found trespassing on location.

1/14/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for an outstanding warrant following a
motor vehicle stop.

GREENTREE ROAD

Shoplifting

Subject shoplifted snack from under heated light.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Contempt of Court

ACS warrant arrest.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Theft

Theft of lottery tickets.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Bias Intimidation

Two swastika's drawn on mats at Cherokee High
School.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned over by Mount Laurel and transported
to BCJ on warrant.

1/15/2016
73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle in the lot of AMC led to a CDS
arrest.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Subject arrested for possession of CDS.

73 SOUTH

Consent to search

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Conducted a motor vehicle stop and conducted a
probable cause search of the vehicle with negative
results.
Unknown actor leased a cell phone using victims
AT&T account.

BRICK ROAD

Contempt of Court

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Property damage

Following a motor vehicle stop the driver was arrested
for an outstanding warrant. Same posted bail and was
released.
Property damage caused by deer.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to criminal warrant arrest.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

Found Property

Public Works worker found a license plate from an
MVA and turned it over to PD.

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Theft

Electronics taken from locked dumpster that was being
picked up for scrap.

TINDER BOX LANE

CDS-Possession

Suspicious persons investigation resulted in arrest for
possession of CDS and being under the influence.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was transported from the Atlantic County Jail
to the BCJ and lodged in lieu of bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Responded to headquarters in reference to a subject on
a warrant out of Evesham Twp that was arrested in
Gloucester Twp. Partial bail was authorized by court
staff ad the subject was released.
Female requested an escort to her mother house to
gather her belongings.

TUCKERTON ROAD Escort

1/16/2016
70 WEST

Shoplifting

Suspect charged on summons for shoplifting from
Shoprite.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

One male in custody for ATS warrant by order of
Camden County Municipal Court.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Victim left purse in shopping cart.

73 SOUTH

Suspicious Activity

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Responded to Bernie Robbins Jewelers for two
suspicious subjects. The victim advised two black
males came into the store and were looking at Rolex
watches. One acted as the customer and the other male
was constantly looking around.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest for possession of
marijuana.

MAGNOLIA COURT

Dumping

Illegal dumping of trash.

MAPLE AVENUE,
SOUTH

Found Property

Owner found mountain bike laying on his front lawn.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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Peter Hurd Way

Luring

Victims were approached by vehicle and asked if they
wanted candy.

1/17/2016
BARTON RUN BLVD Harassment

Unknown subject is placing bags of feces on victims
doorstep.

CROPWELL ROAD
SOUTH

Suspect was arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

Contempt of Court

KETTLE RUN ROAD Missing Person

KNOX BLVD

Suspicious Activity

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

Simple Assault

Victim walked away from his group home and was
entered into NCIC as missing. Same was located 6
hours lated.
Caller reported suspect attempting to open vehicle
doors while walking down roadway. Contact made
with juvenile suspect. No crime committed.
Victim reported simple assault between him and
neighbor/former friend.

1/18/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

70 EAST

Theft

Female victim contacted police in regards to stolen cell
phone and debit card.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Subject shoplifted 2 hoagies from store.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

ATS warrant, TOT to Pennsauken.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Found property in employee bathroom.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Warrant arrest.

CARLTON AVENUE

Theft

Investigation of a missing whirlpool gas range.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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GREENTREE ROAD

Harassment

SHADY LANE

Harassment

Brightview staff receied a threatening phone call from
a male subject, believed to be the ex-boyfriend of a
female employee that was not on location at the time of
the call.
Victim reported daughters ex-boyfriend sent her
harassing texts.

1/19/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ACS
warrant.

BERKSHIRE WAY

Criminal Mischief

Subject not cleaning up after dog.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Fraudulent technical support agent attempting to hack
victims computer.

MILL PARK LANE

Harassment

Harassment complaint.

SWEETFERN
COURT

Harassment

Victim was harassed by her landlord.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested for an outstanding Evesham
warrant while on a motor vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Victim reported a pick pocket of wallet and fraud
charges that occurred at various locations in Evesham.

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Harassment

Victim was receiving phone calls stating if she does
not pay her credit card debt she will be thrown in jail.

HAMILTON ROAD

Theft

Victims care was broken into.

HOLLY ROAD

Criminal Trespass

Victim reported that her daughter entered her home
after being denied access.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Rolex watch was taken from bedroom.

1/20/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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OLD COLONY LANE Found Property

ROCKLEDGE
COURT

Identity Theft

STOW ROAD

Fraud

Complaintant found one .22 caliber round at his
parents home in central PA last week and wanted to
turn in same.
Victim had her wallet stolen with credit cards and
other ID at her work and later credit card was used in
Williamstown NJ.
Fraudulent wire transfers trying to be done by a suspect
using the business emails.

1/21/2016
70 EAST

Suspicious vehicle

Suspicious vehicle parked with two inidividuals
sleeping inside. K-9 sniff hit positive on the vehicle.
PC search of individuals and vehicle were negative for
weapons or contraband.
An anonymous female turned over a found NJ license
plate.

70 WEST

Found Property

73 NORTH

Suspicious Person

Two individuals found going through trash behind 730
N. Rt 73.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Victim lost wallet in parking lot.

COMMONWEALTH
DRIVE

Found Property

Resident found brown leather wallet.

EVANS ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop, arrest for warrants.

TENBY LANE

Theft

Unknown actor stole 10 prescription medicine doses
from medicine cabinet in group home.

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in passenger being arrested
for outstanding ACS warrant.

1/22/2016
73 NORTH

BARTON RUN BLVD Suspicious vehicle

Complainant reported a suspicious white van.

BLANCHARD ROAD Matter of Record

Hydrolic fluid from garbage truck sprayed on driveway.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BLANCHARD ROAD Matter of Record

Hydrolic fluid from garbage truck sprayed on driveway.

BLANCHARD ROAD Matter of Record

Hydraulic fluid spilled into driveway.

BLANCHARD ROAD Matter of Record

Hydraulic fluid spilled into driveway.

BLANCHARD ROAD Matter of Record

Hydraulic fluid spilled into driveway.

BLANCHARD ROAD Matter of Record

Hydraulic fluid spilled into driveway.

CAYUGA LANE

Criminal Mischief

Victims vehicle was keyed and had two tires flattened.

KNOX BLVD

Animal Bite

Summons issued to owner of dog.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in probable cause search
and arrest for possession of CDS.

TUCKERTON ROAD Other non criminal

Subject surrendered ammo.

WESCOTT ROAD

Found Property

Pill bottle with glass smoking pipe found.

DUCHESS AVENUE

Property damage

Burst water pipe. Entry made to residence to secure
water flow.

LEXINGTON
CIRCLE

Harassment

The victim got into a dispute with a plow driver.

Criminal Mischief

A brick was thrown through the windshield of a piece
of construction equipment.

1/23/2016

1/25/2016
70 EAST

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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ALBANY ROAD

Arson

Patrol responded to residential fire which resulted in an
investigation.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Eluding

GAYLORD LANE

Harassment

Accused violated a restraining order by driving by
residence while police were on scene. A car stop was
attempted and accused led police on a pursuit, which
was terminated. Charges were generated.
Neighbor harassing victims children.

LAKESIDE DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested during a civil altercation over
property for an outstanding warrant.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

Hindering

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest for impersonation
and hindering.

70 WEST

Hindering

CLINTON LANE

Fraud

Conducted a pedestrian stop for jaywalking. While
speaking with the subject he provided false
information. A check ultimately determined the false
information. It was discovered that the subject had two
outstanding warrants.
Victims debit card was fraudulently used for utility
bills from an unknown subject.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Harassment

Subject was misinformed about a identity on social
media and harassed the victim.

DELANCEY PLACE
COMM EL

Suspicious Activity

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Matter of Record

Suspicious activity was reported by homeowner. A
white male was seen looking into patio areas. Suspect
left location upon being watched.
Unknown person created a fictitious Twitter account
identifying themselves as the LRHSD.

1/26/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Walk in to report theft on her property.

TUCKERTON ROAD Assist other PD

K-9 sniff for Cherry Hill PD.

1/27/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 WEST

Shoplifting

Subjects arrested for shoplifting.

70 WEST

Harassment

Irate customer harasses McDonalds staff.

73 NORTH

Shoplifting

Subjects arrested for shoplifting.

73 NORTH

Shoplifting

Subjects arrested for shoplifting.

73 NORTH

Shoplifting

Subjects arrested for shoplifting.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Both accused arrested for shoplifting. During
investigation one accused had NCIC and charged as
fugitive. Vehicle seized for search warrant.
Shoplifting at DSW.

BRIAR COURT

Theft of MV

Subject reported motor vehicle stolen. Subject found,
taken into custody.

CAMBRIDGE
AVENUE

Fraud

Victim stated she received a call from someone to be
the IRS.

ESSEX COURT

Fraud

QUAIL ROAD

Harassment

Victim stated he received a call from someone
claiming to work for Microsoft and obtain information
from him.
Victim reports harassment by neighbor.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Walk in to pay bail on warrant.

1/28/2016
73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Shoplifting at Anthropology.
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APPLE COURT

Soliciting Complaint

Soliciting complaint.

BEAUPORT COURT

Identity Theft

Victim reported two forged checks.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Found Property

Found large container in roadway.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Identity Theft

Victim received four bills in the mail. Victim did not
open accounts.

FOX HILL DRIVE

Unattended Death

Unattended death, natural causes.

HALIFAX COURT

Theft

Victim stated someone picked his sons prescription
from CVS.

HIBISCUS DRIVE

Lost Property

Victim lost license plate at an unknown location.

IMPATIENS COURT

Fraud

Phone scam attempt.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Victims vehicle stolen by unknown subject.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect had an active warrant, following a well being
check. Transported to BCJ in default of bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Resident turned over CDS that was found in Shamong,
NJ.

1/29/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest of driver on 2
active warrants.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for ATS warrant.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

ABINGTON
AVENUE

Burglary

During the investigation of a motor vehicle stop, the
subject was found to have an active ATS warrant out
of Berlin Township. Same was released on an ROR.
Past tense shoplifting accured. 3 suspects walked out
the store with merchandise.
Witness observed suspicious male opening car doors.

BARTON RUN BLVD Abandoned Vehicle

Investigation of abandoned vehicle.

BORTONS ROAD

Fraud

Victim received a phone scam call.

BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Fraud

Unknown actor left voicemail telling victim he owed
the IRS money.

ELMGATE ROAD

Fraud

IRS phone scam message left on voicemail.

ERINDALE DRIVE

Fraud

IRS phone scam.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Property damage

Single car motor vehicle accident resulting in property
damage to two residents on Heather Drive.

EVESHAM ROAD

Hindering/contempt of Conducted a motor vehicle stop on vehicle. Female
driver provided false information and had a suspended
drivers license. The female passenger had an
outstanding ATS warrant out of Oaklyn.
Fraud
Unknown actor called victim via telephone and stated
he owed the IRS money.

HUXLEY CIRCLE

MAIN STREET,
EAST

DUI/possession of CDSEratic driving complaint resulted in arrest for DUI and
possession of CDS.

MEADOWVIEW
CIRCLE

Fraud

Unknown male left 2 voicemail messages for victim to
contact US treasury.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victim reported her online gambling account was used
fraudulently.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victim reported suspect allegedly changed phone
number on Wells Fargo bank account.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victim reported being harassed through Facebook
messaging. Victim did not wish to pursue a complaint.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fugitive of Justice

NCIC warrant faxed over from Philadelphia PA police
dept. Subject was arrested and charged as fugitive.

1/30/2016
70 EAST

Fraud

Victim was called by an unknown person wanting to
wire money to them. Scam for victim to send money.

73 NORTH

Fraud

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Conducted a motor vehicle stop. During stop it was
determined the vehicle did not have valid registration
and a fraudulent temporary license plate was affixed to
the vehicle. Vehicle was impounded.
Conducted motor vehicle stop. The drivers license was
suspended and passenger had an outstanding ATS
warrant.
During the investigation of a motor vehicle stop, the
subject was found to have several ATS warrants.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

Harassment

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

BRICK ROAD

Missing Person

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Suspect was arrested for possession of CDS during a
motor vehicle stop. K-9 sniff indicated a positive hit on
vehicle. Charges were signed and suspect was released
with a court date.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in K-9 sniff with positive
indication. Subject arrested for CDS.
Suspect refused to leave the restaurant after becoming
irate in a verbal altercation. Suspect was advised not to
return to the property.
During the investigation of a motor vehicle stop, the
subject was found to have an active warrant out of
Camden City.
Hospital reported intoxicated subject walked away
from ER. Subject located, no further problems.
Subject had an active arrest warrant issued out of
Washington Township.
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MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Victim received fraud call in reference to winning
Publishers Clearing House. No money sent by victim.

RED HAVEN DRIVE

Theft

Victim reported mailbox key missing from residence.

SHARP ROAD

Property damage

Pot hole caused damage to victims tire and hubcap of
vehicle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victim reported being harassed by former friends
mother via phone.

1/31/2016
70 EAST

Eluding

Attempted to conduct a motor vehicle stop for a
speeding offense and pursuid the vehicle for a length of
time before terminating the pursuit.
Loss prevention detained female suspect for shoplifting
at Walmart.

70 EAST

Shoplifting

73 SOUTH

Suspicious Activity

73 SOUTH

Toxic chemicals

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop with CDS possession.

BAKER BLVD

Contempt of Court

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Lost Property

While conducting a traffic stop, the suspect was found
to have a warrant for his arrest. Suspect was arrested
and released on bail.
The victim came into police headquarters to report that
the front tag of her motor vehicle was missing.

Loss prevention called after viewing male on camera
suspected of a past tense shoplifting. A vehicle
description was obtained.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in seizure of 5 canisters of
"Whip-it" brand nitrous. Same seized.

SASSAFRAS COURT Abandoned Vehicle

Abandoned motor vehicle sticker left on motor vehicle.
Will follow up.

TUCKERTON ROAD Suspicious Activity

Information was received by the Philadelphia PD
regarding a Twiiter feed that was an officer safety
concern. It was suspected that the subject resides in
Marlton. Further information revealed postings
involving a teacher from Pemberton HS.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victim reported fraudulent transactions occurred on
her PNC savings account.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victim reported receiving approximately 20
unidentified phone calls within the last day regarding
their son owing money.
Suspect was arrested for active warrants and
transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

WOODLAKE DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Glass bowl was found in home.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject lodged at BCJ on active ACS warrant.

73 SOUTH

Eluding

APPLE WAY

Property damage

Attempted to stop vehicle in area of Route 73 South
and Evesham Rd for having violation. Vehicle did not
stop. Pursuit ensued and then called off. Contact was
made with driver.
Fire damage to pool cover and pump.

COLUMBIA DRIVE

Missing Person

Wife reported husband missing.

2/1/2016

CONESTOGA DRIVE Contempt of Court

Following a suspicious vehicle investigation, two
subjects were arrested for outstanding warrants.

CONTINENTAL
LANE

Harassment

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

LAKESIDE DRIVE

Found Property

The victim came to headquarters and reported
reveiving a harassing text message from a male
acquaintance.
Suspicious vehicle investigation led to a narcotics
arrest. K-9 sniff had a positive hit on the vehicle.
Suspect was charges with possession of CDS, drug
paraphernalia and obstruction of law.
Female found two artillary simulators in her rental
property. NJSP bomb squad responded to police
headquarters to properly dispose.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MAIN STREET,
EAST

Theft

Victim stated shoes were stolen from business.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Contempt of Court

Following a motor vehicle stop, subject was arrested
for active ACS warrant. Transported to BCJ.

SHEFFIELD DRIVE

Harassment

A resident signed a harassment complaint against his
neighbor.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victim reported credit card stolen and fraudulently
used.

TUCKERTON ROAD Simple Assault

Past tense assault that occurred at the gym.

WELLESLEY WAY

Theft

Two doors stolen from construction site.

70 WEST

Theft

73 NORTH

Found Property

Male stole two soap dispensers from McDonalds,
admitted to stealing dispensers and returned property to
McDonalds.
Found wallett turned over to owner.

73 NORTH

Found Property

Recovered bicycle from pedestrian MVA.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Unknown subject stole two purses from the inside of a
business office in Willow Ridge Executive Park.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Unknown subject stole two purses from the inside of a
business office in Willow Ridge Executive Park.

CYPRESS COURT

Burglary

Victim stated suspect entered vehicle but did not take
anything.

2/2/2016

DEER PARK COURT Burglary

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Burglary to vehicle during overnight hours.
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EVES DRIVE

Theft

Victim stated he did work for suspect and did not get
paid full amount.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

Suspect was arrested for CDS, following a motor
vehicle stop.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to K9 sniff, PC search and
marijuana seized.

PICADILLY CIRCLE

Property damage

Victim contacted police in regards to damaged
driveway. Victim believes damage was caused by snow
plow.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led a PC search of the vehicle.
Search led to seizure of marijuana.

BLUE ANCHOR
STREET

Fuel leak

Oil tank from residence leaked into the sump pump
system and was ejected outside.

CENTRE BLVD

Theft

Victims wallet was stolen from doctors office.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Found Property

Cell phone found yesterday in field at Evesboro
Downs. Owner notified.

GAYLORD LANE

Property damage

Inside pane of kitchen window was broken. It is
unknown how this occurred.

2/3/2016

INVERNESS CIRCLE Assist other PD

Threats complaint occurred in other township.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Weapon- Possession

Accused found in possession of a prohibited weapon
during a motor vehicle stop.

KIPS COURT

Property damage

Broken window to residence. No evidence of a
burglary.

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

Fraud

Attempted phone scam.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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NANITOKE COURT

Criminal Mischief

Victim found all four tires on her vehicle were
punctured with a sharp object causing them to go flat.

ROBERTS LANE

Assist other PD

SUMMER LANE

Property damage

This agency assisted te BCPO and State Police with a
search warrant of a residence in reference to a child
pornography case.
Damaged outdoor patio furniture.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Walk in to report fraud. Victim went on vacation to
mexico and was defrauded out of money in timeshare
scam.
Warrant arrest.

2/4/2016
70 EAST

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person incident.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in K9 sniff and CDS arrest.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court/CD Took suspect into custody following a motor vehicle
stop for three active warrants, and for possession of a
controlled dangerous substance. The suspect was
transported to police headquarters where he was
processed and released.
Burglary
Burglary/theft to motor vehicle and suspect dropped
phone in victims car.

73 SOUTH

BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Harassment

Victim was harassed by the suspect in this case during
a road rage incident.

DARTMOUTH
COURT

Burglary

Unknown subject forced entry into residence and stole
items.

KEVIN WAY

Identity Theft

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Aggressive driver

Victim advised Fedex will be dropping off a Iphone 6
at his home today that he did not order and he is a
victim of identity theft.
Special comp summons signed by victim for driving
incident.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested by the Mount Laurel police on an
Evesham warrant. Suspect was able to post bail and
was released.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in ATS warrant arrest.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Victim never received package from Nike.com.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Walk in for a male wanting to turn himself in on a
warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Assist other PD

2 K-9 sniffs resulted in positive indication for
Cinnaminson PD. One vehicle impounded for search
warrant, second evidence was located at scene.
TUCKERTON ROAD Prisoner TransportationSuspect sentenced to BCJ (30 days) and subsequently
taken into custody and transported to same.

2/5/2016
70 EAST

Harassment

73 SOUTH

Property damage

BRIAR COURT

CDS-Possession

Suspect was arrested on pedestrian stop for active
warrants and being in possession of marijuana.

CENTRE BLVD

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on several warrants during a motor
vehicle stop.

CHURCH ROAD

CDS-Distribution

Suspect arrested for distribution of Herion and
possession of CDS paraphernalia.

LIGHT HORSE
COURT

Theft by Deception

Female resident received a voicemail message
consistent with an IRS scam.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Contempt of Court

Adult male was arrested at CHS after it was learned he
was wanted out of Burlington County Sheriff
Department for unpaid child support in the amount of
$33,000.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim was involved in a road rage incident. Female
approached his vehicle and attempted to gain entry.
Female cursed and yelled and kicked the door.
Victims vehicle damaged in lot of Outback Steakhouse.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Assist other PD

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

This agency assisted te BCPO and State Police with a
search warrant of a residence in reference to a child
pornography case.
Property found in booking. Same placed in evidence.

2/6/2016
73 SOUTH

Harassment

Harassment between two employees.

DUCHESS AVENUE

Burglary

Past tense burglary to forclosed home.

LAKESIDE DRIVE

Fraud

Victim turned over property to police which contained
possible stolen personnel identification documents.

RADNOR BLVD

Harassment

Victim responded to headquarters to document
possible harassment.

TUCKERTON ROAD CDS-Possession

Suspect arrested on a motor vehicle stop for marijuana.

2/7/2016
70 WEST

Harassment

Harassing phone calls.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for being in
possession of CDS and paraphernalia.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Employee arrested for stealing cash from business over
a period of time.

BUCKLEY LANE

Missing Person

Missing male last seen in Mount Laurel NJ.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Fire

Fire in trash can in street. Trash can destroyed.

HERITAGE ROAD

Theft

A suspect took victims phone and then returned it.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest. Transported to
CCJ.

MILFORD DRIVE

Theft

Missing stop sign from Milford Drive.

STOCKTON LANE

Theft by Deception

TAUNTON LAKE
ROAD

Suspect attempted to extort money from victim by
stating that he was holding her sister at gunpoint.
Confirmed to be phone scam attempt.
DUI/endangering welfaSuspect was arrested for DUI and endangering welfare
of child.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

A subject was arrested on an Evesham warrant and
transported to BCJ.

2/8/2016
CARLTON AVENUE

Found Property

Caller wanted to turn over a non functioning Crosman
BB gun to be destroyed.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Contempt of Court

Investigation into possible CDS use resulted in warrant
and hindering arrest.

EVES DRIVE

Harassment

Victim signed harassment complaint against suspect
over an erratic driver incident.

GUILFORD COURT

Fraud

Fraud attempt.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Burglary

Victims vehicle was entered while parked at Black Run
Reserve and numerous items were taken.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Terroristic Threats

Subject was making threats to kill someone at Geico.

MILFORD DRIVE

Lost Property

Street signs from Milford Drive and Bortons Road
missing from pole. DPW notified.

MILL ROAD

Found Property

Front bumper and license plate were found on the
property.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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OLD COLONY LANE Fraud

Victim contacted police regarding numerous calls from
US Dept of Treasury. Calls confirmed to be fraudulent.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Victims credit card was used for an online transaction
by an unknown suspect.

Fraud

TUCKERTON ROAD Suspicious Activity

Caller reported that back in the fall they had a similar
incident regarding subjects in a black vehicle looking
at children, however, no registration was ever obtained.
Caller just wanted to report that the incident occurred
and wanted Evesham to be aware

2/9/2016
70 WEST

Shoplifting

70 WEST

Theft

Responded to Shoprite for a female detained for
shoplifting. Reviewed surveillance and observed
female in question conceal items without paying for
them. Suspect was taken into custody and transported
for processing. Subect also had outstanding warrant.
Theft of wallet.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Suspect shoplifted merchandise and was arrested.

ARROWHEAD
DRIVE

Suspicious Person

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Found Property

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Missing Person

Responded to Arrowhead Drive for suspicious person
call. Subjects checked out okay and were confirmed to
work at the property by the bank.
Victims purse was found in a parking lot and turned
into police. Victim was contacted and will respond to
retrieve it.
Victim was reported missing by a friend. Investigative
efforts led to the victim being located in Voorhees NJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victim reported an unknown actor attempted to open a
credit card in her name.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Warrant arrest. Transported from Salem County Jail to
BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Met with Woodbridge PD to pick up prisoner. Subject
transported to BCJ in default of bail on his warrant.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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WOODLAKE DRIVE

Theft of MV

Victim reported her vehicle was stolen from the
Woodlake Development of Kings Grant.

70 WEST

Criminal Attempt

Subject attempted to steal clothing and bags from
Kohl's.

73 NORTH

Fraud

Suspect deposited fraudulent Western Union money
orders.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for warrant out of Hamilton Twp.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Property damage

Motor vehicle engine fire. Extinguished by EFD and
towed to residence.

LAMPLIGHTER
COURT

Credit Card Fraud

RADNOR BLVD

Fraud

Victim reported that an unknown suspect made a
fraudulent purchase on her credit card account in a
different state.
IRS scam. No monetary loss.

SHALSTONE LANE

Theft

Suspect accused of stealing credit card from father and
using it online.

TAUNTON LAKE
ROAD

Found Property

Cash was found in the parking lot of the CVS store.
The money was secured at police headquarters as its
owner is currently unknown.

70 EAST

Theft

Lost wallet at Shoprite. Credit card and debit card
purchases made.

73 NORTH

DUI/CDS possession

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for DUI follow a motor vehicle stop.
Same also charged with possession of prescription
legend drugs in unapproved container.
Warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Hindering

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for hindering.

2/10/2016

2/11/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested on a motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for 2 ATS warrants.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to CDS possession arrest.

SUMMIT COURT

Criminal Attempt

Attempted burglary of victims motor vehicle.

SUMMIT COURT

Criminal Attempt

Victim reported an unknown suspect attempted to
burglarize 3 parked vehicles.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Following a motor vehicle stop, the subject was
arrested on an outstanding warrant.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest of driver for
active ATS warrant.

COUNTRY FARMS
ROAD

Suspicious Activity

Suspicious black make seen in area around 0600 hours,
handed caller a magazine and drove off.

EVESHAM ROAD

Contempt of Court

Subject was ROR'd on outstanding warrant.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest of three suspects for
marijuana possession.

LARKSPUR DRIVE

Harassment

Village of the Greens reported a dispute between
neighbors in reference to a feral cat situation.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to one in custody for two active
ATS warrants.

2/12/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MARLTON
PARKWAY

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

PICKWICK DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle investigation led to CDS arrest.

SUMMER LANE

Luring

Victim observed a vehicle, operated by a white male,
drive slowly near her.

WALNUT AVENUE

Animal complaint

Responded to Walnut Avenue for a dog attack. Spoke
to the victim and observed an injury to his hand. His
dog also had injuries. Then responded to Evesham
Veterinarian Hospital to speak with the other party.
Both parties info was recorded and M&R contacted

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Motor vehicle stop led to K-9 sniff and PC search.
CDS and paraphernalia recovered from vehicle. Driver
arrested on summons.
While conducting a traffic stop, the driver of the
vehicle was found to have an ATS warrant out of
Medford Twp. Suspect was arrested and released.
Suspect charged with shoplifting at Target.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

CHELMSFORD
COURT

CDS-Possession

While in area of Chelmsford Ct the two suspects were
found to have CDS on their person.

CHESTERWOOD
COURT

Suspicious Activity

Victim reported suspicious activity from a phone call
via the internet.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Missing Person

Victim was reported missing by his son who had last
seen him at 10:00am. Victim was entered into NCIC as
a missing person. Missing person was located by
family members in PA.

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

2/13/2016

2/14/2016
73 NORTH

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in driver being arrested for
active warrant out of Evesham.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

DOMINION DRIVE

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop investigation the driver
was in taken in custody for CDS possession following
a search of his vehicle.
Motor vehicle stop that led to a K-9 sniff. K-9 sniff
was negative.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant and CDS
possession arrest.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for active warrants.

CROPWELL ROAD
NORTH

CDS-Possession

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Burglary

While conducting a motor vehicle stop, the odor of
burnt marijuana was detected. A probable cause search
of suspect revealed she was in possession of ten
schedule IV narcotic pills.
Victim had vehicle burglarized overnight.

PAVONIA CL

Suspicious Activity

Anonymous person reported suspicious male exited
vehicle and walked behind building. Followed prints to
rear of building. Another set came from front of
building. Appeared to be a meet behind buildings.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest for 3 active warrants.

70 WEST

Theft

Stolen money from Bank of America counter.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Shoplifting at Burlington Coat Factory.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

2/15/2016

2/16/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Harassment

Victim was harassed by her neighbor.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Burglary

Victims vehicle was burglarized at Chesterbrook
Academy.

GRACE ROAD

Theft

Stolen construction trailer from construction site
during overnight hours.

LINDSEY COURT

Harassment

Victim was harassed by her neighbor.

MERION ROAD

Truancy

A DeMasi student was late for school and didn’t want
to go. Same student was transported to school by police.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested at ATS warrant.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Found credit card turned over to police, returned to
owner.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Theft of school property.

CLINTON LANE

Identity Theft

An unknown suspect changed victims bank account
password and moved money from account to account.

ELBERTA LANE

Theft

Package taken from porch.

FOXWOOD COURT

Terroristic Threats

KENT AVENUE

Property damage

LOWELL DRIVE

Fraud

Victim reported he was told third hand that threats
were made against him. Investigation was unable to
substantiate the threats.
Victims residence, which is in forclosure, had a pipe
burst in the garage. The MUA responded and shut the
water off to the residence.
Victim received a check and was told to send back
money via Walmart money gram.

2/17/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MAIN STREET,
EAST

MVA

Took photographs of damage caused to property as a
result of a one car motor vehicle collision.

RADNOR BLVD

Suspicious Activity

Victim reported suspicious actvity occurring at his
residence over past four weeks.

SQUIRREL ROAD

Suspicious Activity

STOW ROAD

Theft

Responded to residence for suspicious activity. Spoke
with caller who advised suspicious vehicles and people
were gathering in front of residence. Requested checks
of the area.
Victim reported he was president and part owner of a
business and the other owner locked him out to keep
his belongings.
Male in custody for ATS warrant in Atlantic County
Correctional facility, transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported suspect from Camden County Jail to BCJ
on Evesham warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported subject from Camden County Jail to BCJ.

2/18/2016
73 SOUTH

Simple Assault

Victim was punched in the face by the suspect. Suspect
left the area and was unable to be located.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Unapproved visa transaction of victims card at Shell
gas station.

73 SOUTH

Disorderly Conduct

Suspect refused to leave the property. Transported
suspect to his residence.

73 SOUTH

MVA

Photographed damage to property and vehicle of one
car MVA.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During the investigation of a motor vehicle stop,
subject was found to have an active ATS warrant out
of Harrison Twp.
Verbal argument on Barton Run Boulevard between
two drivers.

BARTON RUN BLVD Bias Intimidation

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BURGUNDY DRIVE

Property damage

MUA/FD notified about a broken pipe inside of
residence.

COUNTRY CLUB
LANE

Burglary

EUSTACE COURT

Fraud

Vehicle left unlocked. Registration and insurance card
removed from vehicle but found on neighbors front
lawn.
Attempted IRS scam.

GEORGIA OKEEFE
WAY

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person.

GEORGIA OKEEFE
WAY

Fraud

Victim responded to headquarters to pursue complaints
for a bad check that was presented to him in April 2015.

HIBISCUS DRIVE

Fraud

Telephone call requesting cash for bail. No money
given.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Matter of Record

Deer carcass removal request.

MILL PARK LANE

Theft

Package taken from front of residence.

OVERBROOK LANE Theft of MV

Motor vehicle stolen from parking lot .

QUEEN ANN COURT Property damage

Victim reported damage to his driver side rear tailgate
on his vehicle. Victim was unable to provide any
suspect information.
Conducted pedestrian stop on male. It was later
determined male had onbe outstanding ACS warrant
out of Pemberton Twp. Suspect turned over to
Pemberton Twp.
Suspect was arrested by Monroe Twp Police on a
warrant. Suspect turned over and transported to BCJ.

SYCAMORE
AVENUE

Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Fraudulent credit cards opened in victims name.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found Kyocera cell phone in car 1308 during pre-shift
inspection.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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WILDCAT AVENUE

Criminal Attempt

Subject was a victim of attempted fraud.

70 EAST

MVA

Past tense motor vehicle accident.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle investigation led to discovery of
CDS.

73 SOUTH

Theft

An unknown suspect picked up the victims phone after
she dropped it. CVS has video.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Female shoplifter. Provided ID request form. Will
respond at later date to be processed.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Property damage

Motor vehicle collision caused minor damage to the
front porch of a residence.

FORESTVIEW
COURT

CDS-Possession

Vehicle search. Lead to seizure of marijuana and
paraphernalia.

HORNSBY DRIVE

Property damage

Property damage/water leaking. Residence unoccupied
and unable to make contact with home owner.

KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

CDS-Possession

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Criminal Mischief

TROTH ROAD

CDS-Distribution

While investigating suspicious vehicle at dog park in
Kings Grant, accused found in possession of CDS and
paraphernalia.
The gate to the landfill/firing range was found open.
Graffiti was found on the shipping containers located
in the back of the landfill.
Motor vehice stop led to CDS arrest.

2/19/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Assist other PD

K-9 track in Edgewater Park for an armed robbery.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Subject reported that his ex-girlfriend has used two of
his debit/credit cards to make several transactions
without his consent to do so.

Credit Card Fraud

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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YORKSHIRE COURT Identity Theft

Victim reported her account was hacked and money
was removed.

2/20/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

An adult male was arrested for 2 traffice warrants.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Wallet stolen from victims purse and contents used to
make fraudulent purchases.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

ATS warrant led to search of person and discovery of
CDS.

CAMBRIDGE
AVENUE

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to K-9 sniff to search and
marijuana seized.

INVERNESS CIRCLE Harassment

Victim stated suspect was harassing her via texts and
calls.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Warrant arrest transport from CCJ to BCJ. Medical
emergency while enroute. Rerouted to Cooper hospital.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Necklace lost at Memorial Field Complex.

2/21/2016
70 WEST

Shoplifting

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 NORTH

Theft of Services

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

COUNTRY LAKES
DRIVE

Burglary

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Adult male stole a pack of cigarettes from the Wawa.
Suspect has been identified but staff did not wish to
pursue presecution at this time.
Suspect arrested for ATS warrant from Westampton.

Two subjects received services from vendor and then
only made partial payment after disputing the bill.
Same left location without paying full amount.
DUI, heroin seized.

Resident reported an unknown person attempted to
gain entry into his residence by shattering a second
floor window.
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OLD COLONY LANE Identity Theft

A subject added his name to victims credit card.

2/22/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

70 WEST

Theft

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

BAKER BLVD

Well being check

CARLTON AVENUE

Found Property

Conducted motor vehicle stop and driver had
outstanding ATS warrant out of Burlington Township.
Posted bail and was released.
DeMasi School principal requested police to pick up
student after he missed his school bus and mother was
at work. Juvenile was transported without incident.
Two found needles were logged into evidence.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Credit Card Fraud

Credit card was fraudulently used in NY.

FOX CHASE ROAD

Lost Property

Subject lost her drivers license sometime over the past
week.

KINGSWOOD
COURT

Fraud

Credit card info was swiped while at Shoprite. Card
was used to withdrawal money at Wawa in
Pennsylvania.
Fraud-name and password changed.

OVERBROOK LANE Fraud

RED HAVEN DRIVE

Found Property

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop, K9 sniff, vehicle search lead to the
seizure of a small bag suspected to be marijuana.
Suspect arrested for warrant. CDS sent for testing.
Victim was in pizza store and left his Apple Iphone on
the table and it was removed by an unknown person.

A female found a 14 carat white gold ring in the dirt
while walking her dog. Unknown owner, ring was
placed in evidence.
Subject turned himself in on actve ACS warrant.
Transported to BCJ for commit.

2/23/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Motor vehicles stop led to contact with driver and
confirmed an active warrant. Subject was arrested and
ROR'd.
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DEER PARK COURT Harassment

Scam victim.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Harassment

Victim reported her neighbors family has been
harassing her since 2013.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS Paraphernalia

Subject arrested for possession of a crack pipe.

HIBISCUS DRIVE

Fraud

Victim reported three separate fraudulent transaction
that were made on his TD Bank debit card.

HORNSBY DRIVE

Misconduct

Victim was reported missing for 3 weeks by mother.

MEADOW LANE

Harassment

Subject was yelling at the bus driver using profane
language in front of children.

PHEASANT COURT

Fraud

Victim stated he received a call advising there was a
problem with his computer. The male did get into the
victims computer for a brief time, however no personal
information was given or obtained.
Subject was arrested on Evesham warrant, picked up at
Mercer County Jail and transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

2/24/2016
BRICK ROAD

Disorderly Conduct

Subject arrested and charged with disorderly conduct
and resisting arrest.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

Simple Assault

Group home employee biten by resident.

SWEETFERN
COURT

Simple Assault

The victim is the care giver for the menally
handicapped suspect and while she was working he
assaulted her leaving a small scratch on the back of her
neck.

2/25/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 EAST

CDS-Possession

During motor vehicle stop accused found to be in
possession of CDS and CDS paraphernalia. Same was
arrested and processed.
An unknown subject did not pay for fuel.

70 WEST

Theft of Services

73 NORTH

Harassment

Harassment complaint against co-worker at Burns
Honda.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Two suspects charged with shoplifting at Target.

LAMPLIGHTER
COURT

Theft

Package stolen from front porch.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Lost Property

Female contacted police reguarding missing temp
registration.

Peter Hurd Way

Simple Assault

Suspect arrested on a warrant and turned over to
Moorestown PD.

70 EAST

MVA

Photos of suspects vehicle and obtained photos of
suspect vehicle driver.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

70 WEST

Theft

73 NORTH

Theft

Motor vehicle stop on vehicle for maintenance of
lamps. Driver had a suspended license and an
outstanding ATS warrant out of Harvey Cedars. He
posted bail and was released.
Victim left money at self checkout counter. Money was
missing. Store security developed suspect. Victim
advised that he will be responding to the station to sign
complaints within a few days.
Unknown subject broke front passenger window of
vehicle and stole 4 tires.

ANDREW WYETH
WAY

Suspicious Activity

2/26/2016

BIRCHWOOD DRIVE CDS-Possession

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Report of a suspicious vehicle an Andrew Wyeth Way
that was pulling into driveways, but never exited nor
left information.
During an outreach assist with DCPP, suspect was
found to be in possession of CDS paraphernalia.
Suspect was arrested and a search found the suspect
was also in possession of CDS.
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BRADDOCK MILL
ROAD

MVA

Victim struck an Evesham Twp road sign.

CHADWICK
AVENUE

Property damage

GRAND BANKS
CIRCLE

Open property

Neighbor dispute about a tree branch that had fallen
onto the victims fence which caused damage. A worker
from Roseland Tree Service cut the branch that struck
the victims fence. Victim stated she did not wish to
persue a civil complaint at this time.
Open residence was secured and determinded to have
been an oversight.

LOWELL DRIVE

Harassment

Victim reported receiving a harassing letter in the mail.

PARTRIDGE COURT Harassment

Caller reported receiving harassing phone calls.
Investigation revealed the collection agency calling the
victim had the wrong name attached to the victims
phone number.
Unknown person created a fake instagram page
identifying themselves as the victim. Request was
made to have page removed.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Harassment

2/27/2016
70 EAST

Unattended Death

Unattended death.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject taken into custody for outstanding traffic
warrant out of Glassboro.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Female subject was arrested for an outstanding ATS
warrant following a motor vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in K9 sniff with negative
indication on vehicle.

BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Contempt of Court

While on a motor vehicle stop the driver was found to
have an active warrant.

CARLTON AVENUE

Simple Assault

Report of an assault that just occurred. Met with victim
who stated a subject in a silver pickup just assaulted
him. Subject fled after the assault. Victim took photo
of truck.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

CDS-Possession

WHITEBRIDGE
ROAD

Theft

Male passenger had 3 outstanding warrants. He was
removed from vehicle and searched. A pill and pieces
of pill were located. K9 made positive indication on
vehicle. A search yielded more contraband. Passenger
also placed in custody for warrants.
Unknown actor stole 4 "this is not a pet area" signs
over the past few months.

2/28/2016
70 WEST

Defiant Trespassing

70 WEST

Burglary

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was banned from all Wawa locations and was
found to be inside the Wawa on Route 70. Suspect was
GOA.
Observed vehicle parked behind Pep Boys. When
checking the vehicle a male was located removing tires
from a shed. He stated he had permission to take the
tires. Upon following up with Pep Boys it was
determined the male does not have permission.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Victims credit cards were used in a fraudulent manner.

BARTON RUN BLVD Criminal Mischief

Victim reported property damage to her vehicle.
Vehicle had several new scratches and two new dents.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Victim reported someone might have stolen his cell
phone while inside H&R Block.

Theft

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested in Florence for outstanding Evesham
warrant and given an ROR.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect turned himself in on two outstanding warrants.
Suspect was processed and posted full cash bail.

2/29/2016
70 WEST

Shoplifting

Shoplifting at Kohl's.

ASHLEY COURT

Fraud

Victim received a fraudulent phone call at her
residence.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BORTONS ROAD

Identity Theft

Victim reports identity theft/credit card fraud.

BRENTWOOD
COURT

Found Property

Found license plate. Returned to owner.

GREENTREE ROAD

Aggravated Assault

Dispute between customer and employee, attempted
aggravated assault.

HIBISCUS DRIVE

Fraud

Victim reported that ADT alarm company called her
stating her alarm system was low on battery. Victim
does not have ADT alarm system. Caller requested
personal information.
Resident reported that an unknown vehicle struck her
propertys chain link fence causing damage.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Property damage

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Driver arrested for possession of CDS during motor
vehicle stop.
Subject reported lost wallet. Same was recovered.

3/1/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for active ACS warrant.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Crack/Heroin located after K9 sniff of vehicle.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Accused took 11 cans of Enfamil formula.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Victims vehicle was scratched numerous times.

GRACE DRIVE

Harassment

Juvenile incident. Threats on facebook.

REVERE ROAD

Burglary

Responded to residence for a possible burglary and an
unsecure window.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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RICHMOND PLACE

Fraud

Victim reported fraud.

ROOSEVELT
AVENUE

Lost Property

Lost drivers license.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Subject signed harassment complaint.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect was transported from Salem County Jail to
BCJ in default of bail.

3/2/2016
70 EAST

Interference with transpThe actor shone a laser in the rear view mirror of the
victims car as he was driving.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to K9 sniff and PC search of
vehicle and driver. No CDS recovered.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested for an outstanding warrant
following a motor vehicle stop.

BANNER COURT

Identity Theft

Victim reported he is a victim of identity theft.

BIRCHWOOD DRIVE Theft

Theft of jewelry from victim.

COUNTRY FARMS
ROAD

Fraud

HUXLEY CIRCLE

Theft

Victim received a call that his computer was hacked
and the caller from a business who does fix computers
advised him to send money. The victim later found that
this was a scam.
Reported missing license plate.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victim signed complaints against ex-girlfriend for
using his credit card without his permission.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned himself in on an active warrant, same
processed and transported to BCJ.

3/3/2016
Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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JAMES COURT

Property damage

Units responded to James Court for a heavy flow of
water coming from upstairs apartment.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Recovered stolen propeA yellow front end loader was recovered.

MARLTON PIKE

Contempt of Court

MARSHAM DRIVE

Fraud

PAVONIA CL

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Conducted pedestrian stop on subject for jaywalking. It
was determined the subject had two outstanding
warrants out of Camden City.
Identity theft. Suspect used credit card to make
purchases.
Father/son agrument.

Suspect transported from State Police Barracks to
headquarters. Subject was picked up on Evesham
warrant. Suspect transported to BCJ.

3/4/2016
70 EAST

Fraud

Attempted fraud, no money was exchanged and
information supplied by suspect was false.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop was conducted and suspect had two
outstanding warrants.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Two subjects shoplifted from Kohl's department store.

73 NORTH

Theft

Stolen wallet. Credit card used at Wawa.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

CDS-Possession

Investigation resulted in possession of CDS and
paraphernalia.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

DUI/CDS-Possession Suspect was arrested for DUI, following a well-being
check.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

A pair of glasses were found in the Evesham Township
Municipal building. Owner unknown.

3/5/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 EAST

Found Property

Found wallet, turned over to police.

70 WEST

Theft by Deception

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Victim responded to headquarters to report her wallet
was stolen and her credit cards were used to make
fraudulent purchases.
Two suspects arrested for hindering and one arresed
for shoplifting.

HARRIER ROW

Unattended Death

Unattended death of adult male.

ROBERTS LANE

Harassment

Victim receiving continuous harassing text messages
and emails from ex-boyfriend.

TUCKERTON ROAD Burglary

Burglary of a vehicle where purse was taken.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found $5.00 in lobby.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found scarf in lobby.

3/6/2016
70 EAST

Simple Assault

Physical altercation at Walmart between two females.

BAKER BLVD

Property damage

Damage to outdoor grill that occurred in February.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Burglary

Followed up with burglary/theft investigation.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found black gloves in interview room one.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

A wallet was fouind and turned over to the owner.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Defiant Trespassing

Two subjects found parked in a vehicle on private
property.

3/7/2016
70 EAST

Shoplifting

Pedestrian stop led to arrest for shoplifting a shopping
cart from Kohl's.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Male in custody for shoplifting at Shoprite.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested on an outstanding warrant.

73 NORTH

Fraud

Subject was a victim of credit card fraud.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

KNIGHTSWOOD
DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Criminal mischief to vehicle.

ROBERTS LANE

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person report.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Well being check

Passing motorist called to request a well being check
on a male walking in the street on Tomlinson Mill
Road. Upon arrival, victim found to be a missing
person out of Voorhees Twp. Same was turned over to
Voorhess police upon their arrival.
Theft by deception. Victim didn’t receive item ordered.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

NJ Firearm ID card found. Owner advised and will
come in to pick up.

3/8/2016
70 EAST

Harassment

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim reported to police headquarters to pursue a
complaint against a co-worker who is harassing her.
Victim was unable to provide any personal information
about the suspect and will return when she is able to
identify the suspect.
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73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Shoplifting investigation in the DDACTS Zone.

73 SOUTH

CDS Paraphernalia

CONCORD ROAD

Aggravated Assault

PAVONIA CL

Burglary

Conducted motor vehicle stop. Detected odor of raw
marijuana, K-9 sniff was conducted and search
completed.driver was taken into custody.
Caller reported a dead body was laying on the front
lawn of the residence. Upon arrival the victim was
found to be unconscious and not breathing. CPR was
conducted and a pulse was obtained. EMS arrived on
location and continued treatment.
Victim reported seeing an unidentified male looking
into her second story bedroom window.

SPRING AVENUE

Identity Theft

Identity theft. Someone already filed taxes under the
victims name.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Dispatched to pedestrian MVA and found bicycle on
side of road.

TUCKERTON ROAD Criminal Mischief

Car was keyed in parking lot.

WOODHOLLOW DR

Fraud

Contact made with victim and reported that she was a
victim of fraud.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 SOUTH

Bad Checks

CARDINAL COURT

Fire

The owner of Hello Gorgeous Salon signed a
complaint against a suspect who used multiple services
and provided a bad check that had insufficient funds
after the check had been deposited twice into her
account.
Suspicious fire was set in the wooded area of Country
Farms Development.

KNOX BLVD

Theft by Deception

3/9/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Elderly woman scammed into purchasing gift cards and
giving the suspect the card pin numbers.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Accused arrested in court for outstanding traffic
warrant from Evesham. Samed posted bail and was
released.
Female arrested by Deptford police for an Evesham
warrant.

3/10/2016
73 NORTH

Suspicious Person

Male trying to steal wallets.

73 NORTH

CDS Paraphernalia

Suspicious vehicle investigation resulted in CDS
paraphernalia.

DORAL COURT

Suspicious Activity

Victim reported a suspicious incident outside of his
residence.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Criminal Mischief

QUAIL ROAD

Criminal Mischief

An adult male customer caused damage to the front
entrance door to the 7-Eleven store. Suspect was
identified.
Sign Damaged

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

A subject was turned over to this agency on an
outstanding warrant. The subject was processed and
transported to BCJ.

3/11/2016
70 WEST

Shoplifting

Subject attempted to steal merchandise from the store.

73 SOUTH

Conspiracy

A subject was arrested on a outstanding warrant during
a motor vehicle stop.

CHURCH ROAD

Found Property

Found bike in the woods near Church Road.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Harassment

Victim was receiving harassing and anonymous calls
reporting that he is a terrorist.

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Fraud

Former employee accessed secured information
regarding customers personal information.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MANOR LANE

Property damage

House fire. No injuries reported. Kitchen suffered
heavy damage.

SELMWOOD ROAD

Suspicious Activity

WELLESLEY WAY

Criminal Mischief

Responded to residence for a suspicious male. Upon
arrival male was GOA. Investigation revealed male
suspect was sent to home by female drug user who has
ties to victim.
An unknown actor using a motor vehicle, damaged the
construction site.

3/12/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for an outstanding warrant following a
motor vehicle stop. Subject posted bail and was
released.
During and investigation of a motor vehicle collision, I
had to break the window to remove the driver.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Subject placed two tubs of a pre-workout supplement
into a duffle bag and left store without paying.

COUNTRY LAKES
DRIVE

Found Property

Plastic jewelry was found on callers front lawn.

COVENTRY
CIRCLE WEST

CDS-Possession

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Theft

Conducted a motor vehicle stop. Upon speaking with
driver detected strong odor of marijuana. K-9 was
dispatched to scene and conducted exterior sniff of
vehicle. Suspected marijuana, packaging and a scale
were recovered in vehicle.
Victim reported a theft complaint.

EVANS ROAD

Pedestrian stop

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Contempt of Court

WOODHOLLOW DR

Theft

Victim was found in the street with lacerations to the
left side of his face. Wife responded and escorted him
home.
Suspect was arrested during a motor vehicle stop by
Mount Laurel Police for an outstanding Evesham
warrant.
Victim was scammed via phone. Victim delivered
money for transfer on Money Gram.

3/13/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MEDOC COURT

Harassment

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Criminal Mischief

The suspect shoved the victim after being involved in a
verbal altercation. Victim did not wish to sign a
complaint at this time.
Home hit with 4 yellow paintballs.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Criminal Mischief

Home hit with 1 yellow paintball.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Criminal Mischief

Home hit with 6 yellow paintballs.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned themselves in on an outstanding
Eveham warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Driving while suspendeSuspect was charged with the appropriate charge for
driving while suspended during the period of
suspension for a 2nd or subsequent DWI.

3/14/2016
70 WEST

Shoplifting

Female shoplifter steals merchandise.

73 NORTH

CDS-Distribution

Vehicle stop, K-9 sniff, CDS seized.

BURGUNDY DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Subjects face of door bolt was scratched.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Burglary

Units investigated a burglary/theft at Made in Italy.
Entry made through rear door.

GREENTREE ROAD

Pedestrian Stop

Conducted a pedestrian stop on a subject walking on
Greentree Road.

JOHN SINGER SGT
WAY

Underage Alcohol

While investigating suspicious activity in the
Sanctuary the accused were located sitting in a vehicle.
Same found to be in possession of alcohol underage.
Suspicious person call. ACS arrest.

OVERBROOK LANE Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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SMALLWOOD
COURT

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD CDS-Possession

Male was receiving texts from an unidentified male
The messages were sexual in nature. Message left for
unknown male.
Suspect arrested during a motor vehicle stop for CDS.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Credit card stolen from purse.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Fraud report via the Internet.

WINTERSET LANE

Theft

Theft of rings and handgun.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Resident signed a criminal complaint for criminal
mischief against adult male neighbor alleging he
caused damage to cell phone. Suspect filed a counter
claim of harassment against victim.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Found with CDS and paraphernalia.

70 EAST

Aggravated Assault

Suspect threw urine at Care One employee.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Subject found with pill and no prescription.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested on a pedestrian stop for ACS
warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

An adult female was arrested for a traffic warrant and
was transported to Police Headquarters where she was
processed and released on bail.
Female lost her wallet while shopping at Walgreens.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

3/15/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Motor vehicle stop for suspended driver led to the
arrest of the operator for possession of marijuana and
paraphernalia.
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73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Two suspects shoplifted from Target.

ELIZABETH COURT Harassment

Victim was harassed by her neighbor.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Unattended Death

NEVILLE DRIVE

Burglary

Neighbor contacted police regarding her neighbor.
Entry was made and the male victim was found
deceased in his bedroom. Nothing suspicious on
location.
Suspect entered secured residence and removed
jewelry.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect in custody at Cumberland County Jail was
transported to BCJ in liew of bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported suspect to BCJ on Evesham warrant.

3/16/2016
70 EAST

Forgery

73 NORTH

Motor Vehicle ViolatioPursuit initiated after motorcycle observed doing 114
mph on Route 73.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

BARTON RUN BLVD Harassment

BLANCHARD ROAD Contempt of Court

Walmart loss prevention turned over $370.00 in
counterfeit bills taken in one transaction.

Pedestrian stop led to arrest for multiple warrants.
Turned over to Westampton PD.
Complaintant reported that a former neighbor
repeatedly called her and responded to her residence.
The subject was located and escorted home.
Suspect was arrested at his home on several
outstanding warrants.

FLORENCE
AVENUE

Found Property

Large black bag, flannel jacket found on Florence
Avenue.

GREENTREE ROAD

Found Property

Found license plate. Contacted and returned to owner.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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HALSEY LANE

Fraud

Identity theft.

HOLMES LANE

Theft of Services

Victim paid contractor, in full, for tree removal who
failed to complete work.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found a wallet off Main Street across from Savich
Field and turned into PD.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

NJSP arrested one adult female for active ATS warrant.

3/17/2016
73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

A suspect from an unreported shoplifting incident was
identified, complaints pending.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

A suspect from an unreported shoplifting incident was
identified.

BAKER BLVD

Scam

Victim reported IRS scam.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Vehicle Fire

Investigation of vehicle fire was found to be accidental.

HAWK LANE

Burglary

Responded to Hawk Lane for an attempted burglary.

NEVILLE DRIVE

Suspicious vehicle

Suspicious vehicle report. Check of area negative.

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Suspicious Activity

Subjects scrapping material from burnt residence.

TROTH ROAD

CDS-Possession

Conducted motor vehicle stop. Upon speaking with
driver detected odor of marijuana. K-9 was dispatched
and arrived. After positive indication a PC search was
conducted. All three occupants were taken into custody.
Transported one adult female from Cherry Hill PD to
BCJ for two active ATS warrants.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Handled walk in at station for reported fraud.

3/18/2016
73 SOUTH

Theft

Shipments of Oxycodone arriving, short about 1-2
bottles.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Phone scam about electric bill.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS Paraphernalia

Motor vehicle stop revealed suspected drug
paraphernalia.

KENILWORTH
ROAD

Identity Theft

KIPS COURT

Fraud

Victim received a letter yesterday from former
employer in PA that all former employees working in
2015 had personal information breached.
Attempted theft by deception.

MILL ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Disptached to residence for front door and car egged.

OLD COLONY LANE Harassment

Victim received several annoying phone calls from
PSE&G.

TOMAHAWK DRIVE Found Property

Units responded to Tomahawk Drive for a found
bicycle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Property damage

Victim's vehicle door was damaged in the lot of police
headquarters.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject came to Police Headquarters to pay warrants.
Same was ROR and warrant executed.

3/19/2016
70 EAST

CDS

Motor vehicle stop with K9 Sniff. Vehicle was
searched and CDS was found.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest for ATS.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Credit Card Fraud

Credit Card Fraud at Target.

HERITAGE ROAD

Theft

Victim reported watch was stolen

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Motor Vehicle Search Disabled motor vehicle resulted in a vehicle search and
no contraband discovered. One occupant was arrested
for an outstanding ACS warrantl unable to execute.
TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment
Victim was harassed by her neighbor.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Walk-in ACS arrest.

TUCKERTON ROAD CDS

Suspect turned self in and was transported to BCJ after
being medically cleared.

3/20/2016
73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for NCIC
warrants.

EMPRESS STREET

Theft

Victim's license plate was stolen.

MEADOWVIEW
CIRCLE

Missing Person

Victim was reported missing approximately one hour
after leaving the house.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Suspicious Activity

Suspicious vehicle investigation resulted in seizure of
backpack pending search warrant application.

70 EAST

Theft

70 WEST

Shoplifting

A theft of a tip jar was taken on 3/19/16 at Francos
Family Restaurant. Surveillance footage was able to
capture the two subjects involved in the theft.
Responded to Shoprite for a disorderly male who was
in custody by store security for shoplifting.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

3/21/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Motor vehicle stop resulted in the arrest of driver for
traffic warrant out of Pennsauken Township.
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73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Arrested a female on a motor vehicle stop for an active
ATS warrant out of Winslow Township. The female
was able to post partial bail and was released ROR.
Victim reported her red wallet had been stolen while
shopping at TJ Maxx.

73 SOUTH

Theft

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

The rear door appeared to be unsecured. Units were
unable to make entry due to the fence being locked.

GREENTREE ROAD

Theft

JARRETT COURT

Lost Property

Conducted initial investigation into theft at apartment
in Brightview. Victim stated two rings valued at $5,000
were taken.
Victim reported a theft from his vehicle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Suspect spit on victim while in the library.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

WW turned over from NJSP; transported to BCJ.

3/22/2016
73 SOUTH

Fraud

BOSWELL ROAD

Fraud

BRICK ROAD

Harassment

Road rage incident. Suspect identified and victim to
sign complaint at a later date.

CROPWELL ROAD
SOUTH

Fire

Electrical fire with wires down caused damage to
roadway.

HOPEWELL ROAD

Contempt of Court

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Theft

Subject was taken into custody from Winslow
Township on two outstanding warrants, and was
processed and released after posting bail.
Log book stolen from business.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Lost Prevention in Target reported that a male involved
in a fraud case back in January 2016 was observed in
the store.
Victim reported receiving fraudulent phone calls from
a telephone number in Florida.
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SWEETFERN
COURT

Identity Theft

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Criminal Mischief

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Victim reported he received a letter from his employer
advising all employees at his company that were
employed in 2015 had their personal information from
W2 form removed. Victim advised his information was
used to file through IRS.
Unknown person(s) has been writing inappropriate
messages on faculty bathroom walls. Ongoing
investigation identified a suspect and same was
charged on a summons.
Suspect was turned over from Medford Police
Department on an outstanding warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject posted bail at Police HQ; warrant executed.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Female reported a fraud transaction occurred and went
into collections.

3/23/2016
GRANVILLE COURT Harassment

Anonymous tip that the individual may be victim oh
harassment.

RALEIGH LANE

Missing Person

K9 Track.

WINSLOW HOMER
WAY

Dumping

Complainant received notification that there was illegal
dumping at the construction site.

70 WEST

Terroristic Threats

Terroristic threats made to Petsmart manager after
verbal argument.

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

Missing Person

Subject missing but was later located.

NEVILLE DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Responded to the area of Neville Drive and Alvis
Court for the report of criminal mischief.

Quail Lane

Criminal Mischief

Units investigated a criminal mischief complaint where
zip ties were cut off of park bench signs.

3/24/2016
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SASSAFRAS COURT Theft

Units investigated a theft complaint at Police HQ for
theft of a wedding ring.

TUCKERTON ROAD Sentenced by Judge

Took custody of subject after sentenced to 10 days for
driving while suspended.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Picked up defendant from Camden County Jail and
transported to Burlington County Jail for warrant.

3/25/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for outstanding warrant during motor
vehicle stop.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to active warrant; bail posted.

73 SOUTH

Assault

Third party reported physical altercation between three
males outside of Brio.

BARTON RUN BLVD Identity Theft

ID packet filled out and waiting for it to be handed in.

ERINDALE DRIVE

CDS

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Criminal Mischief

During a suspicious vehicle complaint, two arrests
were made and suspected marijuana and paraphernalia
were seized.
Window broken out at the old Scooters Skating Center.

MARLTON PIKE
WEST

Fire

Small electrical fire was extinguished.

QUAIL ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported that a sign was damaged.

WHITEBRIDGE
ROAD

Suspicious Activity

Victim reported suspicious vehicle in the area of
Whitebridge and Old Marlton Pike.

CDS/Contempt

Conducted motor vehicle stop and driver had warrants
and suspended DL. CDS was located, search incident
to arrest which led to K9 sniff.

3/26/2016
70 WEST
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70 WEST

CDS

Motor vehicle stop which yielded marijuana in vehicle.

73 SOUTH

CDS

KETTLE RUN ROAD Disorderly Conduct

Motor vehicle stop which led to a probable cause
search of the vehicle due to a strong odor of marijuana
coming from inside the vehicle.
Subject at group home became violent and left
location. Staff was able to get subject back to residence
where he continued to be violent.
Disorderly Person to hospital for evaluation.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Property damage

Unknown suspect drove on the soccer fields at Green
Lane Farms causing damage to the grass.

MEADOWVIEW
CIRCLE

Criminal Mischief

In rear of unoccupied residence, observed open shed
and several empty beer/liquor bottles.

PROVINCETOWN
DRIVE

Abandoned Vehicle

Abandoned vehicle on Provincetown Drive.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Disorderly Conduct

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found NY drivers license.

3/27/2016
CAYUGA LANE

Attempted Burglary

Victim reported suspicious activity outside of her
child's window.

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Suspicious Activity

Anonymous tip of the smell of burnt marijuana near
residence.

LANDINGS DRIVE

Fire

Fire to fan in bathroom, minor damage.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Property damage

Pole knocked over and notification made.

MILL PARK LANE

Resisting Arrest

Female arrested for an outstanding warrant.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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OAK AVENUE

Fire

Light/vent fixture fire. Minimal damage and
extinguished by EFD.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported suspect from CCJ to BCJ on an Evesham
warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Bad Checks

Handled walk-in for bad check.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Found Property

Found wallet and returned to owner.

70 EAST

Property damage

Suspect hit victims car with her car door in the parking
lot of Walmart.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Employee stole money from the business.

BRICK ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest for outstanding
ATS warrant; suspect ROR'ed.

ERINDALE DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in ATS arrest, ROR.

KATHRYN COURT

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

LAKE SHORE
DRIVE

Credit Card Fraud

Investigated a fraudulent use of credit card complaint.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Package stolen from porch.

PICKWICK DRIVE

CDS

RADNOR BLVD

Contempt of Court

Caller reported a suspicious vehicle parked outside
their residence for over an hour. Check of vehicle
revealed 3 juveniles and 1 adult male inside with
strong odor of marijuana. Search of vehicle revealed
marijuana and several drug paraphernalia.
Motor vehicle stop led to ATS warrant; ROR.

3/28/2016
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect's mother responded to HQ to post bail for
daughter who was incarcerated.

3/29/2016
70 WEST

Forgery

Suspect passed counterfeit $100 bill and received $98
in change.

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Assist other PD

Assisted Sheriffs Dept in an attempt to serve civil
paperwork.

HAILEY DRIVE

Unattended Death

Unattended Death.

RABBIT RUN ROAD

Theft/Criminal MischieDuring the overnight hours an unknown actor(s) stole a
sign attached to a condo association park bench.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victim stated he is receiving fradulent calls from the
IRS.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Picked up subject with an Evesham warrant from
Salem County Jail; transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Forgery

Female employee writing fraudulent checks and
depositing into her bank account.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victim reported a past tense theft of valued items from
his home during his absence.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Harassment

Subject reported harassment via text.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to an active warrant arrest.

73 NORTH

CDS

Subject arrested for possession of marijuana following
a motor vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Subject arrested for shoplifting.

3/30/2016
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BARTON RUN BLVD Criminal Mischief

Victim reported his work vehicle was damaged with
eggs.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Contempt of Court

Male arrest for warrant

CEDAR AVENUE,
WEST

Fraud

Victim received IRS scam call.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Side window appeared to have been pried open.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

DUI/Poss of CDS

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

HEATHER DRIVE

Identity Theft

Subject was arrested for DUI nd possession of CDS
after he was reported sleeping in a vehicle in the
parking lot of WaWa.
Conducted motor vehicle stop on vehicle. Driver had
outstanding warrants and odor of marijuana was
detected. After K-9 sniff a P.C. search was conducted.
Contraband was located and he was charged on a
summons and released.
Conducted motor vehicle stop and detected odor of
marijuana. K-9 sniff conducted which resulted in
vehicle search. Subject was charged on a summons and
released.
Victim came into police HQ to file an ID Theft.

HERITAGE ROAD

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

JACKSON COURT

Burglary

Victims house was broken into and items were stolen.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Fraud

Victim reported an unauthorized transaction on credit
card.

SEQUOIA COURT

CDS

Public disturbance call led to an occupied vehicle with
two males inside; drug paraphernalia located.

TEABERRY COURT

Fire

Mulch fire spread to bush which caught siding on fire.
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WALNUT AVENUE

CDS

Investigation to a loud party resulted in an arrest of
drug paraphernalia and CDS in plain view.

70 s

Property damage

COLONY TRAIL

Other Non Criminal

A weedwacker shattered the rear window of a vehicle
traveling on Holtec Drive. Landscaping company was
contacted.
Subject acting disorderly; had to be restrained and
taken into protective custody.

COLUMBIA DRIVE

Found Property

Found bike.

GREENTREE ROAD

Fraud

Fraud from the Wawa store.

GREENTREE ROAD

Prohibited weapon/Pos Motor vehicle stop revealed suspected marijuana and a
prohibited weapon (Billy Club).

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Property damage

Damage to fence was found.

MARBEL AVENUE

Suspicious Activity

Responded to area of a suspicious male loitering. Upon
arrival subject was GOA. A description was taken and
a check of the area conducted.
Missing person was found in good health.

3/31/2016

SASSAFRAS COURT Missing Person

TUCKERTON ROAD Shoplifting

Bailbonds man delivered suspect with warrants;
committed to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victim reported her vehicle was broken into in Cherry
Hill. Her purse was stolen and suspect used her info in
Cherry Hill, Mt. Laurel, Bellmawr and Evesham.

4/1/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop. 2 adults taken into custody for
CDS possession and warrants.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS and
ACS warrant.
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70 WEST

Shoplifting

Arrest of Shoprite shoplifter.

73 SOUTH

Burglary

Suspect shattered window at business.

ARROWHEAD
DRIVE

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to be
in possession of CDS as well as a warrant for his arrest.

CHURCH ROAD

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle investigation yielded 2 adult arrests
for marijuana possession.

HAWK LANE

Theft

Theft complaint by victim. Pending his return from
Florida to determine whether to pursue complaints.

LORD PLACE

Theft

One arrest made for theft of a bicycle during a
suspicious vehicle investigation.

WESTERLY DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Victim reports his swingset was damaged sometime
overnight.

70 EAST

Pursuit

Pursuit in Cherry Hill terminated at 295 North. Subject
identified and admitted to not stopping.

70 WEST

Threats

Female makes threats to Petsmart staff via telephone.

CEDAR AVENUE,
WEST

Criminal Mischief

HARROWGATE
COURT

Criminal Mischief

JONATHAN LANE

Weapon- Possession

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Contempt of Court

Units dispatched to West Cedar for suspicious activity.
While on scene it was revealed that victims tire was
slashed the prior night.
Units dispatched to West Cedar Drive for suspicious
person report. Upon arrival suspect advised his
vehicle's rear driver side tire was slashed.
During a motor vehicle stop from criminal mischief
investigation, accused found in possession of brass
knuckles, CDS and paraphernalia.
Operator placed in custody for ATS during motor
vehicle stop.

4/2/2016
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SAGEMORE DRIVE

Unattended Death

Unattended death found to be of natural causes.

SMOKEBUSH LANE

Fraud

Victim stated they received a phone call to wire the
suspect money. Phone scam.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victim stated he was being bullied by suspect.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect responded to police headquarters to turn
himself in on an ATS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Hindering

Suspect was transported from Camden County Jail to
BCJ.

WAGONWHEEL
COURT

CDS-Possession

Fight call led to CDS arrest.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Caller reported awning damage from wind.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Victims vehicle was struck by a shopping cart.

BARON AVENUE

CDS-Possession

Probable case search of vehicle resulted in suspect
being found in possession of suspected marijuana.

GREENTREE ROAD

Shoplifting

An unidentified juvenile male stole a beverage from
Wawa.

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Contempt of Court

MAGNOLIA COURT

Property damage

Subject was arrested for outstanding warrants during
the investigation of a MVA. He was unable to post bail
and was transported to the BCJ.
A fallen tree caused damage to a deck on the rear of a
vacant property.

MILL PARK LANE

Property damage

4/3/2016

Roof damage from fallen tree.

4/4/2016
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70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrested driver for
outstanding warrant. Same given ROR.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested for three outstanding warrants out
of Southampton. The suspect was processed and
released after posting bail.
Motor vehicle stop for suspended driver. Driver had
active warrant out of Audubon. Bail posted.

73 SOUTH

Theft of Services

Customer dispute over service/price at nail salon. No
complaints signed.

ALBANY ROAD

Theft

CROPWELL ROAD
NORTH

Contempt of Court

GREENTREE ROAD

Assist NJ Taxation

Victim suspects that a repair man stole his prescription
medications from his home while suspect was doing
repairs.
Motor vehicle stop for maintenance of lamps. Driver
had active warrant. PC search of vehicle with negative
results.
Assist NJ Division of Taxation with Asset Forfeiture.

SQUIRREL ROAD

Criminal Mischief

TRANQUILITY
TURN

Lost Property

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victim reported mischief to a sign that was attached to
a park bench which was to read "This is not an animal
area." The sign was altered to read "This is an animal
area."
Victim reported her cell phone was missing and said to
be on Woodbridge Drive according to her iPhone app.
Victim called back to state she had located her phone
inside her residence.
Walk in, victim reports receiving anonymous texts for
the past five days.

4/5/2016
70 EAST

Fraud

Unknown subject used another persons identification
to cash a check at TD Bank.

70 EAST

Harassment

Units investigated a harassment during a motor vehicle
incident on Route 70.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.
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73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop revealed suspected CDS.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested for active warrant out of Camden.

73 SOUTH

Harassment

A client returned to law office after she was adviced
not to.

ASPEN COURT

Burglary

CONCORD ROAD

Identity Theft

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Passer by reported an open window on the rear of a
vacant property. Investigation found it appeared
unknown suspects had entered the property and
damaged the interior of the residence.
Victim reported her TD Bank account had 6
transactions removing money from her account that she
did not make.
Hole in fence was new and intentional at Cooper Evans
Home.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transport female in custody by Delanco PD to BCJ on
Evesham warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Victim reported lost wallet.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victim paid for a service he did not receive.

4/6/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for marijuana
and paraphernalia.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

COBBLER COURT

Missing Person

Two suspects arrested for shoplifting at TJ Maxx with
merchandise in their pocketbooks. Other merchandise
suspected to be stolen from other stores in town also
retrieved.
Subject reported missing. Subject returned home.

GREENTREE ROAD

Burglary

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Unknown property was stolen from Mr. Appliance,
which had been seized by the Division of Taxation.
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HAMILTON ROAD

Theft

An uber driver stole victims Iphone.

HERITAGE ROAD

Fraud

Victim reported fraud transaction.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Hindering

The defendant was stopped for driving an unregistered
vehicle. Through a short investigation the defendant
was given a false name. same was taken into custody
for hindering.

73 SOUTH

Forgery

Responded to Target to seize counterfeit money.

CHARTER OAK
LANE

Lost Property

Victim lost purse after reportedly leaving on the top of
her vehicle.

4/7/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Credit Card Fraud

Victim reported TD Bank visa debit card was lost or
stolen and fraudulently used.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Female faxed documents containing personal
identification information to the wrong number.

WALNUT AVENUE

Fraud

Cell phone account opened in victims name.

73 NORTH

Pedestrian stop

Pedestrian stop at AMC.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for NCIC warrant and lodged at BCJ.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Female completed multiple shoplifting offenses at
Rastelli's Market.

JEFFERSON AVE

Fraud

Victim reported that money was missing from his
home equity line of credit through TD Bank.

PREAMBLE DRIVE

Fraud

Units investigated suspicious activity on Preamble
Drive which led to suspect handing over a fake
Pennsylvania Drivers License.

4/8/2016
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RABBIT RUN ROAD

Harassment

Neighbor dispute.

WEAVER DRIVE

Identity Theft

Victim reported that an unknown person opened
numerous credit cards with his information.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

70 WEST

Found Property

A probable cause search was conducted. The search
yielded a blue container with pills that was seized as
evidence.
During a motor vehicle stop, odor of marijuana was
detected. After positive K9 sniff, search was conducted
and contraband was located.
CDS paraphernalia was found in a rental car by
customer.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Driver arrested for outstanding ATS warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested for active warrant out of Medford
Twp.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

DOMINION DRIVE

Harassment

Juveniles playing ding dong ditch.

EVANS ROAD

Theft

Evans Road street sign taken.

KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to CDS arrest.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

MVA

Transported property from MVA to hospital.

ROYAL DRIVE

Burglary

Victim reported damage to the exterior portion of his
front door.

4/9/2016

4/10/2016
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During motor vehicle stop, subject was found to have
multiple active ATS/ACS warrants.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Report of lost wallet. Wallet was found and returned to
owner.

GREENTREE ROAD

Road rage

PARKDALE PLACE

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported he was stopped at traffic light when an
unknown suspect approached his vehicle and banged
several times on the window. Suspect also pulled on
the door handle.
Victim reported his vehicle was struck by an egg while
driving on North Locust.

TEABERRY COURT

Unattended Death

Unattended death.

TINSMITH LANE

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported his vehicle was struck by an egg which
had been thrown from a white truck with unknown tags.

TUCKERTON ROAD Turned in ammo

Subject turned over ammunition from deceased fathers
collection.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Uber driver turned in found cell phone.

WESCOTT ROAD

CDS-Possession

Conducted a motor vehicle stop. After odor of
marijuana was detected, driver produced contraband.
Driver was taken into custody and released on
summons.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

70 WEST

MVA

MVA at 7-Eleven parking lot.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Victim reported losing an expensive gold bracelet
while at Redstone Restaurant.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

CDS-Possession

Suspect arrested for possession of marijuana,
paraphernalia and knife.

4/11/2016
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CALDWELL
AVENUE

Found Property

Found bike on school grounds.

PRINCE CHARLES
COURT

Contempt of Court

Male committed to Burlington County Jail on NCIC
warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported suspect to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect turned herself in for active ACS warrant.

4/12/2016
70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for ACS warrants.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Credit Card Fraud

Unknown white male used stolen identities to open
Target credit card and purchase Apple devices.

73 SOUTH

Burglary

Burglary attempt reported, however it was unfounded.
Damage was from previous attempt.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Two unidentified subjects shoplifted clothing from
business and fled the area.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Victim reported her credit card that she never lost was
used in Evesham, Mt. Laurel and Voorhees.

COLUMBIA DRIVE

CDS-Possession

PC search of vehicle led to arrest of the suspect.

EUSTON ROAD

DUI/eluding/resisting Pursuit, vehicle found at suspects home. Suspect taken
into custody.

EVES DRIVE

Fraud

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Hacking of business phone and network system.
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QUAIL ROAD

Criminal Mischief

TUCKERTON ROAD MVA

Criminal mischief to "No Pets" sign.

Requested to Medford to handle serious MVA per
request of BCPO.

4/13/2016
73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Three suspect charged with shoplifting at Target.

ERINDALE DRIVE

Hindering

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Suspicious Activity

A motor vehicle stop led to a K-9 sniff of the vehicle
which revealed a positive hit for narcotics in the
vehicle. A female passenger was arrested on several
warrants and charged with hindering for providing a
false name and social security number.
Victim was pulled over by Gold Crown Vic with tinted
window.

WATERVIEW
COURT

Identity Theft

Victim reported an unidentified person used his W2 tax
form and field for his taxes. Victim reported numerous
other employee's W2 tax forms had been leaked via email to the hands of an unknown suspects.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop. Driver had active warrant out of
Cinnaminson.

73 NORTH

Fraud

Victim reported a check scam to their bank account.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Loss prevention reported a fraudulent transaction that
occurred in March 2016.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Investigation on motor vehicle stop revealed driver to
be in possession of marijuana and paraphernalia.

KNOX BLVD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

ORCHARD LANE

Harassment

Victim reported harassing communication via
Facebook. Two unknown subjects.

4/14/2016
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TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victims credit card was fraudulently used.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Suspicious phone calls.

4/15/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in a K9 sniff and found
CDS in motor vehicle.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest of driver for 2
active warrants.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Arrest result at ATS warrant.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During a car stop, the suspect was found to have an
ATS warrant. Suspect was processed and released.

BANCROFT ROAD

Lost Property

Lost wallet

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle, K-9 sniff (Spike) led to possession
of cocaine/marijuana arrest.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

Hand to hand narcotic transaction observed. Two adult
arrests made.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

CDS-Possession

Pedestrian stop investigation led to arrest for
possession of CDS, paraphernalia and warrant.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Vehicle travelling through DWI checkpoint was found
to have suspected marijuana inside. Driver charged
accordingly.
Odor of burnt marijuana inside of a vehicle that came
through the DWI checkpoint.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Identity Theft

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim reported a fraudulent tax return was completed
in her name.
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MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

DUI checkpoint

Case generated to document DUI checkpoint.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Accused found in possession of marijuana and
paraphernalia during a DUI checkpoint.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Suspicious Activity

Possible hand to hand CDS transaction investigation
but unfounded.

STOW ROAD

Suspicious Activity

Suspect entered business after business hours and acted
in a suspicious manner.

73 NORTH

Conspiracy

During a motor vehicle stop, the suspect was found to
have a warrant out for her arrest.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

One suspect charged with shoplifting at Target.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Subject turned over found wallet. Wallet was returned
to the owner.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Found Property

Found gym bag on school grounds.

PAVONIA CL

Harassment

Subjects received harassing letters regarding parking.

4/16/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Credit Card Fraud

An unknown suspect used the victims credit card to
make a fraudulent purchase.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Subject turned over ammunition to be destroyed.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victim reported a theft from her vehicle possibly in
Evesham or Avalon. Victim was moving from Marlton
to Avalon when theft took place in late March 2016.
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WEAVER DRIVE

Harassment

Prank harassing phone call.

73 NORTH

DUI/CDS possession

DUI arrest and suspect was found in possession of
Cocaine and Cocaine paraphernalia.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested for active ACS warrant.

LIGHT HORSE
COURT

EMS

Driver needed EMS during vehicle stop. Drivers
license was returned to her later in the day.

rabbin

Harassment

Verbal neighor dispute over noise complaint.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Animal complaint

Pitbull bit mini-poodle during a walk.

70 EAST

MVA

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Hit and run motor vehicle accident. I was able to make
contact with the driver who leftthe scence of the
accident.
Suspect possessed under 50 grams of marijuana in his
vehicle.

73 SOUTH

Identity Theft

Victim reported that an unknown person opened a
Target credit card in his name.

BRICK ROAD

Harassment

EVANS ROAD

Found Property

HEATHER DRIVE

Burglary

Spoke with several employee's who advised a former
male member was no longer allowed on their property
due to pass history of harassment towards a former
employee. The male suspect called the facility multiple
times and showed up.
Waved down by a pedestrian and told that there was a
license plate on the side of the road. Owner was
contacted and told he had to pick up his license plate at
headquarters.
Report of a break in an abandoned home.

4/17/2016

4/18/2016
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JOHN SINGER SGT
WAY

Harassment

Contractor felt threatened by homeowner but
homeowner also felt threatened by contractor.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Contempt of Court

PARAGON ROAD

Property damage

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest for 2 warrants out of
Ocean City NJ. Transported to Farley Service Plaza to
transfer to police.
Owner of apartment reported tennant had fire on stove
which caused minor damage to property inside
apartment.
Subject was taken into custody at the Bergen County
Jail and transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD

Three weapons and ammunition were turned into
police headquarters for destruction.

4/19/2016
73 NORTH

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person at the bank.

COLUMBIA DRIVE

Theft

Stolen vehicle.

LAVENDER COURT

Property damage

Subject turned over ammunition to be destroyed.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

OAK AVENUE

WALNUT AVENUE

WINSLOW HOMER
WAY
WINSTEAD COURT

The victim reported her neighbor has been harassing
her via text messge and by leaving notes on her
vehicle. Victim signed a complaint for harassment.
Under influence of CD Unit investigated a possible burglary in progress.
Investigation revealed this subject under the influence
of CDS.
Burglary
The victim reported both hidden spare keys to his
house were stolen. Victim reported over the past
several months small items had gone missing. Victim
reported his neighbor as a possible suspect. Victim
reported approximately $1,000 worth of items stolen.
Lost Property
Lost cell phone.

Juvenile incident

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Subject reported juveniles were throwing rocks at
geese in the lake behind his residenct. Made contact
with one of the juveniles and their parent who stated
they were scaring them away while trying to fish.
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WOODHOLLOW DR

Theft

Stolen bicycle.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest of passenger for 2 ATS
warrants.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Four suspects shoplifted an estimated $2,000 worth of
merchandise from Victoria Secret.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

An unknown black male stole 1 pair of woman's
sunglasses valued at $490.00

GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

The suspect in this case was arrested for an outstanding
warrant out of Mount Ephraim Twp.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Victim stated suspect took items from residence when
sleeping.

4/20/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on traffic stop with two warrants.
Subject released on recognizance.

VIOLET COURT

Fraud

Victim reported IRS phone scam via voice message.
Victim states no unauthorized bank transactions.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to be
in possession of CDS.

BORTONS ROAD

Fire

Fire reported at Bortons Road and Hopewell Road.

HARROWGATE
COURT

Fraud

Victim reports IRS fraud phone call asking for money.

4/21/2016

RIDGMOUNT DRIVE Defiant Trespassing

Units investigated a trespassing complaint where an
unknown subject waled into the backyard, onto the
back decl and up to the sliding glass door. No entry
was made.

4/22/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Pedestrian stop after suspicious activity observed.
Adult female arrested for warrant. Search revealed
CDS and paraphernalia.
Suspect stole merchandise from the store.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Following a motor vehicle stop the male driver was
arrested for possession of CDS and paraphernalia.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Property damage

Hole found in window pane on outside.

KINGSLEY AVENUE Found Property

Found keys

LINCOLN LANE

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on ATS warrant following a service
call.

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Found Property

Found 9mm ammo round in lot.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

DUI/CDS possession

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

Units investigated vehicle stopped at traffic signal with
driver asleep at the steering wheel. Investigation
revealed driver intoxicated and in possession of CDS.
Victim stated the other driver was being aggressive.
The driver was honking and circling her vehicle.
Victim felt she was being followed and felt threatened.
Fraudulent checks made in victims name and used at
Shoprite in Marlton.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject had an active arrest warrant.

4/23/2016
70 EAST

Robbery

70 EAST

Theft

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Bank robbery at TD Bank. Suspect handed the teller a
hand writtin note and obtained cash and the suspect
fled on foot.
Unknown actor stole items from a purse that was
accidentally left behind in a shopping cart.
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70 WEST

Theft

A known actor entered the store and stole cigarettes
before walking out.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Two subjects shoplifted Dyson vacuums.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Clothing taken from display in store.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Subject called restaurant acting like PSE&G employee
asking for immediate payment.

GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

During motor vehicle stop driver was found to have
active warrant.

KETTLE RUN ROAD CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in probable cause search of
vehicle. Negative findings.

SWEETFERN
COURT

Burglary

Victim reported cash had been stolen out of her middle
console in her vehicle.

70 EAST

Theft

Two white females stole clothes from a clothing
recycling bin located in the parking lot.

70 WEST

Lost Property

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Victim reported he left his Ipad which contained
numerous items insde the store. A worker observed the
Ipad in the store.
Two females shoplifted from store.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Subject lost her drivers license while at the Promenade
shopping center.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Subject lost her drivers license at the Promenade
shopping center.

BARKLEY COURT

Unresponsive male

Male found unresponsive. CPR/narcan given. Same
transported to Virtua Er.

4/24/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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CALDWELL
AVENUE

Juvenile contact

Noise complaint, juveniles playing.

CHURCH ROAD

MVA

Investigation of MVA hit and run.

HARROWGATE
COURT

Fireworks Possession Possession of fireworks.

HARROWGATE
COURT

CDS-Distribution

KENT AVENUE

Theft

KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Conducted car stop and observed pill bottle with
several different pills and baggie of pills contained
within.

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

While conducting a follow up regarding a previous
incident, the combination of burnt marijuana and raw
marijuana protruding from the home. Verbal consent
was provided to complete a search of the residence.
Search revealed numerous narcotics.
Theft of cash from victims wallet during a party.
Subjects fled in motor vehicle.

4/25/2016
70 EAST

73 SOUTH

DWI/Possession of CD Responded to Marlton Crossings lot for a collision.
After investigation defendant was taken into custody
for DWI and possession of CDS.
BARTON RUN BLVD Burglary
Two suspects entered the victims home and fled
without taking anything.
BRICK ROAD

Aggravated Assault

Suspect was arrested for CDS related charges. While
she was in custody she spit on an officer.

CHAMPLAIN ROAD

Fraud

Victim received two calls from a female claiming she
is the IRS. Scam phone call.

CHELMSFORD
COURT

Harassment

Victim was harassed by an unknown person.

DORSET DRIVE

Harassment

Victim found suspicious note outside front door.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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LAKESIDE DRIVE

Contempt of Court

During a report of an alarm, suspect was found to have
an active warrant.

OWL COURT

Theft of Services

Victim reports unknown suspect toolk money for
vehicle repair and did not return with parts.

SPLIT RAIL LANE

Burglary

Victims vehicle was burglarized overnight.

WESTMINSTER
AVENUE

Fraud

Attempted IRS phone scam.

YORKTOWN
COURT

Burglary

Burglary to two of victims vehicles. Nothing taken.

70 EAST

Eluding

Suspect eluded on motor vehicle stop.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle accident investigation revealed
suspect was found to be in possession of CDS.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop resulted in arrest for ATS warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop, the driver was found to
have an active ATS warrant.

73 NORTH

Harassment

Victim felt harassed by patients mother yelling at her
during appointment.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrants.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

False report

Subject arrested for filing a false report.

HIBISCUS DRIVE

Fraud

Checkbook stolen from mailbox, ran up fraudulent
transactions.

4/26/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MAIN STREET,
EAST

Property damage

Damaged to victims vehicle.

MICHENER PLACE

fraud

Victim received call from subject who claimed to be
from IRS.

TUCKERTON ROAD Simple Assault

Suspicious facebook posts on unknown facebook
account are being investigated.

WAYNE DRIVE

Credit Card Fraud

Credit card fraud attempt by requesting information via
fraudulent email.

70 EAST

Found Property

Subject found a black wallet and turned it in.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arreted on an outstanding warrant.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Investigation of motor vehicle stop revealed driver to
be in possession of CDS.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Victims drivers license was found.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Three subjects arrested for shoplifting Dyson vacuums.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Accused found in possession of marijuana and
paraphernalia during a DUI checkpoint.

MERION ROAD

Harassment

Victim was threatened on Facebook. Victim did not
wish to sign complaints.

SMOKEBUSH
COURT

Fraud

Victim reported phone scam.

4/27/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject at police headquarters to post bail on a warrant.

4/28/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest of driver for multiple
ATS warrants.

73 SOUTH

Theft

EUSTACE COURT

Fraud

Responded to Target for a theft complaint. Victim
stated she left her purse in the shopping cart in the
parking lot, drove away, and when she came back the
purse was gone.
Subject was receiving phone calls saying he was going
to jail for IRS code violation.

GREENTREE ROAD

DUI/CDS POSSESSIO DUI/CDS possession.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person report.

PARAGON ROAD

Missing Person

Mother responded to headquarters to report her
daughter missing.

TUCKERTON ROAD Identity Theft

Unknown actor attempted to open two credit cards in
victims name.

4/29/2016
70 WEST

Shoplifting

Subject arrested for shoplifting at Shoprite.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for active
warrants.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 NORTH

Robbery

Bank robbery.

73 NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Victim advised that her fleet vehicles have been
tampered with.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Manager reported a theft on 04/27/2016.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

CDS-Possession

HAILEY DRIVE

Theft

With assistance from NJSp and BCPO the ETPD
executed a search warrant at the target residence.
Marijuana and paraphernalia was seized.
Theft of purse containing wallet.

LIBERTY LANE

Harassment

Victim reports being harassed by suspect over road
rage incident.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Stroller found. Returned to owner.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Met with Gloucester City PD and took custody of
suspect. Same transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Silver invict 8009 watch found along side the building
near the Sally port.

4/30/2016
BRICK ROAD

CDS-Possession

HALSEY LANE

Harassment

HAWK LANE

Property damage

Front lawn damaged as result of motor vehicle accident.

LAMPLIGHTER
COURT

Fraud

Two IRS transcript requested made by someone else.

LAMPLIGHTER
COURT

Fraud

Two IRS transcript request made by someone else not
named on the account.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suboxone observed in plain view during a pedestrian.
Suspect failed to provide valid prescription and was
charged accordingly.
Dispute between two males where victim was slammed
into a wall. No complaints.

Subject arrived to headquarters an turned himself in for
an actve warrants.

5/1/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Burglary

Items stolen from trunk of vehicle.

73 SOUTH

Criminal Trespass

Six juveniles trespassed in old Tri-Town plaza.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested during motor vehicle stop for arrest
warrant.

SENECA COURT

Found Property

Bike found on Sharp Road near PS&G station.

70 EAST

MVA

Tractor trailer MVA.

70 WEST

Theft

Manager reported that employee has taken $1,800.00
in cash.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop driver had active warrant for
$300.00. Subject arrested and ROR.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

AUGUSTA COURT

Fraud

Two suspects who previously shoplifted in the store
were seen placing items in a baby carriage. When
observed they appeared to drop the items and exit the
store.
Victim reported he received a phone call from a
suspect claiming to be from the IRS. Scam phone call.

BAKER BLVD

Fraud

IRS scam.

BAKER BLVD

Fraud

IRS scam phone call.

BETTLEWOOD
ROAD

Escort

Police escort to former residence to obtain property.

5/2/2016

5/3/2016

DEER PARK COURT Fraud

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

IRS phone scam.
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DORAL COURT

Fraud

IRS scam.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Theft

Brother and sister worried about where brothers money
is going.

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Robbery

Bank robbery at BB&T.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

IRS phone scam.

PRIVET COURT

fraud

Subject was a victim of fraud by IRS.

SOMERSET LA

fraud

Attempted IRS scam.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Subjects NJ drivers license was located in the cell
block.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject transported from CCJ to BCJ on outstanding
Evesham warrant.

5/4/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Past tense shoplifting. Suspects identified.

COUNTRY FARMS
ROAD

Fraud

Attempted IRS phone scam.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

CDS-Possession

EVESHAM ROAD

Fraud

Subject arrested for possession of CDS, paraphernalia
and syringes following an investigation for erratic
driver.
Received 3 phone calls from IRS. Phone scam.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

An adult male was arrested for 3 active ATS warrants.

HAILEY DRIVE

Fraud

IRS phone scam.

HERITAGE ROAD

Fraud

IRS phone scam.

HEWLINGS DRIVE

Civil matter

HOPEWELL ROAD

Identity Theft

Victim hired a landscaping company to clean the siding
of his house. Damage was done to the front and sides
of his home when it was power washed.
Credit card number used at CVS in Runnemede NJ.
Unknown how number was obtained.

KNOWLTON DRIVE

Fraud

Attempted IRS phone scam.

LIBERTY LANE

Fraud

Caller reported a suspicious call from caller who
advised they were from the IRS.

PAVONIA CL

Harassment

Victim received harassing calls about an IRS scam.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Fraud

IRS fraud complaint.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop. ATS warrant. Posted partial bail
and released.

73 NORTH

Weapon- Possession

Handgun found in center console during a probable
cause search of vehicle.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to have
an active ATS warrant.

ARBUTUS COURT

Fraud

Attempted fraus, IRS scam.

5/5/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BARTON RUN BLVD Juvenile incident

Responded to tennis courts in Barton Run for juveniles
in the area.

CHELMSFORD
COURT

Fraud

Attempted fraud, IRS scam.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Property damage

Township trash cans destroyed from motor vehicle
crash.

FAYBROOKE DRIVE Fraud

Attempted fraud-IRS scam.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Fraud

IRS scam.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for ATS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victim complained of multiple calls about an IRS scam.

VIOLET COURT

Fraud

Attempted fraud.

WEAVER DRIVE

Fraud

Attempted fraud, IRS scam.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Contempt of Court

NCIC warrant out of Ocean County. Turned over to
Ocean County Sheriffs Dept.

73 NORTH

Theft

Theft of records from store.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Transported suspect to BCJ for ACS warrant.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop it was discovered the
driver had an outstanding warrant.

5/6/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for ATS warrant.

BARON AVENUE

Criminal Attempt

CAYUGA LANE

Harassment

Approximately 4-5 subjects in dark clothing checkind
door handles and attempting to unlawfully enter
vehicles.
Unknown person harassed victim when she got out of
her car.

CHATEAU CIRCLE

Fraud

Attempted fraud from Comcast.

JOHN JAMES
AUDUBON WAY

Suspicious Person

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Lost Property

Neighbor reported two suspicious persons enter a
residence through a pet door. It was found that the
homeowner of the vacant property was alright with the
two individuals entering the property due to the subject
being a potential renter.
Victim reported he lost his wallet.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Burglary to commercial property by unknown suspect.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Female taken into custody for shoplifting.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest of
fugative on Pennsylvania warrant.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to K-9 sniff and search with
negative results.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Female subject was arrested for attempting to shoplift
merchandise.

DOMINION DRIVE

Identity Theft

Victim reported 2 credit cards opened in his name
fraudulently.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Unattended Death

Well being check led to forcing front door open.
Resident found deceased inside. Door suffered damage.

5/7/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest for outstanding
warrant.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Victim reported a road rage incident that occurred on
Main Street and South Maple Ave. Victim did not wish
to pursue complaints at this time and did not wish to
have the suspect contacted.
Warrant arrest.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Harassment

Neighbor dispute regarding parking.

70 WEST

Harassment

Road rage incident. Suspect threatened victim. Neither
party wished to sign complaints.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

DEVON ROAD

Suspicious vehicle

During motor vehicle stop driver had multiple ATS
warrants. Driver was processed and turned over to
Pennsauken PD.
Victim reported a suspicious vehicle parked in front of
her house. A check of the area yielded negative results.

KNOX BLVD

Theft

Victim reported theft of tools from truck.

OXFORD ROAD

Missing Person

Victim was reported missing but returned home a short
time after police were notified.

73 NORTH

Found Property

73 NORTH

Theft

While handling a MVA with a motorcycle, personal
belongings for the rider were picked up from the
roadway. Same was turned over to friend with riders
permission.
Victims passenger side mirror had been taken.

ALEXANDRA
COURT

Simple Assault

5/8/2016

5/9/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Subject was assaulted by two males that he is familiar
with. Victim did not wish to pursuit a complaint.
Victim sustained minor injuries to his face and elbow.
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CARRINGTON

Dumping

CENTRE BLVD

CDS-Possession

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Fraud

Victim wire transferred money during several months
to a fraud scam.

FORESTVIEW
COURT

Theft

Victim stated suspect took cash from her.

GLENVIEW COURT

Theft

Subject reported theft from home.

HAWK LANE

Property damage

Victims lawn was damaged by his neighbor.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

An adult male was arrested for an active traffic warrant.

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Fraud

Attempted fraud.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Victim reports the suspect used their private
construction dumpster to dump trash. Suspect removed
thrash.
Motor vehicle stop led to DUI and CDS possession.

Suspect arrested and turned over to State Police for
warrant.

5/10/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

When doing a random plate inquiry a motor vehicle
stop led to a warrant arrest.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle investigation led to PC search and
CDS were recovered.

HOLLY ROAD

Theft

Victim had belongings stolen by brother who now
resides in Florida.

MULBERRY COURT Fraud

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Identity theft report.
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PARKDALE PLACE

Harassment

Victim being harassed by neighbor.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for ATS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Warrant arrest. Transported suspect to BCJ.

5/11/2016
70 EAST

Harassment

Business has been receiving several prank phone calls.

73 NORTH

Found Property

Report of found property. Subject turned in Bank of
America ATM card. Same returned to owner.

CHURCH ROAD

Found Property

Found Cell phone.

GREENTREE ROAD

Fraud

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Identity Theft

Victim requested to pursue criminal complaints against
suspect, put due to the statute of limitation expired the
victim was unable to pursue the matter.
Identity theft report.

MAUREEN COURT

Theft

Jeep rear mounted tire stolen.

PICKWICK DRIVE

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person walking around the area.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found money at headquarters.

5/12/2016
70 WEST

Theft

Victim is reporting a former employee stole a recipe
book.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested on an outstanding ACS warrant.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BARTON RUN BLVD Property damage

Victim reported the rear passenger side window of his
vehicle was damaged.

DUTCH ROAD

Property damage

Property damage to front door.

HUNT CLUB
TERRACE

Found Property

KEEGAN COURT

Identity Theft

MARLTON PIKE

Contempt of Court

Property manager reported an employee had found two
separate drug paraphernalia items on the ground near
building 2.
Victim was notified by the IRS that her name and
social security number were used in an attempt to file a
federal tax return.
During a motor vehicle stop accused found to have two
ATS warrants.

PADDOCK ROAD

Suspicious vehicle

Victim reported a suspicious vehicle in the area of her
residence.

SHALSTONE LANE

Theft

Victim reported quitar was stolen from residence.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victim reported wallet missing.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found debit card in Mt. Laurel. Returned to owner.

TUCKERTON ROAD Hit and Run

Hit and run MVA.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was turned over by District 25 on an
outstanding warrant.

WOODTHRUSH
COURT

Fraud

Victim reported fraud. Bad check scam.

Lost Property

Victim came into headquarters to report sometime this
week she lost her medication.

5/13/2016
ARBOR LANE

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BRIARCLIFF ROAD

Theft

Victim reports glove box of vehicle is damaged and a
lockbox taken from vehicle.

CROPWELL ROAD
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to ATS warrant arrest.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Theft by Deception

Resident reported receiving two telephone calls from a
person claiming to be an agent from the IRS.

SEQUOIA COURT

Fugitive of Justice

Subject was arrested for outstanding NCIC warrant out
of PA with full extradition. Same was found to be in
possession of CDS. He was processed and then
transported to BCJ.
An adult male came to police headquarters to post bail
on ATS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

5/14/2016
73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

2 suspects shoplifted from store.

BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Harassment

Subject reported harassment from an old neighbor.

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Open property

Units investigated an attempted burglary to a vehicle.
No entry was made. Passenger front window damaged
and mailbox.
Open property found.

KENNIBIE DRIVE

Burglary

Unlocked vehicle entered and items removed.

KENNIBIE DRIVE

Burglary

Unknown suspect entered unlocked vehicleand
removed items.

KIRKDALE DRIVE

Burglary

Vehicle burglary were items were taken.

KIRKDALE DRIVE

Burglary

Cars rear driver side window was smashed. Vehicle
was entered and items removed.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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KNIGHTSWOOD
DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Unknown suspect attempted to gain entry into locked
motor vehicle and damaged window.

KNIGHTSWOOD
DRIVE

Theft

Unknown suspect gained entry into unlocked vehicle
and removed items.

KNIGHTSWOOD
DRIVE

Burglary

Unknown suspect broke vehicle window and entered.
No items taken.

KNOWLTON DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Attempted vehicle burglary.

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for CDS.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

NJSP arrested a subject on an oustanding warrant.
Transported to BCJ in lieu of Bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on walk in for ATS warrant.

5/15/2016
73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

An adult male was arrested for possession of suspected
crack cocaine and CDS paraphernalia.

KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in ATS warrant arrest.

KIRKDALE DRIVE

Unattended Death

Elderly female-unattended death.

LAVENDER COURT

Fraud

Victim received an automated telephone call from
someone claiming to the the IRS.

STAHL COURT

Property damage

Water damage to residence.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Subject turned himself in on an outstanding warrant.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest of driver for active
traffic warrant.

WEAVER DRIVE

Theft

Victim left wallet in purse in car and went to work and
realized wallet was removed from purse.

70 WEST

Fire

A grease fire caused damage to the fire suppression
system.

70 WEST

Fire Investigation

A grease fire caused items held for sale to be destroyed.

70 WEST

Theft of Services

Business cleaned carpets for Black Label Salon and
payment was never made.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop. Suspect arrested for CDS
possession.

BAKER BLVD

Burglary

Victim reported that a black Iphone and gas card were
stolen from his vehicle.

5/16/2016

BIRCHWOOD DRIVE Burglary

Victim reported shed was burglarized in March and
several items were taken.

BRIDGEWATER
DRIVE

Theft

DUCHESS AVENUE

Theft

Victim had 2 subjects from a moving company place
her items in a Pod and later found 2 rings missing from
her jewelry box.
Items were stolen from victims unlocked vehicle
overnight.

FOXWOOD COURT

Luring

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Found Property

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

Theft

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Vehicle approached children in residential area. After
brief investigation it ws determined it was not an
attempted luring.
Rear bumper with license plate turned over by subject.
Property returned to owner.
Theft of furniture from home.
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HONEYSUCKLE
COURT

Fraud

IRS scam.

JOHN SINGER SGT
WAY

Identity Theft

Unknown suspect opened credit card onlin using
victims identity.

LOWELL DRIVE

Harassment

Harassment by receiving anonymous letter.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft by Deception

Resident reported receiving a telephone call from a
person claiming to be an agent for IRS.

MARBEL AVENUE

Theft by Deception

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Suspicious Person

The victim responded to police headquarters to sign a
complaint against a subject for theft by deception.
Suspect charged victim for parts on her vehcile and did
not replace them.
Victim reported suspicious person in the area of
Sagemore Drive.

TENBY LANE

Lost Property

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject reported his license is missing.

Transported male in custody from Salem County Jail to
BCJ.

5/17/2016
70 WEST

Found Property

A found wallet was returned to the owner.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for ACS warrant.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Suspicious Person

A suspicious person was reported to have been in the
business.

ANDY WARHOL
WAY

Theft

Victim reported nanny took items from residence over
a three month period.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BRICK ROAD

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop the driver was arrested for
two outstanding ATS warrants.

CEDAR AVENUE,
WEST

Theft

Items stolen from unlocked vehicle and credit cards
used at Walmart in Audobon.

ELBERTA LANE

Theft

Theft from residence.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Playground equipment was vandalized.

GREENTREE ROAD

fraud

CVS employee reported a possible fraudulent script.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Burglary

MILFORD DRIVE

Harassment

Victim advised that sometime over the last couple of
days, unknown subjects entered his vacant property.
Nothing was stolen because the property was empty.
Victim reported to being harassed by subject over trash
and leave disposal.

ORCHARD LANE

Fraud

IRS scam.

PRINCESS AVENUE

Theft

Victim came into PD to report a theft from his motor
vehicle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

WESCOTT ROAD

MVA

Transported a suspect from Winslow PD to police
headquarters on two outstanding warrants. Then
transported suspect to BCJ.
Photographed damage to an Evesham school bus as
well as a white Nissan that was involved in a MVA.

5/18/2016
70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in a K-9 sniff and CDS
was seized.

73 NORTH

Hindering

Motor vehicle stop investigation into subject who
provided false information.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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EVESHAM ROAD

Harassment

Victim was harassed by suspect during a road rage
incident.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Credit Card Fraud

Subjects credit card was compromised unknowlingly.

LARKSPUR DRIVE

Possession of weapon Harassment investigation resulted in arrest of suspect
for possession of firearm.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

CDS-Distribution

Conducted a motor vehicle stop at the direction of the
BCPO. Suspect was arrested and released on summons.

MILFORD DRIVE

Harassment

Units investigated a neighbor dispute. Victim signed
complaint for harassment.

MILFORD DRIVE

Suspicious Activity

Juvenile female observed male engage in suspicious
behavior. Possible luring attempt.

OVERBROOK LANE Burglary

Home burglary. Items taken.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Unknown suspect unsuccessfully attempted to open a
credit card in the victims name.

YALE ROAD

Theft

Subject reports theft from unlocked vehicle.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

70 EAST

Theft

Motor vehicle stop with K-9 sniff. PC search
conducted. Heroin, syringes and paraphernalia located.
Passenger provided a false name.
An unknown suspect stole fuel from the victims truck
on three separate evenings.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Male committed to BCJ on ATS warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

5/19/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Simple Assault

Mutual fight between two friends.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Burglary

Shed burglary, items taken.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Burglary

Shed burglary, item taken.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Burglary

Barn burglary, items taken.

GRAND BANKS
CIRCLE

Theft

Theft of wallet from residence.

MOHAWK COURT

Weapon- Possession

TUCKERTON ROAD Terroristic Threats

Suspicious vehicle investigation resulted in suspect
arrested for unlawful possession of weapon, possession
of CDS and paraphernalia.
Victim received a threatening text message.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victim received a fraudulent IRS scam phone call.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Responded to Marlboro Twp and took custody of male
suspect and transported him to BCJ.

5/20/2016
70 EAST

Theft

Victims purse was stolen from a bathroom at Care One.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to passengers arrest for active
warrant.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest for ATS warrant.

70 EAST

Harassment

Received harassing phone call.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 WEST

Found Property

CDS recovered when rental car was returned and being
cleaned.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Shoplifting at Kohls. All items were recovered, suspect
was taken into custody.

73 NORTH

Fraud

3 fraudulent checks were presented to this branch over
the past week.

ARDSLEY DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

BARTON RUN BLVD Lost Property

Victim reported he lost his Ipad mini at Cherokee High
School.

BETTLEWOOD
ROAD

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop leads to warrant arrest.

BRICK ROAD

Fraud

4 counterfeit $20 bills were passed off as currency at
Virtua Marltons hospital café.

DEERFIELD
AVENUE

Burglary

A leaf blower was stolen from the victims shed.

GREENTREE ROAD

MVA

4 car motor vehicle accident at Greentree Road and
North Maple Avenue video was obtained by
Burlington County engineers office for evidence.
Responded to MUA treatment facility on Kettle Run
Road for a trespassing complaint. A white male was on
the outside of the fence with a juvenile male and they
were shooting a .22 caliber rifle into a target. The
property belongs to the Twp.
Wallet stolen from an unlocked vehicle.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Criminal Trespass

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Theft

MERIDIAN LA

Found Property

Black Apple watch was found on Meridian Lane.
Returned to owner.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Theft

Victim reported his headphones were stolen from the
boys locker room.

5/21/2016
Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Found Property

A cell phone and cash that was found in the parking lot
was turned over to police.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Conducted a motor vehicle stop on vehicle and
detected an odor of marijuana. Driver produced drug
paraphernalia and a PC search was conducted.
Suspected marijuana was located after search.
Responded to Target for found purse. Victim
responded to headquarters and the purse was returned.

BARTON RUN BLVD Overdose

Victim was found to be unconscious and unresponsive
from an apparent overdose. Nasal narcan was deployed
and subject was transported to ER.
Victim reported observing a suspicious person in the
area of VanZant School.

CANDLEWOOD
CIRCLE

Suspicious Person

HOLTEC DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Motor vehice stop leads to ATS warrant arrest.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Harassment

Victim was verbally harassed by a classmate.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was picked up in Sea Isle PD and transported
to BCJ.

5/22/2016
73 NORTH

Harassment

The victim was verbally harassed by a customer.

BRICK ROAD

Simple Assault

Patient assaulted security guard at Virtua during a
physical altercation.

BUXMONT ROAD

Theft

Victim reported his friend had stole cash from his
fathers dresser which was his.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Found Property

Found suitcase located in the parking lot of the Indian
Springs Driving Range and was turned over for safe
keeping.
Damage to front door due to forced entry due to fire.

QUEEN ANN COURT Fire

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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QUEEN ANN COURT Fire

Damage to front door due to forced entry because of
fire.

QUEEN ANN COURT Fire

Roof damage due to ETFD efforts to extinquish fire.

QUEEN ANN COURT Fire

Damage to residence from fire.

SASSAFRAS COURT Harassment

Victim reported suspect has been threatening her
through text messages. Victim reported suspect
attempted to gain entry into her house but blocked the
suspect at the door from coming inside.
Victims license plate was found on the side of the road.

TROTH ROAD

Found Property

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Prisoner exchange with NJSP transported to BCJ to be
lodged.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested on ATS warrant.

5/23/2016
73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

BLANCHARD ROAD Animal at large

Motor vehicle stop investigation revealed driver in
possession of suspected anabolic steroids, suboxone,
marijuana and paraphernalia.
Animal complaint for dog at large.

BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Burglary

Victim had both of his vehicles burglarized overnight.
Numerous items removed from vehicles.

BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Burglary

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Theft

Victim reported suspicious persons outside residence.
Investigation revealed motor vehicle burglary
confirmed.
Overnight vehicle theft. Unlocked with key in ignition.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Found Property

Keys found in residents door. Owner unknown.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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HAWK LANE

Theft by Deception

Unidentified male subject called the victim requesting
to be wired money so that he may claim a sweepstakes.

LAKESIDE DRIVE

Suspicious Activity

Suspicious activity reported near Lakeside Drive by a
local resident.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Harassment

Victim received a harassing email from an unknown
person.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Harassment

Complaintant stated that while he was on location for
his daughters doctos appt he was hip checked by the
suspect while he was walking down the hall of the
office. Same did not wish to pursue complaints at this
time.
Victim received a call from the IRS. Victim paid the
suspect with visa and Itunes cards.

MULBERRY COURT Fraud

ROSLYN COURT

Lost Property

Victims son lost Apple watech on the playground on
Evans Road.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Subject picked up at Mount Laurel PD for Evesham
warrant and transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Victim stated she lost a scanner she used for work.

WILLIAMSBURG
COURT

Property damage

Victim reported that his vehicle had been damaged.

70 EAST

Theft

Victim reported a theft incident. Suspect was stopped
and was arrested for contempt and theft charges.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Investigation on motor vehicle stop revealed driver
possessed active traffic warrant out of Mansfield.

73 NORTH

Fraud

Attempted phone scam.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest for passenger.

5/24/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

While serving a TRO, subject was found to have an
active ACS warrant.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Worker of victims store contacted by PSE&G as a
scam requsting money from store.

73 SOUTH

Theft of Services

Theft of gas.

BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Burglary

Victims vehicle entered and items stolen.

KENNINGTON
ROAD

Suspicious Person

Subject reportedly looking into car windows.

KENTON AVENUE

Underage Alcohol

Young male was found trying to enter residence. Male
was intoxicated.

LAKEFIELD DRIVE

Identity Theft

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Victim reported unknown person used her debit card
info to make a purchase in another location. Victim has
possession of credit card.
An unidentified male called a local business purporting
to be from PSE&G requesting to be wired money.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft by Deception

Victim pays money as result of PSE&G scam.

MAPLE AVENUE,
SOUTH

Harassment

Victim reports being harassed by an aggressive/erratic
driver.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

DUI/CDS possession

DUI, refusal, CDS possession.

SUNNYSIDE COURT Criminal Mischief

Victim stated rear passenger side window was broken.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

During a township meeting a visa debit card was
found. Same was put into evidence until the owner can
be contacted.
Victim reports he was contacted about a credit card
attempted to be open in his name.

TUCKERTON ROAD Identity Theft

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Miscellaneous accumulated found property collected
and placed into property for disposal.

5/25/2016
70 EAST

DUI/CDS possession

70 EAST

Eluding

Responded to 3 car MVA with injuries. On arrival
investigation conducted for DWI. Driver was taken to
Virtua Marlton. CDS possession was discovered after
search warrant.
Motor vehicle stop attempt resulted in pursuit.

70 WEST

Fire

Vehicle fire.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Conducted motor vehicle stop and driver had
suspended drivers license and active warrant.

73 NORTH

Theft

Victims wallet was stolen from her purse and credit
cards were used at Target.

APPLE WAY

Fraud

Telephone scam.

BRIAR COURT

Harassment

Victim responded to headquarters to report harassment
via facebook.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Matter of record

GREENTREE ROAD

Harassment

The caller wished to report that her stepfather was
released from jail today and had made previous threats
to "kill everyone".
The victim was verbally harassed by another motorist.

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Contempt of Court

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Shoplifting

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Suspect in this case was arrested following a motor
vehicle stop for an active ATS warrant out of Magnolia
Borough.
Suspect shoplifting. No complaints.

Computer hacking resulted in fraud of victims TD
Bank account.
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MAPLE AVENUE,
SOUTH

MVA

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Bad Checks

Photograph damage to property that occurred as the
result of a motor vehicle collision. Disc was entered
into evidence.
Victim responded to police headquarters to sign a
complaint for bad checks.

TUCKERTON ROAD Prisoner TransportationSuspect taken into custody while in cour for DWI
conviction.
TUCKERTON ROAD Fall victim

Victim suffered a seizure and fell into the door jam.
Surveillance will be submitted when it becomes
available.

5/26/2016
70 EAST

Fraud

Counterfeit $10 bill was passed at 7-Eleven.

70 EAST

Shoplifting

Ongoing investigation into suspected shoplifting from
Walmart.

73 NORTH

Aggressive driver

Aggressive drive in Ford Mustang.

EATON AVENUE

Harassment

Victim received a harassing phone call.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Return property

Took possession of victims bike after motor vehicle
accident and returned it to his house.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in DWI arrest and
narcotics seizure.

FOXWOOD COURT

Property damage

Vehicle was damaged in victims driveway.

KELLY DRIVE

Property damage

Gas pipe was struck during construction causing a leak.

RADNOR BLVD

Theft

Responded to theft complaint. Spoke with both parties
and gave caller options. Caller came to police HQ to
sign complaints then changed mind. A K-9 article
search was also conducted.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD MVA

Hit and Run MVA. Able to locate the driver and issued
the proper summonses.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Identity Theft

Victim reported her credit card was used to purchase
items.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to NCIC arrest.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Past tense shoplifting of Nike shoes. Loss prevention
identified the suspect and signed complaints.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop resulted in ATS warrant arrest.

BROOKVIEW CL

Fraud

Victim received a fraudulent check in the mail.

CENTRE BLVD

Found Property

Found drivers license.

CHARDONAY
COURT

Fraud

Victim received a call from an IRS scam.

HARROWGATE
COURT

Abandoned property

Walk in complaint regarding abandoned property with
open and unmaintained pool.

HERITAGE ROAD

Fraud

Responded to residence for fraud complaint.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Suspicious Activity

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Two suspicious subjects clained to work for water
company and requested entry to test water pressure. No
credentials provided and left location after resident
because suspicious.
Victim reported fraudulent charge on credit card.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found syringe in parking lot.

5/27/2016

5/28/2016
Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle investigation led to PC search.
Suspected marijuana located.

73 NORTH

DUI/CDS possession

Motor vehicle stop. K-9 sniff with positive indication.
Hydrocodone seinzed.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to be
in possession of CDS and paraphernalia.

KENT AVENUE

Burglary

Burglary and theft to a motor vehicle.

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest for possession of
marijuana and brass knuckles.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Credit Card Fraud

Credit card fraudulently used by unknown subject.

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Eluding

Motor vehicle stop led to eluding, officer was struck by
vehicle.

RIESLING COURT

Harassment

Victim responded to police headquarters to report
harassment.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested on a ATS warrant.

ALVIS COURT

Theft

Stolen money.

PAR COURT

Burglary

Units investigated a burglary and theft at the residence.
No forced entry. Items taken.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to driver being arrested for ATS
warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in suspect with ACS
warrant.

5/29/2016

5/30/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Soliciting Complaint

Suspect was soliciting in the Allison Apartments for an
energy company without a valid permit.

RABBIT RUN ROAD

Lost Property

Rabbit Run Road street sign was missing. DPW
notified.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject taken into custody for outstanding warrant and
transported to BCJ.

5/31/2016
73 SOUTH

Property damage

Rear passenger window shattered.

CHESTNUT
AVENUE

Criminal Mischief

Victims vehicle was struck with a branch causing
damage.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Animal Bite

A dog bit a child in Huntington Valley, PA. The dog
was confirmed to be from Huntington Valley.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Property damage

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Property damage

The victims sliding glass door was damaged by
landscapers. The owner of the landscape company
made restitution.
Rear door damaged by landscapers.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Fire

An oven fire caused property damage.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Suspicious vehicle

HIBISCUS DRIVE

Theft

Victim reported a white male in an unknown type red
sedan attempted to lure him to the vehicle on May 26
and May 31, 2016.
Theft of garden hose.

JEFFERSON AVE

Found Property

Caller reported a bike left on her proeprty for a week
not belonging to her.

LANFAIR ROAD

Theft

Theft of 2 bottle of perfume from vehicle.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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OVERBROOK LANE Suspicious Person

Video footage of a suspicious black male.

QUAKER STREET

Theft of platinum wedding band from residence.

Theft

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

The subject called to report he lost his keys at the
municipal ball fields.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was picked up from Salem County Jail and
transported to BCJ.

6/1/2016
70 EAST

Shoplifting

Suspect arrested and charged with shoplifting.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Responded to Victoria's Secret for a report of a past
tense shoplifting.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Victims license found at Target. Submitted into
evidence.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Victims billfold and personal checks were found and
returned to Target guest services. Returned to owner.

BORTONS ROAD

Fraud

Victim reports phone scam requesting credit card
information.

DOMINION DRIVE

Theft

Victim reports mother refuses to give back passport.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Burglary

Theft of the victims home reveals two TV's stolen.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

RADNOR BLVD

Identity Theft

Search warrant execution led to the discovery of an
indoor marijuana grow and the seizure of 84 marijuana
plants.
Victims identity was used to open a checking account
and to apply for a loan application.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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ROBERTS LANE

Theft

Victim reported suspect took jewelry and pawned it.

STOCKTON LANE

Criminal Mischief

Victim observed door knob was super glued shut.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject transported from Camden County Jail to BCJ
for warrant.

6/2/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, three suspects were found
to be in possession of CDS and paraphernalia.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest of passenger for
warrant.

70 WEST

Property damage

Drivers opened door and accidentally struck the car
next to it.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 NORTH

Fraud

Subject with a fraud complaint, wireless transaction of
$45,000.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle investigation revealed driver in
possession of CDS and paraphernalia.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for multiple warrants during motor
vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Conducted car stop and both occupants had active
traffic warrants.

BERKSHIRE WAY

Identity Theft

Victim received a Macy credit card in mail that he
never applied for.

CARLTON AVENUE

Fraud

Victim reports a phone message from unknown male
from IRS requeting information.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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EVESHAM ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Well being check

Well being check for subject. Forced entry. Resident
not home.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Simple Assault

Past tense assautl.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Simple Assault

Past tense assault report.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Conducted car stop with 3 occupants. Both driver and
male passenger had an active ATS and ACS warrants.
A K9 sniff was conducted. A PC search was
conducted. Drug paraphernalia and CDS were located.

70 EAST

Found Property

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Wallet was found in a womens restroom at Elmwood
Business Park. Wallet was held and logged into
evidence. Wallet returned to owner.
Fraud by 2 males at Burlington Coat Factory.

6/3/2016

BLANCHARD ROAD Simple Assault

Victim and mom argued after victim got into a physical
altercation at the tavern.

evan

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to K-9 sniff and PC search.
Resulted in CDS possession.

EVES DRIVE

Harassment

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Harassment

Victim reported being physically and verbally harassed
after attempting to collect restitution from an unpaid
construction service bill.
Harassment by receiving alarming text messages and
voicemail.

GEORGE BELLOWS
WAY

Harassment

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

MVA

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim reported being harassed via phone. He has been
receiving anonymouse phone calls at all hours of the
day and night.
Investigated damage to a solar powered speed sign that
appeared to have been struck by a motor vehicle
sometime overnight.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found a pair of gold color earrings on the floor board
of vehicle 1309.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Subject responded to headquarters to report harassment
by his neighbor.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was transported to BCJ in liew of bail for
warrant.

6/4/2016
73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Theft of Services

Unknown suspect dumped 200 Lee's Hoagies menus in
dumpster.

FORESTVIEW
COURT

Theft

Two pairs of Beats headsets taken from inside victims
vehicle.

GREENTREE ROAD

Theft

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Victim reported his mothers power washer was stolen
from residence. Victim possibly knows the suspect
who took the washer but does not wish to sign a
complaint at this time.
Motor vehicle stop with warrant out of Medford.
Released on bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Offender took a check from victim, fraudulently filled
it out and cashed it.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Prisoner exchange with Washington Twp PD. Suspect
was then transported to BCJ.

6/5/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop with warrant.

BARTON RUN BLVD Fire

Electric motor of air conditioning unit burned out
causing minimal damage.

FIRTREE COURT

Victim reported past tense burglary from vehicle.

Theft

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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KNOX BLVD

Theft

Theft from unlocked vehicle. Property taken.

LAKE SHORE
DRIVE

Fraud

The victim reported that her debit card was used ina
fraudulent manner.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Harassment

Victim received harassing text messages from former
employee.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

Victim reported being harassed by her neighbor.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Missing Person

The caller reported a juvenile missing. Juvenile was
returned to the residence.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victims mother stated victim received inappropriate
text messages.

WOODBRIDGE
ROAD

Property damage

Tree branch fell on victims vehicle causing damage.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Suspect was suspected of being in possession of CDS.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested for hindering and contempt
following an investigation.

73 NORTH

Suspicious Activity

Female purchased numerous gift cards.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested for outstanding warrants during a
motor vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

3 females shoplifted various items from CVS.

6/6/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BARKLEY COURT

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Theft

Victim reported her daughters Iphone was stolen at the
Demasi School.

GREENTREE ROAD

Found Property

Anonymous person found wallet. Same returned to
owner.

LAKESIDE DRIVE

Harassment

Victim reported to police headquarters to report
harassment from Facebook.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Hit and run motor vehicle accident. Damage to 8 trees.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Theft

Subject reports a total of four shrubs taken from a
mulched garden from the previous night.

MAIN STREET,
WEST

Theft

Theft of nail care certificates.

TUCKERTON ROAD Property damage

Victims vehicle window shattered by baseball.

VIRGINIA COURT

Theft

Victim reported theft of clothing articles by exroommate.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrants.

73 NORTH

Conspiracy

Traffic stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop invest revealed driver had active
traffic warrant out of Egg Harbor Twp.

CANTEBURY
COURT

Suspicious Activity

Subject notified police of suspicous package mailed to
residence from Canada. No threats or crime took place.

6/7/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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HEATHER DRIVE

Fraud

Units investigated IRS phone scam.

MUNGER AVENUE

Theft

Suspect stole money that was accidentally placed in his
bank account.

RADNOR BLVD

Contempt of Court

Arrest for warrant on motor vehicle stop.

RED HAVEN DRIVE

Theft

Victims son cellphone was stolen. Suspect identified
and charged.

RED HAVEN DRIVE

Theft

Two cell phones were stolen while juveniles were
playing basketball. Suspect idenitified and charged on
warrant.
Victim stated she had fraudulent charges to her debit
card.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

6/8/2016
73 NORTH

Property damage

Victims vehicle was struck by light post due to strong
winds. The vehicle was parked in the parking lot.

73 NORTH

Property damage

Subjects vehicle was struck by light post due to strong
gusty winds. The vehicle was parked in the parking lot.

BON AIR DRIVE

Fraud

BRIAR COURT

Harassment

Victim has received two phone calls from a computer
company stating that the victims computer has a
problem that needs to be fixed.
Domestic dispute on which victim signed complaints.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Harassment

HAWTHORNE
STREET

Theft

KETTLE RUN ROAD Dumping

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

During a road rage incident, victim attempted to video
suspect with cellphone. Suspect exited vehicle and
attempted to take victims phone. Victim did not wish to
sign complaints or give statement.
Subject took fathers car without permission. Came
home with car and admitted to taking it.
Trash on side of road.
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MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Identity Theft

Victim reported he lost his Victoria Secret credit card.

MILL PARK LANE

Harassment

Victim has been receiving harassing phone calls from
suspect.

PAVONIA CL

Conspiracy

During the investigation of a noise complaint, both
parties involved pursued criminal complaints against
each other.
Victim signed harassment complaints against three
individuals.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Walk in to turn self in on ATS warrant. Bail posted.

WYNDMERE ROAD

Fraud

Victim reported IRS phone scam. No information

70 EAST

Shoplifting

70 WEST

Property damage

Representative from Walmart responded to the
Evesham Twp PD to sign complaints against a
shoplifting suspect.
Victims vehicle was struck by a shopping cart in the
parking lot.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was found to have an active ACS warrant out
of Burlington City.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject has two active ACS warrants.

CANDLEWOOD
CIRCLE

Harassment

Step-father feeling harassed by biological father of
daughter.

CHURCH ROAD

Theft

Victim reported sunglasses missing from her vehicle.

FLORENCE
AVENUE

Found Property

Subject reported receiving mail that did not belong to
anyone at the residence. The owner was discovered and
the proper address was obtained.

6/9/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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FLORENCE
AVENUE

Fraud

Victim wanted to talk to police regarding IRS scam
calls.

GREENTREE ROAD

Harassment

Caller stated she observed a male punch another male
and drive away aggressively from location.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Property damage

Caller reported vehicle was damaged while operating it
on North Locust toward North Maple Avenue.

PINE TERRACE

Theft

Theft at residence by daughter.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Berlin PD had subject on Evesham ATS warrant. Bail
posted.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned over by Pennsville Police for an
outstanding warrant and lodged in BCJ in default of
bail.
Subject was transported from New Brunswick Police
station to BCJ for Evesham warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

6/10/2016
70 WEST

Lost Property

Report of lost license plates.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to have
an active warrant for his arrest.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Unknown black female shoplifted a pair of sandals
from Payless.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Units investigated motor vehicle stop where driver had
2 active traffic warrants.

CAYUGA LANE

Criminal Mischief

Juvenile threw rock at victims windshield.

JEFFERSON AVE

Suspicious Activity

Victim reported suspicious activity of unidentified
male attempting to gain entry to vehicles.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stopped led to CDS possession arrest.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Theft

Victim reported his unlocked vehicle was entered
overnight and items removed.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in K9 sniff and probable
cause search. Suspected marijuana seized.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Suspects were arrested for CDS offenses following a
motor vehicle stop.

70 WEST

Computer hacking

Unknown person hacked computer software.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect stopped on motor vehicle stop was arrested for
multiple warrants.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

ATS warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Harassment

Parent/child discipline issue in parking lot. Incident
mediated and no furhter action taken.

73 SOUTH

Suspicious vehicle

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

A suspicious vehicle was observed in the parking lot of
Champps. The driver gave consent to search the
vehicle.
Subject involved in MVA with two warrants from
Evesham.

BASS ROAD

Eluding

Pursuit of dirtbike. Pursuit teminated.

BRIAR COURT

Contempt of Court

Suspicious vehicle, ATS arrest.

BRICK ROAD

Harassment

Victim was harassed by suspect while working with the
victims wife as a patient.

6/11/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BRICK ROAD

Harassment

Victim was harassed by suspect while working with the
victims wife as a patient.

CRANBERRY
COURT

Contempt of Court

Suspicious vehicle investigation led to two arrested on
ATS warrants.

HAWTHORNE
STREET

Vehicle taken without cCallers son took his vehicle without consent.

KENT AVENUE

Burglary

KETTLE RUN ROAD Harassment

Victim reported an attempted burglary at residence due
to a damaged exterior door knob. Nothing stolen from
house.
Dispute with neighbor.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Property damage

Tent blew over due to wind, causing damage to a
vehicle.

70 WEST

Property damage

Shopping cart from business rolled into victims
vehicle. Damage to rear passenger side door.

70 WEST

Theft

Victims license plate was stolen while her husband was
at work.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

ATS warrant from Somerdale.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to PC search and CDS and
paraphernalia were recovered.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop resulted in ATS warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Suspects arrested on motor vehicle stop for CDS
possession.

73 SOUTH

Trespassing

Suspect was on location causing problems with
customers. Suspect was unwanted at the store.

6/12/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for outstanding warrant during a motor
vehicle stop.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Pedestrian stop led to arrest for ATS warrant and
Cocaine possession.

NEW ROAD

Fire

Assisted fire department with the scene of a fire.

TUCKERTON ROAD Property damage

Victim stated his vehicles windshield was damaged.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

A subject was picked up at Mount Laurel police on an
outstanding warrant and placed in BCJ.

6/13/2016
70 EAST

Terroristic Threats

Facebook message left about sign at church.

73 NORTH

Harassment

Angry customer slid chocolate bar at cashier. Customer
returned and apologized to the cashier.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to ATS warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Conducted car stop. Male passenger had outstanding
NCIC and ACS warrant. He was charged as fugitive
from justice and transprted to BCJ.
Target signed complaints against two subjects for a
past tense shoplifting.

BETTLEWOOD
ROAD

Harassment

Victim stated subject was going to throw his property
on the front lawn of residence.

BORTONS ROAD

Fraud

Victim received a fraudulent phone call.

CONTINENTAL
LANE

Fraud

Victim received a scam telephone call.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Plywood from window was pulled down and broken.

ERYNWOOD
AVENUE

Fraud

US Treasury phone scam.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Harassment

Victim feels harassed.

LOWELL DRIVE

Fraud

Subject was victim of a telephone scam.

LOWELL DRIVE

Fraud

Phone scam attempt.

PREAMBLE DRIVE

Fraud

Phone scam.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Fraud

Phone scam attempt.

WAGONWHEEL
COURT

Fraud

Phone scam attempt.

WINTERSET LANE

Fraud

Victim received a fraudulant phone call.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

70 WEST

Eluding

Motor vehicle pursuit was initiated and terminated.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

During investigation of motor vehicle stop, driver was
found to have active warrant. Subject was arrested and
processed.
Suspects were charged with shoplifting from Target.

6/14/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Complaints signed against suspect for theft from
Target.

LOWELL DRIVE

Unattended Death

Victim was on hospice and passed away.

PADDOCK ROAD

Harassment

Victim was verbally threatened by defendant.

PALMETTO
AVENUE

Fraud

Attempted IRS scam.

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Animal Bite

Subject was bit by a loose dog causing minor injuries
to the finger.

TENBY LANE

Identity Theft

Victim reported that credit card company reported that
someone attempted to apply for a credit card in her
name.
Subject picked up on an Evesham warrant by Haddon
Heights PD. Lodged in BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Warrant arrest from Gibbsboro PD. Subject committed
to BCJ.

6/15/2016
70 EAST

Harassment

Victim felt it was harassing getting a facebook friend
request from 7-Eleven employee.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Car stop led to warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ACS
warrant.

CEDAR AVENUE,
EAST

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle accident investigation, suspect
was found to be in possession of CDS.

ENDSLEIGH PLACE

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Fraud

Victim reports IRS phone scam requesting money.

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

Fraud

Victim reports phone call scal from IRS requesting
money.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Property damage

Suspect damaged door by kicking it in.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Arson

Vehicle fire in woods on Kettle Run Road.

LONGHURST ROAD Criminal Mischief

Criminal mischief to mailbox.

SIGNERS CIRCLE

Victim needed police report after discovering unknown
subjects attempting to obtain credit online using his
personal information.
Vehicle was struck by a baseball causing minor
damage.

Identity Theft

TUCKERTON ROAD Property damage

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Cinnaminson turned over a subject on an active
warrant. Lodged in BCJ on default of bail.

6/16/2016
73 SOUTH

Alcohol in vehicle

Victim was found to be in possession of an open
container of alcohol in his vehicle.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Vehicle fire. Determined to be mechanical failure by
Fire Marshall Inspector.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Meet with Magnolia PD. Transport subject with
warrant to BCJ.

BRICK ROAD

Threats

Victim reports threats from suspect during work.

GRANVILLE COURT Harassment

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim being harassed by male from Mt. Laurel.
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HAMILTON ROAD

Theft

Theft from an unlocked vehicle.

MARLTON PIKE

CDS-Possession

Male acting disorderly behind Luigi's Pizza. Found
under the influence of CDS/CDS possession.

QUAIL ROAD

Harassment

Neighbor places mattress behind victim's personal
vehicle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Subject turned over $100.00 found in parking lot.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested by other agency on outstanding ATS
and ACS warrants. Taken into custody and transported
to BCJ.

6/17/2016
73 SOUTH

Theft

Unknown suspect shoplifted from Ulta.

CARLTON AVENUE

Fraud

Online scam for a painting. $6,000 taken from victims
bank account.

COUNTRY FARMS
ROAD

Theft

Unknown actor stole change from a five gallon jug.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Victim called to report construction company had
removed property of hers and discarded it.

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle investigation resulted in plain view
CDS arrest.

HOPEWELL ROAD

Weapon- Possession

Suspicious persons investigation, male found baiting
deer stands with firearm on his person.

SHAWNEE COURT

Lost Property

Subject reported missing prescription but does not
believe anyone stole them.

SMOKEBUSH
COURT

Fraud

Victim reported an attempted fraud via personal
computer. No personal information was obtained.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Theft

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Victim received verbal permission to park his trailer on
his neighbors property. Victim reported the trailer went
missing on 6/10/16. Victim reported the trailer was
being sold.
NJ Port Authority Police had a male in custody on an
outstanding warrant. While transporting the male to
BCJ, he had three seizures and had to be medically
cleared at two separate hospitals. Male was later
transported to BCJ.

6/18/2016
70 WEST

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person. Video of person. No crime
committed, wanted it documented.

BARTON RUN BLVD Theft by Deception

Victim reported losses from being compliant with
phone scam. Losses approx $20,000.

CHELMSFORD
COURT

Terroristic Threats

Victim was threatened by defendant via text message
and phone contact.

EVANS ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

MERION ROAD

Burglary

Vehicle burglary to unlocked vehicle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

NJSP stopped subject. Same transported to police
headquarters, posted bail and released.

6/19/2016
70 WEST

Theft

Theft of purse from fitting room. Purse found and
returned to owner.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

CDS Paraphernalia

A positive canine indication on a vehicle led to a
probable cause search that revealed drug paraphernalia
in the vehicle, as well as a pill suspected to be Xanax.
K-9 sniff of a vehicle. Negative indication.

KETTLE RUN ROAD MV Stop-Adult

KING AVENUE

Animal Bite

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim bitten on the wrist by a dog that lives two
houses down.
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PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Arrest with warrant from motor vehicle stop.

70 EAST

Harassment

Victim was harassed with prank calls.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

MV stop. K9 sniff with positive indication. Probable
cause search and CDS seized.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop results in ACS warrant arrest.

6/20/2016

BARTON RUN BLVD Harassment

Victim was harassed by several juveniles.

CARLTON AVENUE

Harassment

Adult female uses inappropriate language over the
phone with the victim.

KENILWORTH
ROAD

Theft

Jewelry was stolen from home.

KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

Hindering

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

During traffic stop suspect provided false name to
avoid a perceived child support warrant. Summons
generated and mailed to suspect.
Units investigated wanted subject on Locust Avenue.
Search incident to arrest yielded cocaine, marijuana,
heroin, oxycodne and paraphernalia.
MV stop, ATS Arrest, posted bail.

Waterworks

Warrant

MCJ to BCJ on ATS warrant.

Harassment

Female harassed by four unknown males in black van
in Friendly's lot. Males gone on arrival.

6/21/2016
70 WEST

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Theft of Services

Suspect refuses to pay bill and flees restaurant.

ALVIS COURT

Burglary

Overing burglary to vehicle, money stolen.

BEGONIA COURT

Unattended Death

83 year old unattended death.

COBBLER COURT

Burglary

Vehicle burglary during overnight hours.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Found Property

Wallet turned in by citizen, returned to owner.

HARROWGATE
COURT

Burglary

Van entered, wallet taken, recovered in sewer drain but
NJDL is missing.

HARROWGATE
COURT

Burglary

Van entered, work bag taken. Later recovered in sewer
and returned to owner.

HAZELWOOD LANE Criminal Mischief

Units investigated neighbor dispute and criminal
mischief to the front yard of the victims residence.

KETTLE RUN ROAD CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in PC search after CDS
paraphernalia observed in plain view.

KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

Lewdness

Caller reported an incident of lewdness at the Kings
Grant tennis courts.

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Harassment

TINSMITH COURT

Burglary

An identified suspect grabbed and pushed the victim
while watching a hockey game. No injuries or
complaints.
Unlocked vehicle entered and items removed.

TINSMITH COURT

Burglary

Units investigated burglary to vehicle that was left
unlocked.

TINSMITH COURT

Burglary

Units investigated burglary and theft to an unlocked
vehicle.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TINSMITH COURT

Burglary

Unlocked vehicle entered and loose change removed
from center console.

TINSMITH COURT

Burglary

Vehicle broken into. No items taken.

TUCKERTON ROAD Identity Theft

Victim stated he had fraudulent charges to his credit
card.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned over on outstanding warrant. Same
posted bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was transported from Oaklyn PD to BCJ on
Evesham warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

A wallet was found at basketball courts of municipal
field. Victim was notified.

6/22/2016
61

Fraud

IRS scam.

70 EAST

Harassment

Victim reported verbal harassment in parking lot of
Burger King. No complaints.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Victims door was damaged by other vehicles door
while parked at PF Changs.

ALVIS COURT

Defiant Trespassing

Responded for a call of suspicious male. Male was
gone on arrival and no damage or theft occurred.

BOSWELL ROAD

Unattended Death

Unattended death, natural causes.

ENDSLEIGH PLACE

Fraud

A fraudulent purchase was made from the victims
credit card.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Found Property

Responded to Evesboro Medford Road for a medical
call. Bicycle left by bicycle operator who was taken to
hospital.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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EVESHAM ROAD

Pursuit

Vehicle refused to stop during motor vehicle stop.
Subject surrendered willingly and issued summons.

LANDINGS DRIVE

Defiant Trespassing

Several subjects found to be loitering in a lot on
Landings Drive after hours.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Well being check

STOW ROAD

Theft

Victim fell and couldn’t get up. Doors were locked.
Fire Rescue made entry to transport victim to Marlton
Virtua.
Former Employee had used another employee's pin
code to steal tools from the company.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Subject came into police headquarters with a found set
of keys. Owner was found.

TUCKERTON ROAD Suspicious Activity

Reports of suspicious messages sent to victims phone.

6/23/2016
70 EAST

Theft

The victim's wallet was stolen while she was shopping.

BROOKVIEW CL

Burglary

Vehicle burglary to unlocked car.

BROOKVIEW CL

Burglary

Unknown subjects entered vehicle and removed cash.

CHESTERWOOD
COURT

Burglary

An actor entered the victims unlocked vehicle and left
proceeds from other motor vehicle burglaries.

CHESTERWOOD
COURT

Burglary

Vehicle burglary from unlocked vehicle.

CHESTERWOOD
COURT

Burglary

Rear window broken out of vehicle.

CHESTERWOOD
COURT

Burglary

Victim reported past tense vehicle burglary,

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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CHESTERWOOD
COURT

Property damage

Victim reported the glove box to her vehicle was
broken after her vehicle was burglarized and ransacked.

ELBERTA LANE

Burglary

Subject reported unknown male entered the trunk of
their vehicle and opened the doors.

ELBERTA LANE

Burglary

Car was burglarized sometime during the night.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Trespassing

Observed white male climbing over fence.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Theft

GREENTREE ROAD

Identity Theft

Victim reported two pieces of jewelry possibly stolen
from her dresser drawer. Victim reported Sure Kleen
Restoration Company was on her property for
approximately two weeks after a fire had occurred at
her residence. O
Suspect falsely identified himself to obtaine funds from
deceased fathers account.

GRISSCOM COURT

Theft

Theft of a bike.

KETTERING COURT Burglary

Victim reported motor vehicle burglary.

LANCASTER DRIVE Burglary

Vehicle burglary.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Lost Property

Victim lost her NJDL.

MILL PARK LANE

Harassment

Neighbor complaint of harassment.

STOCKTON LANE

Found Property

Found small green plastic baggie containing powder
like residue consistant with the appearance of cocaine.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Transported prisoner from Cumberland County jail to
Burlington County jail.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Victim reported an aggressive driver complaint. Victim
did not wish to sign a complaint but rather the incident
be documented due to the mannerism of the other
driver.

6/24/2016
70 WEST

Contempt of Court

73 NORTH

Robbery

Conducted a pedestrian stop for jaywalking. Subject
was taken into custody for outstanding warrant out of
Camden.
Units investigation robbery at Sunoco.

BON AIR DRIVE

Fraud

Attempted IRS phone scam.

BRICK ROAD

Pedestrian stop

Pedestrian stop on two juveniles.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Found Property

Units took report of found property at police
headquarters. Subject found gold ring in rear of yard.

HANOVER ROAD

Abandoned Vehicle

Initiated an abandoned motor vehicle case.

HANOVER ROAD

Abandoned Vehicle

Initiated an abondanded motor vehicle case.

STONEY BROOK
LANE

Contempt of Court

MV stop with 2 ACS warrants. Heroin found on
person. Summons generated. Turned over to Camden.

WILDCAT AVENUE

Criminal Mischief

Vehicle window broken. No signes of burglary. No
items missing.

73 NORTH

Hindering

An unidentified male subject gave false information to
police during a traffic stop.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop. ACS arrest. Posted bail and released.

ELBERTA LANE

Harassment

Ongoing verbal harassment issue with next door
neighbor.

6/25/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Harassment

An argument occurred over a noise complaint.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

State park Police turned over a found wallet. Returned
to owner.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

State Park Police turned over a found wallet. Returned
to owner.

6/26/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for outstanding warrant during motor
vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested on an ATS warrant.

SWEETFERN
COURT

Animal Cruelty

Unattended dog left in vehicle with no ventilation, food
or water.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Purse found and returned to owner.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested for an outstanding warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned over on warrant. Released after posting
bail.

6/27/2016
70 WEST

Contempt of Court

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

70 WEST

Public urination

Conducted pedestrian stop for jaywalking. Upon
checking him for warrants male had NCIC warrant and
ATS warrants. Subject lodged in BCJ.
Conducted motor vehicle stop for unregistered vehicle.
A K9 sniff was conducted and a PC search yielded
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Suspect urinated in public.

73 SOUTH

Disorderly Conduct

Subject was acting disorderly inside of the store.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Picked up prisoner from Winslow PD and transported
to BCJ in default of bail.

73 SOUTH

Harassment

A client became irate inside the business.

BAKER BLVD

Fraud

Phone scam reporting large sum of money won.

FERN DRIVE

Fraud

Victim reported she received a fraudulent check from a
buyer on Craigslist for a commerical coffee maker.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Missing Person

Victim was reported to have walked away from the
residence.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Landlord dispute

Defendant turned off utilities in the residence in which
victim was staying.

MARIGOLD DRIVE

Harassment

NANITOKE COURT

Fire

Victim reported being harassed by a homeowner in her
association. Victim reported the male became irate
while inside her office. Victim did not wish to sign a
criminal complaint.
Victim reported damage caused by fire. Determined to
be a mulch fire.

SMALLWOOD
COURT

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Megans Law

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Defendant has been harassing victim on Facebook.

Male reported he is moving out of Evesham Twp. Male
is Megan's Law offender and must register within 10
days of moving into new township.
Victim reported an unauthorized person has made an
account on her comcast contact.
Theft of laptop from 2013, recent buyer of laptop
contacted original owner.

6/28/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Subject arrested for an outstanding warrant following a
motor vehicle stop.
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70 WEST

Shoplifting

Subject was arrested for shoplifting at Walmart.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During the investigation of a motor vehicle stop, the
subject was found to have an active ACS warrant out
of Camden City.
Voorhees Detective turned over Evesham Fire Dept
Fire Fighter badge found during a search warrant in
Hammonton.
Prisoner exchange and transport for warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

6/29/2016
70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Investigation of motor vehicle accident resulted in
driver being in possession of CDS. Driver arrested,
processed and released on summons.
Suspect refuses to show ID and becomes aggressive.

70 WEST

Criminal Mischief

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Defendant was caught on camera eating a candy bar he
did not pay for.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Driver arrested on ATS warrant.

BRANDYWINE
DRIVE

Burglary

Victim reports bag taken from her vehicle.

CHURCH ROAD

Contempt of Court

Defendant violated a court order issued by a superior
court judge.

HAMILTON ROAD

Property damage

Victims car window broken by neighbor while mowing
yard.

Shoplifting

An adult male was arrested for shoplifting from Kohl's.

6/30/2016
70 WEST

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Suspect arrested during motor vehicle stop for
possession of marijuana.

73 SOUTH

Credit Card Fraud

ALVIS COURT

Theft

Victims credit card and drivers license stolen at Panera
Bread in Cherry Hill. The credit card was fraudulently
used in Voorhees, Marlton and Philadelphia.
Suspect stole Xbox but it was returned to the victim.

BRICK ROAD

Contempt of Court

Active warrant for suspect visiting Virtua Hospital.
Arrested and turned over to Camden City.

BRICK ROAD

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to be
in possession of synthetic cannabinoid.

CARLTON AVENUE

Criminal Mischief

Victim had her car vandalized with eggs.

EUSTACE COURT

Lost Property

Victim lost her iPhone.

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

Identity Theft

Victim reported an online charge to his TD Bank debit
card in Indiana.

HICKORY ROAD

Suspicious Activity

Gold Rav 4 circled twice past 2 teenage girls.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for warrant during motor vehicle stop.

OVERINGTON
AVENUE

Fraud

Victim came into headquarters to report a fraud
attempt.

SHARP ROAD

Burglary

Burglary of lawn equipment trailers.

TUCKERTON ROAD MVA

Received video of motor vehicle accident to assist with
investigation that was logged into evidence.

7/1/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to driver being arrested for
outstanding ATS warrant out of Evesham Twp.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop with 3 occupants. Rear passenger
was not wearing his safety belt and was checked for
warrants. He had ACS warrant and was taken into
custody, processed and released.
Conducted motor vehicle stop on unregistered vehicle.
After detecting odor of marijuana driver produced
contraband. A PC search was conducted and driver was
taken into custody.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in ATS warrant arrest.

BARON AVENUE

Burglary

Subject reported an unknown suspect entered her
vehicle and displaced items in the vehicle.

BENTLEY COURT

Burglary

Vehicle left unlocked and change removed from center
console.

BRICK ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor stop for unregistered vehicle found drivers DL
suspended and ATS warrant.

CARLTON AVENUE

Landlord dispute

Victim reported the residence was vacated but the keys
were not returned.

FIRTREE COURT

Burglary

Message delivery of stolen property out of twon,
suspect possibly in our town.

HAILEY DRIVE

Found Property

Subject found passport on Brick Road. Passport was
returned to owner.

MEADOW LANE

Found Property

Lost small white dog.

NORMANDY DRIVE Property damage

Street sign on the corner of Normandy and Left Bank
was damaged.

PICKWICK DRIVE

Victim reported that he reviewed his home video
system and observed a male accompanied by a female,
attempting to enter his vehicle during the early
morning hours of 07/01/2016.

Burglary

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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PICKWICK DRIVE

Burglary

Victims unlocked vehicle was entered and an unknown
subject stole a wallet.

RADNOR BLVD

Harassment

Report of harassment.

ROBERTS LANE

Property damage

Wooden fence cracked down the middle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Prisoner TransportationPrisoner transport from Salem County Jail to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Warrant transport to BCJ. Turned over by Mt. Laurel
PD.

7/2/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Investigative motor vehicle stop, subject arrested for
CDS possession.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop car search found some green/brown
leafy vegetation. Was sent to county lab for testing.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in one male in custody for
an active ATS and ACS warrant.

BAKER BLVD

Theft

Victim reported that an unknown suspect stole a
bicycle from his property.

BRITTANY BLVD

Property damage

The street sign on the corner of Brittany and St. Jean
has been damaged.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Criminal Mischief

Subjects car tires were slashed by a box cutter by
unknown subject.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Fraud

Subject was a victim of fraud, was told to wire money
fro a new living space.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Past tense burglary of vehicle in front of residence.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Victim reported unknown subject made purchase with
her debit card information.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Subject found live ammunition in the street.

WOODHOLLOW DR

Lost Property

Victim had lost her wallet.

70 WEST

MVA

MVA, singe vehicle. Fireworks and an unopened box
of alcohol was recovered and destroyed.

73 NORTH

Matter of Record

Victim was activily choking in the restaurant and
became unconscious.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Suspect shoplifted purse from store.

COLUMBIA DRIVE

Burglary

Burglary of vehicle in front of residence.

GREENTREE ROAD

Theft

Items stolen from victims unlocked vehicle.

HAILEY DRIVE

Property damage

HERITAGE ROAD

CDS Paraphernalia

Smell of smoke coming from residence. Attempts to
make contact with resident. Front door was forced
open.
Warrant arrest during motor vehicle stop yielded
paraphernalia during search.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Unknown subject possibly cut Comcast cable.

OVERINGTON
AVENUE

Burglary

Victim reported items stolen from his vehicle.

OVERINGTON
AVENUE

Burglary

Victims vehicle was left unlocked. Vehicle burlarized
overnight.

7/3/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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OVERINGTON
AVENUE

Burglary

PARTRIDGE COURT Criminal Mischief

SHADY LANE

Criminal Mischief

Victims vehicle was entered overnight, however,
nothing was taken. A K9 track was conducted with
negative results.
Actor kicked front door of residence causing damage.

Victims tires were slashed on trailer. Suspect
identified. Victim to sign complaints.

SUNNYSIDE COURT Property damage

Victim reported past tense property damage to siding
of residence believed to be caused by BB gun.

SWEETFERN
COURT

Victim reported the suspect broke her cell phone.

Criminal Mischief

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

NJSP arrested subject on a warrant out of Evesham.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victim stated tools were taken from a residence he
worked at.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported an adult male in custody from Mantua PD
to BCJ on an outstandig warrant.

7/4/2016
CALDWELL
AVENUE

Contempt of Court

Walk in, processed and bail for warrant.

CAYUGA LANE

Criminal Mischief

Vehicle was vandalized.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Found Property

Found property near station 221. Owner unknown.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Disorderly Conduct

Attempted fight on north side of Cherokee High School.

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for ATS warrants.

7/5/2016
70 WEST

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

A subject was arrested for warrants during a motor
vehicle stop.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop, K9 sniff with positive indication.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Female shoplifted from the Pandora store.

APPLE WAY

Fraud

IRS phone scam. No information or money provided.

GREENTREE ROAD

Fraud

Unknown suspect attempted to defraud CVS of
prescription medication via the telephone.

PRINCE WILLIAM
COURT

Found Property

Caller found jar containing suspected marijuana and
drug paraphernalia.

RIDING RUN DRIVE Fraud

Victim advised her TD Bank account was used by a
subject to make a payment.

ST JEAN WAY

Victim reports being harassed during neighbor dispute.

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Walk in ATS warrant arrest.

7/6/2016
70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested during a motor vehicle stop for an
outstanding warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject had an active arrest warrant.

ARROWHEAD
DRIVE

Suspicious Person

Caller advised a suspicious while male in a neon vest
attempting to enter the residence.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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CHESTERWOOD
COURT

Found Property

Found bicycle.

GREENTREE ROAD

Credit Card Fraud

Suspect withdrew money in ATM credit card fraud.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Lost Property

Victim stated she misplaced her NJ drivers license and
was unable to locate it.

QUARTERHORSE
COURT

Lost Property

Complaintant was at Tropicana in Atlantic City and
apparently lost her NJDL.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Victim reported tire burning after flat tire. Fire
responded and extinguished.

CARLTON AVENUE

Soliciting Complaint

Soliciting complaint, an unidentified female was
soliciting for animal humane society without a permit.

7/7/2016

OVERBROOK LANE Theft of MV

Motorcycle stolen from property. Entered NCIC.

OVERBROOK LANE Hindering

Defendant hindered sons apprehension by providing
transportation. Defendant arrested, son arrested for
outstanding warrant.
Possible altercation, arrived on scene, both parties left.
Mother of victim stated son was yelled at by an adult
male who left the area.

SHARP ROAD

Harassment

7/8/2016
70 WEST

Theft

Theft of car keys.

70 WEST

Theft

Victim reported her license plate was stolen when she
traded in her vehicle at the dealership.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop revealed driver has warrant.
Processed and taken to BCJ.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Victim lost wallet.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BARTON RUN BLVD Criminal Mischief

Motor vehicle egged overnight.

CARLTON AVENUE

Property damage

Vehicle damaged by flower pot.

HADDON COURT

Theft

Victim was advised to deposit a bad check.

STOCKTON LANE

Turn in property

Owner of pellet gun wanted to turn it over to police to
be destroyed.

SUSSEX ROAD

Harassment

Victim was confronted by husband and harassed about
alleged marital issues.

70 EAST

Lost Property

Victim turned in license plates to Burns which were
then lost.

70 WEST

Robbery

Three suspects robbed Shoprite. One suspect was
arrested on scene.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle invest led to CDS arrest for
suspected marijuana.

BENJAMIN WEST
WAY

Burglary

Burglary of an abandoned property.

7/9/2016

COLONIAL AVENUE Terroristic Threats

Facebook threats made about BLM protest.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Anonymous female turned over found drivers license
which was returned to owner.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was transported from CCJ to BCJ in default of
bail.

7/10/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Motor vehicle stop, turned over marijuana, K-9 sniff,
PC search.
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70 WEST

Theft

Victims car key was taken while she left it on the
counter of customer service.

BRICK ROAD

Burglary

Vehicle burglary to unlocked vehicle overnight. Wallet
taken and recovered.

BRICK ROAD

Suspicious Activity

Subject received suspicious text from an unknown
number.

DENNISON COURT

Burglary

Victims vehicle was broken into overnight.

DOMINION DRIVE

Burglary

Vehicle burglary to unlocked vehicle overnight. 3 cards
taken and recovered.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was taken into custody for active warrants and
issued a summons.

MONTPELIER
COURT

Found Property

Found property. Subject notified.

73 NORTH

Harassment

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

A new patient called and was upset he could not get an
appointment soon and stated "what do I have to do
bring a AK 47 in".
Subject arrested on ACS warrant from Camden.

73 SOUTH

Warrant arrest

Warrant arrest subject posted bail and released.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Unknown suspect opened a Paypal credit account in
victims name.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

ABINGTON
AVENUE

Bad Checks

Suspect was arrested during a motor vehicle stop after
observing drug paraphernalia in plain view. K-9 sniff
of vehicle revealed positive indication. Search of
vehicle revealed small bag of marijuana. Suspect was
charged accordingly.
Subject received a bad check in the mail.

7/11/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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ANDOVER COURT

Criminal Mischief

Victims pond had bleach poured into it. Also bush in
front yard was cut.

CANDLEWOOD
CIRCLE

Criminal Mischief

Victim's two vehicles were broken into last night while
unlocked at his residence.

CENTRE BLVD

Criminal Mischief

Property damage to door frame that was not present
when staff left the night before.

COLONIAL AVENUE Missing Person

Subject was reported missing by his father.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Burglary

Vehicle burglary, loose change taken.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Burglary

Victim car was entered by suspect, no items taken.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Theft

Vehicle burglary, change taken from center console.

COUNTRY CLUB
LANE

Burglary

Past tense vehicle burglary to unlocked vehicle.

COUNTRY CLUB
LANE

Burglary

Past tense vehicle burglary to an unlocked vehicle.

GREENTREE ROAD

Trespassing

Female was pressured into turning money over to two
suspects following a motor vehicle accident.

PRESTWOULD
COURT

Burglary

Past tense vehicle burglary.

TEAL LANE

Theft

Victims vehicle was entered, but no items were taken.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported subject from Ocean County Jail to BCJ.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Missing juvenile. Subject was located.

Missing Person

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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7/12/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to driver being arrested for
active ATS warrant.

70 EAST

Unattended Death

Unattended death.

73 SOUTH

Warrant arrest

Suspicious person complaint. Motor vehicle stop.
Warrant arrest.

APPLE WAY

Identity Theft

Victim and her father reported five bad checks were
deposited in her account.

CHARTER OAK
LANE

Burglary

Vehicle burglary overnight.

COUNTRY SQUIRE
LANE

Burglary

Wallet stolen from vehicle.

CRANE DRIVE

Animal Bite

Victim was bit by a dog while walking on Sharp Road.

DELTONA LANE

Suspicious vehicle

Victim reported a suspicious vehicle parked in front of
his residence.

GEORGIA OKEEFE
WAY

Theft

Contractor removed property from residence belonging
to the homeowner.

HAMILTON ROAD

Burglary

KNIGHTSWOOD
DRIVE

Burglary

Victim stated her vehicle was burglarized sometime
during the night and change valued at about $1.00 was
taken.
Past tense vehicle breaking and entering. Reported
about $334 worth of property taken.

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Found Property

LONGHURST ROAD Harassment

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Found hand truck

Victim received text and phone calls from suspect for a
month. Signed complaint for harassment.
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MILITIA GREEN

Burglary

OAK AVENUE

Lost Property

SPINNING WHEEL
LANE

Burglary

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Officer investigated a burglary to a vehicle. The victim
left her vehicle unlocked overnight. Photograpghs
were taken.
Victim lost his license at an unknown location on an
unknown date.
Past tense vehicle breaking and entering reported.
Some change was taken from center console.
Victim said a male got her to take provocative photos
by promising career achievment through comic con.

7/13/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to CDS possession and
hindering.

70 EAST

Theft

Victim dropped his wallet in 7-Eleven parking lot.
Video footage shows suspect taking wallet.

73 NORTH

Theft

Suspect entered store and stole cash from cash register.

73 NORTH

Aggravated Assault

During an investigation, the suspect obstructed,
resisted arrest. Same also assaulted an officer.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

During motor vehicle stop both occupants arrested for
warrants. Driver also charged with CDS offenses.

COLUMBIA DRIVE

Runaway

Juvenile runaway. Located and father took custody.

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

Theft

Art painting stolen. Suspect identified and agreed to
pay for item.

HILLCREST
HEIGHTS

Burglary

Victims unlocked car was burglarized overnight. Loose
change and gift card taken.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Subject reported credit card was fraudulently used in
Upper Darby, PA.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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OLYMPIA DRIVE

Soliciting Complaint

Solicitors without permits.

PERIWINKLE
PLACE

Fraud

Victim reported he received a call to send money for
his grandsons arrest for DWI on New York. He didn’t
give anything because his grandsn=on was in Texas.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Vehicle stop, K-9 sniff, vehicle search, CDS seized.

70 WEST

Property damage

Victim claimed car damaged from car wash.

CONCORD ROAD

Burglary

Vehicle burglary to unlocked vehicle. Items taken.

EAGLE ROW

Noise Complaint

Victim reports noise violation from neighbor over
period of time. Local ordinance signed and forwarded
to court.
A female resident reported being harassed by an
unknown subject via Twitter.

7/14/2016

GRANVILLE COURT Harassment

GREENTREE ROAD

Shoplifting

2 elderly subjects stole $25 worth of beauty products
and then returned them.

HAWTHORNE
STREET

Property damage

Victim reported between $6,000 to $7,000 worth of
damage to her rental property from her recent tenants.

MAIN STREET,
WEST

CDS-Possession

Subject arrested for possession of CDS and two
outstanding warrants following a motor vehicle stop.

SALEM WAY

Lewdness

Male was seen masturbating in bushes. Unable to
locate.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject picked up from CCT on Evesham warrant and
placed in Burlington County jail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject responded to police headquarters to turn
himself in on an outstanding warrant. Posted bail and
was released.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Police Information

Caller possibly recognized suspects in Facebook
posting.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned himself in on active Mt. Laurel warrant.

7/15/2016
70 EAST

Fraud

Restaurant reported suspect used counterfeit money to
pay for service.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

70 WEST

Forgery

Victim reported an unknown male attempted to pay for
gas with a fake $100.00 bill.

BRICK ROAD

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle investigation led to passenger being
arrested for possession of marijuana.

CHELMSFORD
COURT

Theft

Victims son bicycle was taken from in front of
residence.

FAIRWAY COURT

Property damage

GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Simple Assault

Front glass storm door of the victims residence was
caused by a blunt object believed to have been a rock
that was struck by a lawn mower.
Subject arrested for a outstanding warrant following a
motor vehicle stop. Subject lodged in Camden County
Jail.
Victim was assaulted by autistic female that she
provided care to.

MILITIA GREEN

Burglary

TUCKERTON ROAD MVA

Officer investigated a burglary to a vehicle. The victim
left her vehicle unlocked overnight. Photograpghs
were taken.
Motor vehicle accident follow up, made contact with
the driver. Summons issued.

7/16/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Motor vehicle stop led to driver being arrested for
NCIC out of Camden and Cape May County Sheriff
Dept. Suspect was lodged in BCJ.
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73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Suspect stole 2 skirts.

BAKER BLVD

Harassment

Verbal domestic. Transport to BCJ-NCIC hit.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

CDS-Possession

MARLTON
VILLAGE ROAD

Underage Alcohol

MONTPELIER
COURT

Burglary

Conducted car stop and driver had suspended license
and multiple ATS warrants. In addition, CDS and drug
paraphernalia located. He was taken to Burlington
County Jail in default of warrants.
Motor vehicle stop led to a positive K9 sniff. PC
search of vehicle was negative for any illegal narcotics.
Driver and 4 passengers admitted to consuming
alcoholic beverages throughout the night. Driver
passed field sobriety tests. All issued twp ord.
Vehicle burglary, loose change taken.

OVERBROOK LANE Fraud

Victim responded to an internet scam through
Instagram and provided his bank account information
to an unknown subject who then took $1,850 from his
checking account.

7/17/2016
73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to a K-9 sniff of the vehicle. K9 sniff revealed a positive indication on the vehicle.
Search of the vehicle revealed purported marijuana.
Suspect was arrested and processed.
Female being harassed by juvenile on phone.

BON AIR DRIVE

Harassment

BRIARCLIFF ROAD

Harassment

Physical altercation between neighbors. Both parties
signed complaints against each other.

GAINSBORO ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported suspect threw toilet paper across all
trees on residence and Saran wrapped her vehicle.

MEADOW LANE

CDS-Possession

Suspect charged with possession of CDS based on lab
results.

Bad Checks

Filed bad check report. Waiting for bad check packet to
be returned.

7/18/2016
ANDREW WYETH
WAY

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BANCROFT ROAD

Fraud

Attempted fraud via mail. No access obtained to callers
accounts.

BIRCH LANE

Lost Property

Victim stated she misplaced her iPhone 5 while
shopping at Kohl's.

BROOKVIEW CL

Fraud

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Harassment

Victim placed an add on Craigslist to sell a chair for
$500. Victim received a check for $1750 which was a
bad check.
Victim keeps receiving harassing e-mails from exboyfriend.

ELMGATE ROAD

Burglary

Victim's vehicle was entered overnight. Vehicle was
unlocked. Wallet was taken containing various items.

PALMETTO
AVENUE

Identity Theft

Credit card open in victims name, no money was taken.

WAVERLY ROAD

Burglary

Victim reports wallet with credit card taken from
unlocked vehicle sometime overnight.

WAVERLY ROAD

Burglary

Victim reports wallet with credit cards taken from
unlocked vehicle sometime overnight.

70 EAST

Harassment

Units investigated harassment complaint at Walmart.

70 EAST

Harassment

Units investigated harassment that occurred at Walmart.

70 EAST

Harassment

70 WEST

Criminal Attempt

Units investigated disorderly customer complaint at
Walmart. Investigation revealed subject harassed two
employees.
Unknown male attempted to make a purchase with a
fraudulent bill.

7/19/2016

73 NORTH

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Vehicle search completed.
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73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

MV stop, PC search, adult male arrested for possession
of marijuana under 50 grams. Released on summons.

APPLE WAY

Theft

Carrington Way

Theft

Victim reported unknown person(s) entered his
unlocked trailer parked on Apple Way and removed 3
items.
Patio furniture was stolen from backyard of model
home with the value of $2,000.00

HAMILTON ROAD

Suspicious Activity

INVERNESS CIRCLE Identity Theft

MADISON COURT

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Units investigated suspicious activity in the area of
Hamilton Road after an anonymous tip from facebook
advised that the resident may be responsible for recent
car burglaries.
Victim reported unknown person(s) opened a Citi Bank
credit card in his name.
Victim received harassing phone calls and unwanted
food delivered to home.
Subject responded to police headquarters to turn self in
from active local warrants. Warrant then executed.

7/20/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Fire

ABINGTON
AVENUE

Harassment

APPLE WAY

Fraud

IRS phone scam.

APPLE WAY

Theft

Two street signs were missing from their post.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Motor vehicle stop led to a K-9 sniff. K-9 sniff
revealed a positive indication on the vehicle. Search of
the vehicle revealed CDS, paraphernalis and a switch
blade jnife. Suspect was arrested.
ATS arrest following a motor vehicle stop. Released on
bail.
Responded to the odor of something burning and a
smoke condition inside the business. Same was found
to be a defective light ballast.
Victim was sent harassing text messages from the
defendant.
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BALTIMORE DRIVE Found Property

Victim responded to headquarters to turn in a clear zip
lock bag which contained possible CDS.

DELANCEY WAY

Harassment

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

LAKE SHORE
DRIVE

Suspicious Person

Victim stated suspect was taking pictures of family
while eating dinner and making victim feel
uncomfortable.
Suspicious vehicle investigation, PC search, driver
arrested for possession of mariijuana. Summons and
released.
Suspicious gold vehicle observed in area of Marlton
Lakes.

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Impersonation

Male displayed a badge during road rage incident.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Harassment

A vehicle passed another vehicle and then the vehicle
began to follow the vehicle in a harassing matter.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Theft

Theft of an antique water pump over night.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Victim reported losing a set of keys at the baseball
fields.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Complainant found sportline electronic pedometer 345
in Evesham Municipal Building parking lot.

WINDSOR LANE

Harassment

Disagreement between two juvenile brothers.

73 NORTH

Eluding

73 NORTH

Theft

Attempted a motor vehicle stop on white and red
motorcycle for unclear plates. After vehicle did not
yield to lights/siren, brief pursuit was terminated.
Cooking oil was stolen from store.

73 NORTH

False Report

7/21/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Caller reported gang members shooting on Route 73.
Report was deemed unfounded.
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73 SOUTH

Property damage

Sprinkler system malfunctioned causing damage to
food.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Subject arrested and placed on summons for
shoplifting.

MIDWOOD ROAD

Property damage

Car window broken.

PAVONIA CL

Theft

Subject TV, 2 laptops, Xbox stolen from house.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Sentenced by judge to 10 days in jail and transported to
BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Property damage

Vehicle impounded was involved in collision with
township owned property.

7/22/2016
70 WEST

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Terroristic Threats

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Shoplifting from Anthropology. Unknown suspect
stole 24 pairs of jeans.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Vehicle display stand was damaged due to an MVA.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to the driver having an
outstanding warrant. Driver was arrested and posted
bail.
Traffic stop resulted in arrest for 3 active warrants.

ARROWWOOD
COURT

Harassment

Victim reported being harassed multiple times.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Motor vehicle stop led to a K-9 sniff. K-9 sniff
revealed positive indication on the vehicle. PC search
of the vehicle revealed marijuana, paraphernalia and
pills. Suspect was arrested.
Victim was threatened over the phone. Spoke with
suspect and no complaints signed.
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BARTON RUN BLVD Theft

Victim reported his vehicle was stolen. A search of the
area revealed the vehicle parked down the street.

FIRTREE COURT

Harassment

Units investigated harassment complaint. Investigation
revealed suspect threatened fo fight victim.

LEXINGTON
CIRCLE

Identity Theft

Victim reported that someone used his information
online.

SEQUOIA COURT

Theft

Motorcycle stolen from residential parking lot.

SWEETFERN
COURT

Theft of MV

Victims car was stolen.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject picked up from Moorestown PD on ACS
warrant out of Evesham. Subject lodged in BCJ.

WILDCAT AVENUE

Harassment

Victim had a verbal dispute with his neighbor.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Suspicious motor vehicle investigation. Subject
arrested for numerous CDS offenses.

73 SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

Unknown suspect shattered passenger side front
window of victim's car.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested for ATS warrant on motor vehicle
stop.

BRICK ROAD

CDS-Possession

During motor vehicle stop, driver arrested for CDS
possession.

COOPER AVENUE

Property damage

Victim found four flower pots moved from her porch,
laying on the ground.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Lost Property

Subject responded to police headquartersto report lost
iPhone 6.

7/23/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

CDS-Possession

Victim stated he used heroin and needs help.
Transported to Virtua Marlton.

DORSET DRIVE

Burglary

FIELDSTONE LA

Harassment

Units investigated contractors on location without
permission from property manager. While on scene,
subject advised of possible burglary to residence
approximately two weeks ago.
Victim receives text messages from unknown number.

HERITAGE ROAD

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop led to 2 ATS warrants, CDS
paraphernalia arrest.

HERITAGE ROAD

Found Property

Found bicycle.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Hindering

During a DUI stop, suspect gave false information.

70 EAST

Shoplifting

Suspect shoplifted from victim and was arrested.

70 EAST

Shoplifting

Subject attempted to leave store without payment for
headphones.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS/ACS
warrants.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Subject arrested for CDS possession following a motor
vehicle stop.

73 NORTH

Theft

Victim reported wallet stolen while at AMC Movie
theater.

73 NORTH

Hindering

ASPEN COURT

Burglary

Two subjects were arrested for outstanding warrants
during a motor vehicle stop. One of the subjects was
also charged with hindering.
Vacant property found with forced entry to front door
with damage.

7/24/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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CRANBERRY
COURT

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on warrant and found in possession of
prescription drugs without script.

HORNSBY DRIVE

Burglary

Victim reported to police that vehicle was broken into
while on vacation. Damage to passenger door, no
known stolen items.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

70 EAST

Trespassing

Conducted car stop on vehicle. Driver had suspended
drivers license and passenger had NCIC warrant and
one ATS warrant. He was taken to BCJ in default of
his warrant.
Subject banned from store was on location.

BASS ROAD

Suspicious vehicle

Suspicious vehicle. Suspect possibly identified.

7/25/2016

LONGHURST ROAD Lost Property

TAUNTON LAKE
ROAD

Fraud

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Victim has been missing wallet for over a week.
Victim is not sure when she lost it or where the wallet
was misplaced.
Suspect changed date to expired prescription blank.

Complaintant found a wallet on Route 295 for a
Marlton resident.

7/26/2016
73 NORTH

Harassment

Phone harassment by a lawyers client.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

73 SOUTH

CDS Paraphernalia

73 SOUTH

Suspended license

Two black males shoplifted four Macbook pro laptops
with retina display. While working with the sales
person one of the males took the laptops off the
counter and both suspects fled the store with the
laptops.
Investigation of suspicious person yielded active ATS
warrant. Same in possession of crack pipe and
hypodermic needle.
Suspect was charged with driving while suspended.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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ARBOR LANE

Lost Property

Victim reported that she lost her passport.

DOMINION DRIVE

Property damage

Damage to motor vehicle.

KEEGAN COURT

Harassment

Harassment via phone. Suspects identity not known.

KETTLE RUN ROAD MVA

TOMLINSON LANE

Theft

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Vehicle maintenance

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Investigated a singe vehicle motor vehicle collision
with serious bodily injury. Photographed scene and
entered same into evidence.
Victim reported a hammock was stolen from her front
porch.
Flat tire Tomlinson Mill Bridge.

Warrant arrest, transported to BCJ.

7/27/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ACS
warrant.

70 EAST

Missing Person

73 NORTH

Theft

73 NORTH

Harassment

Motor vehicle stop conducted on vehicle for NCIC
missing person hit out of Medford. Hit confirmed and
District 25 responded, made contact and will remove
driver from NCIC.
Victim came into headquarters to report a theft of her
wallet. Her credit and debit cards were later used in
Cherry Hill, NJ.
A business associate reportedly viewed the victims
emails.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Identified suspect stole energy drinks and dog food
from Target. Loss prevention signed citizen complaint
against suspect.
Identified suspect stole Enfamil baby formula from
Target. Loss Prevention signed citizen complaint
against suspect.
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73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Identified suspect stole Enfamil baby formula from
Target. Loss Prevention signed citizen complaint
against suspect.
Identified suspect stole Enfamil baby formula from
Target. Loss Prevention signed citizen complaint.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Two suspects stole merchandise from Target.

ARBOR LANE

Theft

Victim reports bicycle stolen from residence.

ARBOR LANE

Theft

A boys mountain bike was stolen from the front of the
victims residence.

BRIAR COURT

Suspicious Activity

Suspicious subjects operating minivan approached
juvenile.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Lewdness

An unknown suspect approached two juvenile females,
exposed himself, and attempted to abduct them both.

DUTCH ROAD

Trespassing

Victim reported the suspect has been on her property
several times to remove belongings without permission.

FLINTSTONE DRIVE Burglary

Investigation yielded recovery of unreported motor
vehicle burglary proceeds. Suspect charged.

HERITAGE ROAD

CDS-Distribution

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft of MV

Investigation into burglary suspects yielded warrant
arrest. K9 sniff of vehicle yielded search. CDS with
intent to distribute located along with burglary
proceeds. 2 adult males arrested.
Vehicle left running was stolen.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on Evesham ACS warrant by Cherry
Hill PD.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject picked up from Gloucester County Sheriffs
dept for local warrant and transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject picked up by Berlin PD on Evesham warrant.
Lodged in BCJ.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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7/28/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

70 EAST

DUI/CDS possession

70 WEST

Theft

Confirmed burglary. Two suspects. White 4-door sedan.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Vehicle stop results led to an arrest for ACS warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Bike stolen from showroom floor.

BRICK ROAD

Fire

Dryer fire in hospital. Minor damage. Accidental in
nature per Fire Department.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Lewdness

Victim saw a white male in the woods with his pants
down.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Animal Bite

Victim was bitten by neighbors dog.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Burglary

Coordinator of Community Options group home
reported a client missing prescribed medication.

HARWOOD ROAD

Suspicious Person

Victim reported she heard a male voice talking to her
son in the backyard. The suspect fled the scene.

PELHAM ROAD

Lost Property

Female reported losing her wallet.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Theft

Subject was a victim of a scam.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Pedestrian stop for male jaywalking led to arrest for 3
ACS warrants. He was TOT to NJSP on default of
Shamong warrant.
Suspect arrested during investigation of MVA for DUI
and Possession of CDS.
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WEAVER DRIVE

Identity Theft

Victim became aware today that 5 times money was
removed from his T.D. Bank account that he does not
use to pay bills. This happened 4 times in December
2015 and 1 time in January 2016.

70 EAST

Unattended Death

Victim was found without a pulse.

70 EAST

DWI/CDS possession Motor vehicle accident driver who caused accident was
charged with DWI/possession of legend drugs.

ASPEN COURT

Criminal Mischief

Items were damaged and stolen from victims residence.

BARON AVENUE

Harassment

Landlord tenant dispute. Victim stated that he felt
harassed by tenant. Landlord wants tenant evicted.

EVES DRIVE

Fraud

Fraudulent check was written in victims name.

HUNTER COURT

Harassment

Victim said she caught a neighbor looking in her
window and felt she was being stalked.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

CDS-Possession

Male arrested on active warrants. Search incident to
arrest located suspect heroin.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Identity Theft

An unknown subject used the victims social security
number to open a cell phone account.

MILFORD DRIVE

Property damage

RABBIT RUN ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Subject reported his passenger side window was
broken. Subject reported that there is a golf course in
his backyard and that is believed to be the cause.
Victim reported flower garden being repeatedly
damaged by neighbor.

ROSS WAY

Harassment

Victims husband sent text message to a friend that led
to a well being check.

SQUIRREL ROAD

Property damage

Units responded to Squirrel Road after the victim
reported damage to ceiling from water leak at unit
above his.

7/29/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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SYCAMORE
AVENUE

Assist other PD

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Assisted Camden County Prosecutors Office with
investigation.
Found property at 984 Tuckerton Rd.

7/30/2016
70 EAST

Burglary

Unknown subjects smashed the victims passenger side
window out of her vehicle and stole her wallet off the
front seat.
Theft of catalytic converter.

70 WEST

Theft

73 NORTH

Harassment

Subject reported that the suspect was in violation of
TRO. Judge found no PC.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Victim lost her wallet.

CROPWELL ROAD
NORTH

Contempt of Court

ORCHARD LANE

Harassment

RAVENS ROW

Overdose

As result of car stop, suspect had 2 warrants, a
suspended drivers license, registration and no
insurance.
The complainant reported that her daughter is being
harassed by girls she goes to school with. She was not
sure how to handle the situation. At this time she just
wanted the matter documented.
Male believed to have overdosed on CDS. He was
transported to Virtua.

7/31/2016
MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Suspicious Activity

A pedestrian stop was conducted on North Maple
Avenue.

NEVILLE DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Victims tire had a hole and went flat.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested for an active ATS warrant out of
Evesham Twp.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Suspicious vehicle led to search of vehicle with
negative findings.

Weapon- Possession

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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8/1/2016
70 EAST

Ordinance Violation

Pedestrian stop led to two township ordinances being
issued.

70 WEST

Lost Property

Victim reports lost wallet. Found by owner at a later
time.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Driver arrested for outstanding warrant.

ABINGTON
AVENUE

Suspicious vehicle

Suspicious van outside victims residence.

CARLTON AVENUE

Bad Checks

Victim stated he received a bad check.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Simple Assault

Caller reported physical domestic in progress. Upon
arrival suspect left area. Units were unable to locate.

GREENTREE ROAD

Found Property

Subject responded to station and turned over walled
found in the CVS parking lot.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Found Property

Complainant found a diamond ring on Main Street at
Locust Avenue.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Shoplifting

Victim stated suspect shoplifted a carton of cigarettes.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Medication found in Municipal parking lot. Owner
unknown.

8/2/2016
70 WEST

Theft by Deception

Victim stated suspect got fuel and did not pay.

70 WEST

Theft by Deception

Victim stated suspect got fuel and left without paying.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Driver and passenger arrested for CDS during a motor
vehicle stop.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop that led to driver having a
suspended NJ drivers license and an active warrant.

ARBOR LANE

Theft

A female resident reported her bicycle was stolen from
her porch during overnight hours 8/1/16-8/2/16.

INVERNESS CIRCLE Harassment

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

A female resident reported being harassed by her
female landlord. Victim did not wish to persue
prosecution.
Motor vehicle stop led to a PC search that yielded
marijuana and drug parpahernalia.

NORMANDY DRIVE Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested on outstanding evesham warrant.

PALOMINO DRIVE

Identity Theft

PATRICK HENRY
DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Victim wanted to report her name and personal
information being used to open new credit cards to
make purchases.
Report of suspicious vehicle with subject asleep in the
vehicle. Subject was arrested on ATS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

A set of 4 keys were found in the township parking lot.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Luring

Past tense report of child luring attempt.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Suspect taken into custody for possession of CDS and
paraphernalia during a motor vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Theft of victim's purse at Starbucks.

8/3/2016

BARTON RUN BLVD Theft

Victim states that her ilver bracelet was stolen on July
26, 2016. Victim believes it was her cleaning service.

CENTRE BLVD

Victim reported subject called multiple times and
would not stop calling because she did not get the job.

Harassment

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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PAVONIA CL

Harassment

Victim reported being harassed by neighbors. No
complaints filed.

PEYTON COURT

Harassment

Victim reported that her cellular phone was stolen and
disturbing pictures have since been uploaded to her
cloud account.
IRS phone scam. No personal information given.

RIDGMOUNT DRIVE Fraud

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Fraud

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

VILLAGE AVENUE

WILLIAMSBURG
COURT

Suspicious Activity

Victim received a email and text from unknown person
who wanted to date, cancelled date and then asked for
money.
Found property in cell block.

At approximately 2:30 PM a fire broke out in the
victim's garage. At this point the fire does not seem to
be suspiciuos. It did cause extensive damage to the
entire residence. All of the human occupants escaped
unharmed.
Suspicious activity.

8/4/2016
70 WEST

Theft

Unknown suspect took $37.00 worth of gas from the
store without paying.

73 NORTH

Eluding

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

ABINGTON
AVENUE

CDS-Possession

Subject eluded and resisted arrest after an attempted
motor vehicle stop. Subject was found in possession of
CDS and had 3 outstanding warrants.
Officer stopped the suspect for driving while on his
cell phone. A check of his NJ driver's license showed 3
active warrants. Driver could not post bail and was
released ROR.
During motor vehicle stop accused provided a false
name and a search of motor vehicle found cocaine.
Accused also had NCIC out of Gloucester County and
was lodged in BCJ.
Victim was harassed by neighbor in regards to how the
victim was driving in the parking lot.

BARTON RUN BLVD Harassment

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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COUNTRY SQUIRE
LANE

Harassment

HAWK LANE

Fraud

HERITAGE ROAD

CDS-Possession

LINDSEY COURT

Found CDS

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

OLD REPUBLIC
LANE

Criminal Mischief

OLD REPUBLIC
LANE

Criminal Mischief

OLD REPUBLIC
LANE

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported someone ignited a firecracker on her
front porch and rang the bell. She could not identify the
suspect.
A identity theft packet and victim note was given to the
victim.
Suspicious vehicle led to a K-9 sniff of the vehicle. K9 sniff revealed marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Two suspects arrested and charged accordingly.
24 bags of heroin were turned over to Officer by a
passing motorist after they were located on the gound
on Lindsey Court at the intersection of Meeting Lane.
Subject arrested for standing warrant during motor
vehicle stop.
Past tense criminal mischief reported. Victim reported
a firecracker was released on her door step in addition
a street sign pole was left in her yard.
Unknown actor removed a street sign and left it on the
c aller's front yard.
Multiple missing/damaged street signs in the area.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Male was picked up on warrant for failure to appear in
court.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject transported from Monmouth County Jail to
BCJ on active warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transport 1 adult male in custody for ATS warrant
from Salem County NJ to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported a subject from the Monmouth County Jail
to the Burlington County Jail. Subject was lodged in
lieu of bail on an active ACS warrant out of Evesham
Twp.

8/5/2016
70 EAST

Shoplifting

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Subject was arrested for shoplifting and transported to
BCJ on warrants. Suspect also charged with narcotic
related offenses.
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70 WEST

Defiant Trespassing

70 WEST

Found Property

Victim reported suspect was on location after
previously being told not to return to the store. Suspect
left prior to police arrival.
Subject turned over black C02 pellet pistol.

BAKER BLVD

Theft

Victims ID cards stolen from vehicle.

BORTONS ROAD

Dumping

Wood chip pile dumped in road off dirt portion of
Bortons Road.

BRICK ROAD

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop suspect provided wrong
name. suspect had two traffic warrants.

HERON POINTE
COURT

Heroin overdose

KNOX BLVD

LAKE SHORE
DRIVE

Ambulance call for a seizure resulted in a heroin
overdose. Victim was transported to hospital for
evaluation.
CDS-Possession
Conducted MV stop on black pickup. After K-9 sniff,
PC search conducted and contraband discovered.
Driver was taken into custody and released on
summons.
Motor vehicle violationJuvenile found operating quad on roadway. Father
contacted.

8/6/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop, PC search resulted in CDS
possession and paraphernalia.

70 WEST

Burglary

Victim reports a burglary, theft and property damage.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop resulted in ACS warrant arrest.

FIRTREE COURT

Property damage

Subject struck underground powerline while installing
a vinyl fence.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Robbery

Units investigated an assault/robbery on Old Marlton
Pike. Warrants issued. After suspect was arrested,
search incident to arrest revealed possession of CDS.
Also, CDS located in plain view while in residence.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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SEQUOIA COURT

CDS-Possession

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Unknown caller reported an odor of burnt marijuana
coming from address.
Suspect turned himself in on ATS warrant.

8/7/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for ATS warrant following a motor
vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Shoplifting. Subject also found to be in possession of
prescription pills. Released on summons.

DUTCH ROAD

Theft

Victim reported that someone stole tires off of her
vehicle.

HERITAGE ROAD

Theft

Credit card stolen, replaced with american eagle gift
card.

HOPEWELL ROAD

CDS-Possession

MARLTON PIKE
WEST

Contempt of Court

Driver found in possession of CDS during motor
vehicle stop. Same brought to Police Headquarters,
processed and released.
Subject arrested for outstanding warrant during a motor
vehicle stop.

PARAGON ROAD

Harassment

Subjects drinking on location became argumentative
and agreed to leave location.

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Burglary

Victim came home from vacation and found several
items stolen from his residence.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on active ATS warrant and ROR.

BORTONS ROAD

Dumping

Unknown subject dumped landscaping wood chips on
dirt portion of Bortons Road.

BURGUNDY DRIVE

Criminal Trespass

Landlord entered property without permission of
tenant. No complaints.

8/8/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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EVANS ROAD

CDS Paraphernalia

KNOX BLVD

Found Property

MAIN STREET,
EAST

CDS-Possession

OVERBROOK LANE Lost Property

Motor vehicle stop led to a K9 sniff of the vehicle.
Passenger in the vehicle had a confirmed NCIC hit. K9
sniff of vehicle revealed a positive incidcation for
CDS. Driver and passenger were both arrested.
Caller reported found bicycle on his lawn.

Two individuals arrested for CDS activity and Arson
after investigation.
Victim reported losing his wallet, and his credit cards
being fraudulently used.

8/9/2016
73 NORTH

Found Property

73 NORTH

Theft

CENTRE BLVD

Harassment

CENTRE BLVD

Contempt of Court

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Harassment

Victim reported an irate patient made a harassing
comment by telephone.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Hindering

MARLTON PIKE
WEST

Fraud

Suspect provided false information to avoid detection
from an outstanding warrant. Complaint summons
issued.
Terminated employee was suspected of making
fraudulent charges with a credit card.

OVERINGTON
AVENUE

Burglary

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

A found iPhone 6 plus was recovered and turned over
by a walk-in at Police Headquarters. Phone screen
severly damaged.
Subject's phone was stolen out of AMC Theater when
leaving seat for 5 minutes.
Temp employees came to location demanding
paycheck. Victim told them to come back at 4:00 pm.
Subject would not leave.
Subject found to have 3 active ATS warrants. Same
given ROR.

Vehicle was left unlocked over night. Vehicle was
entered by unknown suspect. Victim's wallet stolen
from vehicle.
Male walked into station to take care of a warrant out
of East Windsor. He was arrested, processed and
released on bail.

8/10/2016
Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 EAST

Contempt of Court

APPLE COURT

Criminal Attempt

CYPRESS COURT

Fraud

Units investigated IRS phone scam.

HICKORY ROAD

Identity Theft

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Theft by Deception

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Found Property

Victim reported unknown person(s) used a Visa six
times to order items to a NJ business. The visa had his
information but was not his.
Two suspects appeared on the victim's property and
convinced her to pay the $975 for unneeded roof
repairs.
While on a vehicle stop a male turned over a wallet he
found in the lot of the Moorsetown Mall on 8/9/16.

MILL ROAD

Aggravated Assault

TUCKERTON ROAD CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop driver found to have ATS
warrant out of Evesham. Same processed and released
ROR.
Victim received fraudulent phone call from someone
who claimed to be from the IRS.

Units investigated assault complaint. Victim advised
that she was assaulted while trying to retrieve her NJ
Driver's License and TD Bank card. No complaints at
this time.
MVA with parked patrol vehicle. Driver arrested for
DWI and also charged with possession of CDS.

8/11/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Car stop on Route 70 for unclear plate. Driver had 1
ATS warrant out of Toms River. Posted bail.

70 EAST

Simple Assault

Suspect struct the victim in the face several times using
his fist.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

The loss prevention officer from Kohl's reported that
on July 17th and July 28th the suspect stole all together
four KitchenAid mixers from the Kohl's department
store.
Car stop for violation resulted in driver having 1 ATS
warrant. Female out of Burlington Township in default
of warrant.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest of driver for 2 ATS
warrants.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

BURGUNDY DRIVE

Burglary

Subject reports vehicle was broken into. No valuables
taken.

CARLTON AVENUE

Simple Assault

Possible assault at group home. No visible injury to
victim.

CROPWELL ROAD
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for ATS warrant during a motor
vehicle stop.

MERION CIRCLE

Burglary

Vehicle burglary to unlocked vehicle. Cash taken from
envelope.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Harassment

Subject responded to police headquarters to report
harassment by receiving gifts from co-worker.

PARAGON ROAD

Missing Person

23 year old daughter reported missing. Entered into
NCIC.

During a motor vehicle stop, the suspect was found to
be in possession of CDS and was arrested for DUI and
the possession of CDS.
BLANCHARD ROAD DUI/Resisting/Agg ass Pursuit resulted in DUI,resisting arrest, aggravated
assault on police, criminal mischief.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject came to Police Headquarters to post bail on an
outstanding warrant. Same was executed.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested by Lindenwold PD and TOT
Evesham. Transported to BCJ in lieu of bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Matter of Record

Subject responded to police headquarters to turn in a
revolver with 21 rounds to ammunition.

8/12/2016
73 NORTH

Property damage

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Vehicle fire.
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BURGUNDY DRIVE

Fraud

Subjects credit card had 11 unknown transactions from
Georgia and Virginia.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Lost Property

Bike found in Kings Grant.

GREENTREE ROAD

Disorderly Conduct

Victim reported subjects on location causing a
disturbance and broke a part of a sunglass display case.

LADY DIANA
CIRCLE

Fraud

Victim reported that charges were made to his credit
card.

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Harassment

A road rage incident led to a harassment.

PROVINCETOWN
DRIVE

Suspicious Person

Unknown male standing in bushes. Female caller
believed he might be the flasher ETPD is looking for.

TUCKERTON ROAD Prisoner TransportationTransported subject for Cumberland County Jail to
Burlington County Jail.

8/13/2016
73 NORTH

Suspicious Person

Suspicious vehicle stop led to suspicious person
matching Kings Grant flasher.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Shoplifting investigation, charges filed.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Female observed shoplifting items.

73 SOUTH

Credit Card Fraud

Possible credit card fraud ring.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Apple store reported black male stole 4 Ipod Nanos
and left the business.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Two suspects arrested for shoplifting. 4 victims
identified.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Shoplifting investigation, items taken.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Shoplifting investigation.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop, K9 sniff, search. No CDS located.

ISABELLE COURT

Dumping

Victim reported 2 unknown males dumped a cabinet
into her dumpster.

PREAMBLE DRIVE

Fraud

Victim of IRS scam.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Theft

Subject was taken into custody after an active warrant
was located while randomly running license plates in
the parking lot.
Victims wallet was stolen from the back of her chair at
Panera Bread.

MARESFIELD
COURT

Fire

8/14/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Dumpster fire.

Subject responded to police headquarters to post bail
on an active ACS warrant out of Evesham.

8/15/2016
70 EAST

Harassment

Victim was pushed and screamed at by suspect.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Suspect arrested for shoplifting from the Kohl's
department store. Released on summons.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested on a motor vehicle stop and
posted bail.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Victim reported his wife has their apple Iphone 6
stolen while shopping.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BANCROFT ROAD

Fraud

Victim was mislead on senior dating site. Sent $400
worth of gifts.

HANOVER ROAD

Simple Assault

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Terroristic Threats

Units investigated assault and criminal mischief
complaint at residence involving consumer and staff
member.
Suicidal subject called in threats to the VA. Units
responded to secure scene.

TUCKERTON ROAD Terroristic Threats

Victim received a threatening phone call. Suspect
advised victim he was going to hill him and his
girflriend. Suspect identified.

8/16/2016
70 WEST

Theft

Victim had purse stolen form the parking lot of Barnes
& Nobel.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Following a motor vehicle stop, suspect was arrested
for an active ATS warrant.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Harassment

Units investigated harassment/criminal mischief
complaint.

EVES DRIVE

Theft

Victim reported that his business information is being
used to write fraudulent checks.

KELLY DRIVE

Trespassing

Teenagers cross through victims back yard on their
way home.

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

Overdose

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Suspicious vehicle

Victim was reported to be unconscious with blue lips
and breathing. Determined to be an overdose on
unknown opiate. Narcan administered.
Suspicious vehicle in the lot of the middle school.

WOODHOLLOW DR

Theft

Units investigated a possible theft. Investigation
revealed a civil issue occurred.

MVA

Asking for police assistance in obtaining video of
accident.

8/17/2016
70 EAST

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Driver was taken into custody following a motor
vehicle stop for an active ACS warrant.

BRICK ROAD

Fraud

Victim reported former patient possibly forging scripts.

SHADY LANE

Harassment

Victim came into sign complaints for harassment.

TUCKERTON ROAD Identity Theft

Subject was a victim of identity theft.

8/18/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest of male on active
warrant.

ASPEN COURT

Theft

Victim reported that the tailgate on his vehicle was
stolen overnight.

BARTON RUN BLVD Theft

Victim reported the tailgate to pickup truck was stolen.

BIRCH LANE

Burglary

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Harassment

Victim found mother's abandoned house had been
broken into through a rear window. Nothing appeared
to be taken.
Adult male harassed a group of juvenile females and
males.

GREENTREE ROAD

Simple Assault

HOPEWELL ROAD

Contempt of Court

LAVENDER COURT

Fraud

Victim reported receiving two phone scam calls. No
personal information given.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Victim stated tenant was soon to be evicted and
damaged the apartment.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Stopped autistic male who left location without
caregiver. He was treated by Evesham Fire Rescue for
head injury.
Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.
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MAPLE AVENUE,
SOUTH
MEDOC COURT

Fraud

Unknown actor manufactured checks using the
business name and account number to make fraudulent
purchases.
Receiving stolen properVictim stated that the defendant has stolen his cat from
him.

OVERINGTON
AVENUE

Harassment

Online harassment complaint.

RAYMOND
AVENUE

Fraud

IRS phone scam call.

SOMERSET LA

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft of Credit Card

The victim and suspect had a verbal argument over the
care of the victims child. Victim claimed she was
pushed by the suspect. There were no signs of injury.
The victim did not want to sign a complaint.
Credit card theft

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transport subject from Salem County Jail to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Prisoner TransportationJudge sentenced female to 45 days in the county jail.

8/19/2016
73 SOUTH

DUI/Agg assault

Driver was arrested for DUI and aggravated assault.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Property damage to vehicle. Hood broke-causing
damage to windshield while driving.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Subject arrested for shoplifting.

CANDLESTICK
LANE

Theft

Tailgate stolen from truck.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Fraud

Suspect contacted victim reporting she owed money to
the IRS.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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GREENTREE
CENTRE

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to the arrest of two subjects for
CDS.

KEATLEY DRIVE

Burglary

Victim responded to headquarters to report stolen
items from residence.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

DWI/hindering

Subject was arrested for DWI, hindering and CDS
possession.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

Peter Hurd Way

Harassment

Victim reported a harassment incident. Suspect was
identified. No complaints.

TARA TERRACE

Lewdness

Victim reported the suspect was urinating in the street.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Adult male in custody for ATS warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop with warrant arrest.

BERKSHIRE WAY

Found Property

Subject found USPS box with a shirt inside.

BETTLEWOOD
ROAD

CDS-Possession

BRICK ROAD

Identity Theft

Conducted stop of 3 suspicious people on Bettlewood
Rd. After brief investigation it was determined males
were at location uninvited looking to retrieve property.
The resident wanted them to leave. Suspects charged
with CDS possession.
Suspect has been posing as victim and using her DEA
number for fraudulent prescriptions.

CENTRE BLVD

Suspicious vehicle

Traffic stop resulted in probable casue search of
vehicle.

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

CDS Paraphernalia

Suspect was arrested for possession of CDS
paraphernalia following a motor vehicle stop.

8/20/2016
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FORESTVIEW
COURT

Theft of MV

GREENTREE ROAD

Simple Assault

HAILEY DRIVE

Fraud

Victim's vehicle was stolen. Victim's son observed
vehicle exiting Waterview Ct. onto Kings Grant Dr.
Vehicle entered into NCIC.
Victim was punched in the eye by bicyclist who then
fled the scene.
Victim reported that the suspect fraudulently
represented themselves as medicare workers.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Verbal dispute at soccer game.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

A subject was picked up at West Windsor PD and
transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Victim wallet was found at Shoprite in Cinnaminson.

WILLOW RIDGE
ROAD

Soliciting Complaint

Soliciting without a permit.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Following a motor vehicle stop subject was arrested for
possession of CDS and was processed and released.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Conducted car stop. Passenger arrested for warrant out
of Atlantic City.

BON AIR DRIVE

Found Property

Found wallet, returned to owner.

FORESTVIEW
COURT

Harassment

Victim received harassing text messages from
daughters ex-boyfriends mother. No complaints.

GREENTREE ROAD

Fraud

Suspect called in fake script to pharmacy.

MERCHANTS WAY

Lost Property

Owner of Chesterbrook Academy lost keys at that
location. The were found by patrol.

8/21/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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SWEETFERN
COURT

Theft

The victim reported two plastic chairs were stolen from
the back patio of the residence.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to a warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

Loss prevention officer reported a female customer
made 5 fraudulent transactions.

CENTRE BLVD

Criminal Mischief

Customer damaged property during dispute.

CENTRE BLVD

Harassment

Female shoved during dispute.

GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

Harassment

Conducted a pedestrian stop after getting complaints of
female yelling at passing motorists. Subject had 2 ACS
warrants.
Harassment via text message.

8/22/2016

KETTLE RUN ROAD Property damage

Contractor struck gas line when digging to put up a
fence.

KIRKDALE DRIVE

Harassment

The victim is being harassed by mail and twitter by
unknown subject.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Pedestrian stop

Pedestrian stop led to juvenile contact.

MARSHAM DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported that his vehicle had three flat tires over
the past few weeks. Every time a nail was found in the
tire.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Conducted a motor vehicle stop. Driver was arrested
for outstanding warrant out of Evesham.

70 EAST

Shoplifting

Victim reported that two juvenile females stole items.
The victim did not want to pursue complaints, they just
wanted the juveniles turned over to their parents and
the matter documented.

8/23/2016
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70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

2 males used a fake cashiers check to steal high end
glasses.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During a pedestrian stop, subject was arrested for
warrants and hindering.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Two subjects were observed stealing shoes from the
store.

BARTON RUN BLVD DWI/possession of CD Subject arrested for DWI and possession of CDS.

BON AIR DRIVE

Theft

Theft of bicycle from open garage.

BORTONS ROAD

Identity Theft

Female completed ID Theft packet. Chase bank
detected fradulent activity.

CENTRE BLVD

Burglary

An unknown subect gained entry into the business.

KING AVENUE

Fraud

Victim of IRS scam. Transferred $1500 to Target gift
card and gave suspect number.

KNOWLTON DRIVE

Fraud

Subject reported identity theft.

MAJESTIC WAY

Theft

Past tense theft of landscaping equipment.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

Victim reported being involved in an argument with
her neighbor.

TAUNTON LAKE
ROAD

Missing Person

Contact was made with police in regards to a possible
missing person.

8/24/2016
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70 EAST

Suspicious vehicle

Incident report. Contact with juveniles.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Lost wallet.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Found drivers license, returned to owner.

BRIAR COURT

Burglary

A witness believed he saw an unknown suspect enter a
vacant residence.

BURGUNDY DRIVE

Theft

Units investigated bicycle theft that occurred overnight.

EAGLE ROW

Theft

Victim reported that his cable line was cut.

EMERY HILL
COURT

Burglary

Vehicle burglary where purse is stolen.

GRAND BANKS
CIRCLE

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

HAILEY DRIVE

Unattended Death

Units investigated unattended death at residence.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Suspicious Person

Call for suspicious young males on East Main Street.
They were awaiting a ride.

MORNING GLORY
DRIVE

Fraud

Victim received a scam phone call.

QUAIL ROAD

Identity Theft

Subject was a victim of identity theft.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

ACS warrant, suspect transported to BCJ.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Found money at Saint Joan of Arc carnival.

Found Property

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Police information

This agency received a call reported that a Cherokee
High School student had posted a picture of himself on
Instagram showing possible gang signs while at the
Saint Joan of Arc carnival.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

CROPWELL ROAD
NORTH

CDS-Possession

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

Theft by Deception

Conducted a motor vehicle stop on jeep. After
speaking with driver about odor of marijuana
contraband was produced. K-9 sniff and search
followed. Driver was taken into custody and released
on summons.
Conducted car stop which resulted in car search.
Search yielded suspect marijuana, paraphernalia and
cash.
Victim gave suspect money to cut down tree. Suspect
never showed up and will not return phone calls.

8/25/2016

EUSTACE COURT

Weapons held for safekeeping at police headquarters.

MARLTON PIKE

Simple Assault

Counter complaints signed.

SYCAMORE
AVENUE

Harassment

Victim reported her stepfather pushed her down the
stairs.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Driver was arrested for an active ATS warrant out of
Willingboro following a motor vehicle stop.

70 WEST

Hindering

Car stop passenger hindered and had open containers
of alcohol.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop I discovered that the driver
of the vehicle had an active ACS warrant out of
Deptford Twp.
Investigation of a motor vehicle stop revealed the
driver had multiple warrants.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

CDS-Possession

8/26/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Motor vehicle stop resulted in CDS arrest.
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ELMGATE ROAD

Suspicious vehicle

The victim reported a suspicious gray 4 door sedan
which has been driving passed her residence multiple
times.
An unknown subject stole a 230lb rubber tire used for
exercising.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Theft

LAKESIDE DRIVE

Theft

Car cover stolen from driveway.

SEQUOIA COURT

Theft of MV

Victims motorcycle was stolen from outside of his
house.

SMALLWOOD
COURT

Burglary

Attempted vehicle burglary.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject picked up from Bellmawr and transported to
BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject was turned over by the Barrington Police Dept
for an active ACS warrant out of Evesham Twp. Same
was transported to BCJ.
Female with warrant turned self in.

WESTMINSTER
AVENUE

Fraud

Caller reported the IRS had left her a voicemail stating
that she was going to be arrested.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Found Property

Units investigated found property at Saint Joan of Arc.
Visa debit card found in parking lot.

70 EAST

Attended Death

Responded to Careone from unconcious, not breathing
male.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to an arrest on the driver for an
outstanding warrant.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, the odor of raw marajuana
was coming from inside the vehicle. The driver
admitted he had marijuana in his possession. PC search
of the vehicle was conducted and revealed raw
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

8/27/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Subjects arrested after probable cause search of vehicle.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Victim reported damage to his vehicle.

BON AIR DRIVE

Overdose

BRIARCLIFF ROAD

BRICK ROAD

Overdose reported by victims mother. Narcan deployed
by EMS. Victim revived and transported to Virtua
Marlton. CDS recovered, placed into evidence.
Property damage
Victim reported that his neighbors house is being spray
painted by a paint company. Overspray has landed on
the victims vehicle. Minor damage.
DWI/CDS possession Arrested male after receiving an aggressive driver
complaint. Male was arrested for DWI/CDS possession.

ERINDALE DRIVE

Unattended Death

Victim found deceased by wife. Appears to be natural
causes, nothing suspicious observed.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Burglary

Victim reported that his vehicle was burglarized.

LONGHURST ROAD Criminal Mischief

Juveniles placed graffiti on park equipment. Same
juveniles removed graffitti.

LONGHURST ROAD Suspicious vehicle

Victim reported suspicious activity occurring around
his residence.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Female located a pill in the lobby and turned such over
to patrol. Item was packaged and held inside an
evidence locker.
Warrants, committed to BCJ after picked up in district
36.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Found Property

Victims TD Bank card was found and turned over to
police at carnival.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Lost Property

Victim reported lost iphone at the carnival.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Found Property

Found black wallet with floral pattern.
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WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Theft

Unknown number of stolen police signs owned by the
township police dept.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to the driver having three
outstanding warrants.

70 WEST

Open container in vehicMotor vehicle stop with K9 sniff revealed open alcohol
container in vehicle.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Following a motor vehicle stop, subject arrested for
active ATS warrant.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Adult male in custody for active ATS warrant.

CEDAR AVENUE,
EAST

CDS Paraphernalia

Motor vehicle stop led to K-9 sniff with positive
indication. PC search, CDS seized.

PREAMBLE DRIVE

Ordinance Violation

Juveniles in park, female transported home to Maple
Shade.

RADNOR BLVD

Burglary

Victim reported that his lawnmower was stolen and his
shed was damaged by forced entry.

8/28/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transport subject from CCJ to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested in Vineland and transported to BCJ
for Evesham warrant.

WESTMINSTER
AVENUE

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to K9 sniff. PC search resulted
in negative findings.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Contempt of Court

Male taken into custody for warrant.

Pedestrian stop

Stopped male at Route 73 and Brick Road.

8/29/2016
73 SOUTH

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Ordinance Violation

Locked car with dog inside.

DORSET DRIVE

Fraud

Suspect used victim social security number to collect
unemployment check.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Contempt of Court

FOXWOOD LANE

Criminal Mischief

Female passenger arrested for outstanding warrant
following a motor vehicle stop where a K9 sniff and
PC search were conducted. Subject released on bail.
Victim reports criminal mischief to vehicle sometime
overnight.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Harassment

Units investigated a harassment complaint at Gibson
House. Harassing via telephone call.

MASTERS CIRCLE

Identity Theft

Identity theft complaint.

SYCAMORE
AVENUE

Found Property

Subject found shotgun shell. Turned over to police for
destruction.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found wallet turned in to PD.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on active warrant by Haddon Heights
PD.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on motor vehicle stop for active
warrant.

YARMOUTH
CIRCLE

Pedestrian stop

Stopped juvenile female on Yarmouth and Masters.
Juvenile was released to her sister.

ARROWHEAD
DRIVE

Found Property

Found bicycle.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Harassment

Verbal dispute between neighbors.

8/30/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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FORESTVIEW
COURT

Missing Person

Victim has been missing for over two months.
Concerned sister came in to file missing person report.

IRIS COURT

Fraud

Victim received a IRS scam phone call.

SUMMIT COURT

Criminal Mischief

Victim has rock thrown through residence window and
history with occurring harassment.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fire

Brush fire. Bail of hay destroyed.

WASHINGTON
DRIVE

Suspicious Activity

WESCOTT ROAD

Found Property

Victim reports receiving suspicious calls from
Homeland Security. Determined that Homeland
Security deals with people in person rather that by
phone and this was most likely a scam.
Found CDS.

8/31/2016
70 WEST

Burglary

Motor vehicle burglary reported to CHPD-not reported
to ETPD until 12/05/2016.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for an outstanding warrant and lodged
in BCJ.

COUNTRY SQUIRE
LANE

Criminal Mischief

Two streets signs found in the woods.

GEORGIA OKEEFE
WAY

Theft of Credit Card

Reported losing his TD Bank card in Atlantic City.
Card was used to make 3 transactions.

KENDALL COURT

Theft of Services

Complainant reported that he paid for concrete services
that were never completed.

KNIGHTSWOOD
DRIVE

Fraud

IRS fraud scam.

KNOX BLVD

CDS-Possession

Conducted car stop on vehicle and spoke with driver
about his violation. Positive K9 sniff led to PC search
which yielded suboxone and adderall. Driver was taken
into custody and released.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MOHAWK COURT

Harassment

Verbal domestic between mother and son. Mother
reported her son had a randon girl sleeping in her
house after she returned home from work. While on
location the suspect was positively identified and was
found to have an active warrant.
Victim advised his ID was used to request a new credit
card.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Fraud

WEAVER DRIVE

Missing Person

Wife reports husband unexpectedly left for NY.

70 EAST

Unattended Death

Unatteded death suffered by victim.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 NORTH

Theft of Services

Conducted car stop. After driver informed me he took
passenger to Camden to buy narcoticsa K9 sniff was
conducted. A PC search yielded heroin, cocaine and
drug paraphernalia. Both were charged and released.
Motor vehicle stop led to a K9 sniff of the vehicle,
which led to a positive indication on the vehicle. A
search was negative. Driver was arrested for two
outstanding warrants.
Manager reported an older male left the business
without paying for service.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

JUSTICE DRIVE

Theft

NEW ROAD

Burglary

NEW ROAD

Burglary

REVERE ROAD

Fraud

9/1/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Following a motor vehicle stop the driver of vehicle
taken into custody for an ATS warrant out of Maple
Shade.
Victim reported her engagement ring and wedding
band were stolen from her house. Victim reported a
female babysitter as possible suspect.
Victims front passenger window was destroyed to gain
access to vehicle. Victim also reported that cash was
stolen from the vehicle approximately two weeks ago.
Victims vehicle was left unlocked overnight. Vehicle
was entered and tire iron was removed. Tire iron was
used to smash window of boyfriends vehicle.
Victims reported that unknown suspects used their
identity to cash checks.
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TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Fraud

US Treasury Dept. phone scam.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Invesigation on subject who neglected to use crosswalk
revealed active warrants for subject.

70 WEST

Theft

Victim reported theft from Shoprite locker room.
Suspect used stolen card from theft at Marshalls.

73 NORTH

Suspicious Person

Motor vehicle stop led to a suspicious person
investigation on the driver.

73 NORTH

Shoplifting

Victim stole a bottle of liquor from Canal's.

73 NORTH

Harassment

Suspect reported being harassed through social media.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

ALVIS COURT

Resisting Arrest

Made a motor vehicle stop on subject for turning with
no signal. Subject had suspended drivers license and a
warrant out of Somerdale.
Odor of marijuana detected following a motor vehice
stop. K-9 gave positive indication of CDS in vehicle.
PC search conducted. Suspected marijuana recovered
and sent to lab for examination.
Suspect arrested during investigation for active
warrants.

9/2/2016

BARTON RUN BLVD Unattended Death

Victim found deceased on bathroom floor by mother.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Suspicious Person

Male observed taking off on foot in Kings Grant
community at 3:00AM.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Contempt of Court

During suspicious person investigation accused found
to have ACS warrant out of Evesham.

KENDALL COURT

Harassment

Subject reported being harassed by neighbor.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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SAGEMORE DRIVE

Fraud

Identity theft/fraud report.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

An adult male was arrested for an active warrant.

WESTMINSTER
AVENUE

Found Property

Found wallet and keys.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Subject picked up from store security shoplifting cough
medicine.

73 NORTH

CDS-Distribution

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspects arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS and
ACS warrants. Suspects found t be in possession of
marijuana over 50 grams with intent to distribute.
Motor vehicle stop, driver had 2 ACS warrants. Driver
arrested and turned over to Mount Laurel.

73 SOUTH

Fraud

9/3/2016

Victim stated his business received a fraudulent $100
bill.

BALTIMORE DRIVE Theft

Stolen bike.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Theft of Services

Victim dropped off unknown suspect who offered to
pay for taxi cab service. Unknown suspect ran away
without paying.
Vehicle paint damage from a hydraulic leak on trash
truck.

CRANBERRY
COURT

Property damage

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Credit Card Fraud

Unauthorized charge on victims credit card at Citgo.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to NCIC warrant arrest.

TAUNTON LAKE
ROAD

Contempt of Court

Checked on car that was running on side of road.
Female was checked for field sobriety and taken into
custody on evesham traffic warrant.

9/4/2016
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70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop, K9 sniff, PC search, marijuana
seized.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to the driver having 4 ATS
warrants.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on numerous warrants and eventually
turned over to Mount Laurel Police.

73 SOUTH

CDS Paraphernalia

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to be
in possession of CDS paraphernalia.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Theft

Victim reported a theft incident.

FOX CHASE ROAD

Victim is receiving harassing phone calls from
stepsons mother.

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Prisoner exchange with Voorhees.

9/5/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Adult male in custody for ATS warrants.

73 NORTH

Hindering

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

ANDOVER COURT

Harassment

Subject was arrested for several outstanding warrants
and providing false information. Lodged in BCJ in
default of bail.
Caller reported a male passed out inside a motor
vehicle with a syringe in his arm. Drugs and drug
paraphernalia were observed in plain view. Suspect
was arrested.
Caller reported loud music and individual then said she
felt harassed by caller.

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Harassment

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Criminal Mischief

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim reported to police headquarters to pursue a
criminal complaint against his neighbor for taking
photographs of his son.
Hit and run MVA involving late model GMC pickup
(maroon/silver). Aforementioned vehicle struck
retaining wall and ladder rack fell off into roadway.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Victim lost her passport.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

Property damage

Speen sign damaged in collision.

70 EAST

Vehicle pursuit

Vehicle pursuit stated on Route 70 and Cropwell Road.
Ended at Dwell Apts in Cherry Hill.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Hindering

During a motor vehicle stop both passengers in vehicle
had outstaning warrants. One passenger was in
possession of CDS.
Female provided a false name during a pedestrian stop
for a title 39 violation.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Theft report.

73 SOUTH

Theft

Theft of cell phone. Follow up pending to obtain video
surveillance.

EVANS ROAD

Receiving stolen properMale was charged after he was found to be in
possession of several burglary proceeds from acts
which occurred in two neighboring jurisdictions.
CDS-Possession
Suspicious vehicle reported by a resident turned into a
narcotic arrest. K-9 sniff of the vehicle revealed a
positive indication. Suspect was arrested for narcotics
and had active NCIC warrant.
Lost Property
Victim lost wallet and credit card.

9/6/2016

EVANS ROAD

FOX HILL DRIVE

MAIN STREET,
WEST

Suspicious Activity

Subject seen engaging in suspicious activity at business
picnic table.

NEW ROAD

Contempt of Court

Car stop on vehicle involved in hit and run. Driver had
suspended drivers license and ATS warrant.
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SAGEMORE DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Arrested male on motor vehicle stop for a criminal
warrant.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Fraud

Victim reported two cell phones were added to his bill
that he did not authorize.

70 EAST

Harassment

Victim stated her and her daughter were being harassed
while shopping in Walmart.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Subject placed in custody for warrant during motor
vehicle stop. Turned over to Monroe PD.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest for ATS warrants.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Juvenile contact

Made contact with juveniles riding bikes.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Theft

Someone is stealing landscaping rocks from victims
residence.

DUTCH ROAD

Burglary

Victim reports storage containers on property were
broken into.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Suspicious Activity

MADISON COURT

Harassment

Subject reports suspicious activity on facebook account
by website requesting personal information. No
personal information was given.
Victim stated they have been receiving harassing
phone calls from an unknown person.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Victim stated subjects working on residence took her
prescription.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Harassment

WOODHOLLOW DR

Identity Theft

Victim received a letter from the mother of a 21 year
old women that she was involved in a harassment
complaint from a few weeks ago.
Victim checked her bank balance and was advised two
transactions to her account were not made by her.

9/7/2016
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WOODHOLLOW DR

Lost Property

A resident lost his wallet and its contents while in
England.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Two subjects arrested for outstanding warrants
following a motor vehicle stop.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Hand to hand CDS transaction observed. 1 adult male
arrested for CDS possession.

70 WEST

Fugitive from justice

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest for NCIC warrant.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to PC search. Driver arrested
and charged.

HAILEY DRIVE

Fraud

Attempted fraud by phone.

KENTON AVENUE

Juvenile incident

Contact with juveniles playing with airsoft guns in a
field near houses.

SHAWNEE COURT

Lost Property

Victim lost prescription pills.

70 EAST

Trespassing

Female trespassing on Route 70.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Harassment

Conducted a car stop on vehicle. During stop, detected
odor of marijuana. Driver produced contraband and PC
search conducted. Driver was taken into custody and
released on summons.
Victim states she was harassed by a "scary male" at
dog park in Kings Grant.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Contempt of Court

Adult male in custody for ATS warrant.

GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle resulted in warrant arrest. TOT Mount
Laurel PD.

9/8/2016

9/9/2016
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KENDALL COURT

Harassment

Verbally harassed by male neighbor.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for ACS warrant.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for AOC warrant out of Bordentown.

MASTERS CIRCLE

Fraud

IRS phone scam. No personal information given.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Female in custody, transported from Monmouth
County to BCJ.

WILLOW BEND
ROAD

CDS-Possession

Subject found in possession of 7 prescription pills
without a valid prescription, during a motor vehicle
stop.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop/PC search. Driver found to have
marijuana.

73 SOUTH

Theft

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Harassment

Wallet was stolen out ouf victims purse while in
Panera Bread. Fraudulent charges were then made on
various cards.
Victim was harassed by the defendant in the form of
messages and pictures.

HARROWGATE
COURT

Found Property

Neighbor found bag containg clothes and wallet in
trash can.

HOPEWELL ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

9/10/2016

KETTLE RUN ROAD Found Property

A hiker found a wallet in the sand along a trail.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Citizen found wallet on post office counter.

Found Property

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Victim reported that her identity might have been
stolen through online transactions.

WESTERLY DRIVE

Contempt of Court

One adult male in custody for ATS warrant.

70 EAST

Police info

Male displayed a badge during a vehicle stop. Photos
with dept phone were taken for follow up.

70 WEST

CDS Paraphernalia

Pedestrian stop on suspicious person yielded arrest for
possession of hypodermic needle.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Victim reported that her vehicle was damaged by
shopping cart.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to driver having an active ACS
warrant.

9/11/2016

BARTON RUN BLVD Landlord tenant disputeSubject got kicked out of her residence and wanted to
pick up her belongings.
BRIDGEWATER
DRIVE

Theft

Unknown individual stole approximately five thousand
dollars worth of jewelry.

CARLTON AVENUE

Weapon- Possession

Stabbing after altercation at Demasi School.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Fraud

Victims credit card info was obtained and used.

HARROWGATE
COURT

Harassment

Victim claimed son threw a rock at his vehicle when he
was at the residence today.

LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Harassment

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Victim reported the suspect followed her to her work
place and started yelling at her after driving
aggressively.
Victim reported unknown suspect removed 3 cases of
water bottles from his vehicle overnight.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MERLOT COURT

Burglary

Unknown individuals entered two unlocked vehicles on
Merlot Court.

SPRUCE LANE

Found Property

Resident located a green newport cigarette container
with 2 clear baggies with green residue.

SWEETFERN
COURT

Theft

Packages stolen from victims front door.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

An unknown white female and white male shoplifted 46 cases of Redbull.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop. Driver found to have 1 ATS and 1
ACS warrant.

ARROWHEAD
DRIVE

Theft by Deception

Victims deceived into giving a fraudulent mortgage
company money.

LAKEFIELD DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Victim reports broken window on front passenger side
of vehicle.

NEW ROAD

Forgery

Former friend forged signature on victims check to
make a payment.

70 EAST

Trespassing

Two juveniles found in vehicle behind Route 70.

70 EAST

Unattended Death

Unattended death at CareOne.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop. Driver arrested for two ATS
warrants.

APPLE WAY

fraud

Victim reports IRS phone scam and believes the social
security number was given to the caller.

CHURCH ROAD

Theft

Victim reports damage to storage shed on property
with a missing lawn mower.

9/12/2016

9/13/2016
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FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person on Five Crown Royal.

FORESTVIEW
COURT

Harassment

Victim reports receiving numerous harassing text
messages from suspect.

IVANHOE COURT

Harassment

MILL PARK LANE

Unattended Death

Units investigated a harassment complaint via email.
Investigation revealed the IP address from the email is
from Slovakia. Victim wanted incident documented.
A well check was performed at listed address and
found victim deceased.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found set of keys in municipal parking lot.

9/14/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Subject arrested for possession of CDS following a
motor vehicle stop.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to observing marijuana in plain
view. Male juvenile driver was arrested and charged
accordingly. Juvenile's mother responded to
headquarters and took custody of the juvenile.
Information obtained and online purchase was made at
Kohl's.

BARTON RUN BLVD Credit Card Fraud

COLTS GAIT ROAD

Harassment

GLADSTONE ROAD

CDS-Possession

HERITAGE ROAD

Missing Person

Subject called to report brother missing. Missing
person located.

TAUNTON LAKE
ROAD

MVA

Motor vehicle accident in work zone. Photos taken.

TENBY LANE

Suspicious Activity

Anonymous caller reported 2 suspicious males made an
attempt to enter vacant property.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim reported that he was being harassed by the
defendant. Investigation revealed the defendant was
leaving harassing voicemail messages.
Suspicious person resulted in arrest for possession of
CDS.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned himself in on active warrants.

TUCKERTON ROAD Suspicious Person

Juveniles reported a suspicious persons report. Turned
out ot be a false report.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Warrant arrest, transport from Salem County to BCJ.

9/15/2016
70 EAST

ship

Suspect was arrested for stealing items. Same was
processed on a summons.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop led to a male having an active warrant.

73 NORTH

Property damage

Victims car was hit with a shopping cart.

73 NORTH

Fraud

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject reported two black males attempted to
purchase cartons of cigarettes with unknown credit
cards.
Subject arrested for an outstanding warrant following a
motor vehicle stop.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Accused was found in possession of prescription pills
and hallucinogenic mushrooms during a motor vehicle
stop.
During a motor vehicle stop accused had ATS warrant.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Fall victim

Report of a fall victim at Rice School.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Harassment

KINGS GRANT
DRIVE

Contempt of Court

An altercation between 2 Demasi school students
resulted in a minor injury to a student and school
discipline to the other student. Parents were notified.
Car stop resulted in driver having suspended drivers
license and NCIC hit for child support out of
Gloucester. Suspect transported to BCJ.
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LIPPINCOTT DRIVE

Unattended Death

Unresponsive subject, DNR in place.

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person report.

PHOENIX ROAD

Fraud

Attempted fraud with a fake check to purchase items
for sale.

ROBERTS LANE

Theft

SHADY LANE

Harassment

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Well being check

Victim reported post office delivered a package to her
front step. Victim arrived home and the package was
gone.
Victim stated she received text messages from an
unknown phone number regarding an incident that
occurred with her friend.
Subject fainted at school.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported adult mail in custody from Bellmawr State
Police Barracks to BCJ in lieu of bail.

9/16/2016
70 WEST

Shoplifting

Male shoplifted 3 bottles of alcohol and left business.

70 WEST

Hit and run

Footage of hit and run obtained. Submitted into
evidence.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Conducted car stop and male passenger had
outstanding ATS warrant.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Suspect arrested for possession of CDS.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Suspicious Person

Suspicious male found to be hitch hiking.

HORNSBY DRIVE

Found Property

Syringe was found and discarded.
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MAIN STREET,
EAST

Lost Property

Subject turned in found property at headquarters.
Victim responded to pick up property.

PAVONIA CL

Unattended Death

93 year old found deceased by daughter.

SHADY LANE

Harassment

Harassment over Snapchat.

THORNWOOD
DRIVE

Fraud

Victim believes she is being set up for fraud by a male
who claims to work for IRS.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned himself in on ATS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned himself in on outstanding warrant.
Transported to BCJ.

9/17/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Suspects were charged with being under the influence
of CDS and under age possession of alcohol.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

CLEARFIELD
AVENUE

Contempt of Court

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to K9sniff, PC search and
narcotics and a prohibited weapon seizure. Passenger
gave false info to hinder arrest.
Investigation on car stop revealed suspect had active
warrant out of Delran. Suspect also had suspended
driving priviledges.
Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for ACS warrants.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Property damage

Victim stated she found a nail in two of her tires.

PARKDALE PLACE

Juvenile incident

Victim called and stated juveniles were riding dirt
bikes in the road.
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SPRUCE LANE

Fraud

Suspect attempted to make changes to victims cell
phone plan.

TUDOR COURT

Harassment

Victim wanted to document a threatening text message
from neighbor.

9/18/2016
70 EAST

Under influence of CD Suspect was charged with being under the influence of
CDS.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to have
an active warrant.

73 NORTH

Property damage

Victims father in law reported car was keyed.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Suspect shoplifts several bathroom and personal
hygene items from store.

73 SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

Unknown suspect wrote on victims car window.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Harassment

Victim stated she feels harassed by neighbors
comments. Neighbor agreed to avoid any contact.

KIMBERLY DRIVE

Fire

Residential fire.

NORMANDY DRIVE Theft of MV

Report taken for theft of a motor vehicle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect turned himself in on Evesham warrant.

9/19/2016
73 SOUTH

DWI/CDS possesion

COUNTRY FARMS
ROAD

Found Property

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Conducted a car stop on vehicle. Driver was taken into
custody for DWI. K9 sniff conducted and PC search
found narcotics, drug paraphernalia and prescription
pills. Passenger also arrested.
A juvenile recovered a silver bicycle with blue rims in
the wooded area between Colts Cait and Country
Farms.
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HAWTHORNE
STREET

Missing Person

Female reported her son missing. Female believes that
he is traveling to Kensington to purchase heroin.

LAKESIDE DRIVE

fruad

IRS phone scam.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Juvenile incident

Motor vehicle stop, 13 year old driving. Mother
responded and took custody of son.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Suspended drivers licenCharged suspect with 4th degree driving while
suspended.

MAJESTIC WAY

Defiant Trespassing

Unwanted subject was on location. Left prior to police
arrival without incident.

QUEEN ANN COURT Well being check

Well being check on student who didn’t show up for
school.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Burglary

TOPEKA COURT

Fraud

Four unknown males entered an unlocked storage shed
removing physical education equipment during evening
hours. All items were returned and no damge was
reported.
Victim states three attempts hae been made using the
victims personal information to obtain a credit card.

9/20/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop, K9 sniff, vehicle search led to
negative findings.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Male was observed shoplifting an unknown amount of
clothing from store.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Property damage

Victims vehicle was damaged.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Missing Person

Student went missing after it was discovered she never
got on the bus.
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ERYNWOOD
AVENUE

Property damage

Tree fell on victims vehicle.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Harassment

Juveniles dog jumped on victim but did not cause
injury.

GLADSTONE ROAD

Disorderly Conduct

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Suspect became disorderly during a squad call. Suspect
was transported to Virtua Hospital in Marlton for
medical treatment.
Caller tried to get victim to pay cashiers check or
stated power would be turned off.

PAUL ROAD

Theft of Services

Victim reported landscaping services that were
completed without compensation.

70 WEST

Lewdness

BLUEBERRY
COURT

Bomb threat

Unknown subject was touching himself while in
vehicle. Registration provided did not match vehicle
description caller provided. Area check of vehicle not
on location.
Resident at address reported to have a bomb.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Pedestrian collision

Digitgal footage was obtained from the Burlington
County Engineers office and secured into evidence.

FAWN COURT

Harassment

Suspect sends harassing messages to victim and
victims mother in law.

GREENTREE ROAD

Found Property

Found NJ license plate.

HUXLEY CIRCLE

Lost Property

Victim and her husband came into headquarters to
report stolen items.

KATHRYN COURT

Burglary

Vehicle burglary during overnight hours.

KINTZING COURT

Harassment

Victims pizza delivery driver verbally assaulted her
and she wanted the incident documented.

9/21/2016
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MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

DUI/CDS possession

Suspect was arrested for DUI. During investigation
suspect was found to be in possession of CDS and
paraphernalia.
Victim wanted to document verbal harassment from
neighbor on morning walk.

MILFORD DRIVE

Harassment

PAVONIA CL

Lost Property

Caller left her credit card at unknown location. No
fraudulent activity.

ROBERTS LANE

Criminal Mischief

Rear door to locked mailbox was found open.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Cherry Hill turned over subject on ACS warrant out of
Evesham.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject came to headquarters to pay a warrant out of
Evesham Twp.

9/22/2016
70 EAST

Shoplifting

Suspect was arrested for shoplifting.

70 EAST

Found Property

Victims wallet was located in the parking lot.

70 WEST

Trespassing

Walmart reported trespassing suspect.

73 SOUTH

Eluding

Motor vehicle stop/eluding. Charges mailed.

73 SOUTH

Harassment

Store received a harassing phone call from unknown
male.

73 SOUTH

CDS Paraphernalia

During a motor vehicle stop, driver was arrested for
suspected marijuana.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Past tense shoplifting.
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CONCORD ROAD

Theft

Victim had extension ladder stolen from her residence.

EVANS ROAD

Vehicle search

Vehicle was searched during traffic stop. No CDS
found.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Disabled MV

Disabled motor vehicle.

HERITAGE ROAD

CDS-Possession

Pedestrian stop yielded active warrant. Search incident
to arrest yielded heroin and hypodermic needle.

HUXLEY CIRCLE

Criminal Mischief

Victim had his Ram pickup egged.

KATHRYN COURT

Theft

Victim reported her US Gov laptop removed from her
vehicle in her driveway.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft of MV

Victims vehicle was stolen overnight.

MARBEL AVENUE

Credit Card Fraud

Victims son used credit card without permission.

SEDGWICK LANE

Well being check

Check on well being of Demasi student who enrolled
but has not attended school. No answer at home.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Took subject in custody from Cherry Hill PD and
transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD False report

Suspect made false report to police.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Fraudulent check used in Evesham Twp.

TUDOR COURT

Lost Property

Victim reported her wallet missing from her purse.

WALNUT AVENUE

Fraud

IRS fraud scam phone call.
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9/23/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stopp suspect had several warrants. PC
search resulted in marijuana.

73 a

Harassment

Unknown female yelled at victim after she was accused
of cutting in line.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

CHAMPLAIN ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Victim came to report scratches to inside of vehicles
windshield.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Juvenile contact

Juvenile released to father after MVA.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

MVA

Verizon bucket truck sideswiped a fire hydrant.

STONE MOUNTAIN
LANE

Harassment

Brother in law sending harassing text messages.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

MVA

MVA that caused damage to a mailbox.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Well being check

Well being check on absent student.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject lodged at BCJ for outstanding warrant.

9/24/2016
70 EAST

Criminal Mischief

Criminal mischief report at Plaza 70. Victim advised
that his vehicle was keyed at Produce Junction.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Two subjects arrested for shoplifting.

BROOKVIEW CL

Fraud

Victim reported multiple credit cards were open
fraudulently in victims name.
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CHRISTOPHER
DRIVE

Animal Bite

Victim was bite on left lower leg by dog. Victim
wanted paperwork completed for dog bite.

FOXWOOD COURT

Fraud

The victim reported that she received multiple
fraudulent telephone calls.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Harassment

Harassment complaint. Harassment over cell phone.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Contempt of Court

Arrested male on active ACS warrant during pedestrian
stop.

MEADOW LANE

Hindering

Female was arrested for hindering at the intersection of
Meadow Lane and Evesham Rd.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Harassment

Victim wanted to document harassment from neighbor.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect was transported from NJSP Barracks to BCJ
on Evesham warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect turned himself in on an active ATS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Female turned herself in on an ATS warrant.

9/25/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Adult male in custody for ACS warrant.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest for driver for
active warrant.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

Work place accident

Male was arrested during a vehicle stop after he turned
over two small baggies of suspected marijuana to
police.
Work place accident at a business under construction
in the Marlton Crossing Shopping Center. The victim
had severe lacerations to both arms and was
transported to Cooper Hospital.
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BAYBERRY COURT

Contempt of Court

Female was taken into custody on ATS warrant during
vehicle stop.

BRICK ROAD

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop the operator was arrested
for possession fo CDS paraphernalia.

CROW COURT

Theft

LAKESIDE DRIVE

Trespassing

Victim reported theft of cell phone as part of a custody
exchange issue. Warrant authorized, subject arrested
and transported to BCJ.
Report of trespassing. Subjects were not identified.

MARBEL AVENUE

thefft

Victim stated that suspect stole several items from
residence.

POINSETTIA LANE

Found Property

Wallet with numerous items were found by the walking
path in Village Greens. Same was returned to owner.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject lodged at BCJ on warrant.

9/26/2016
70 EAST

Found Property

Found shovel in the Westbound lane of Route 70 near
North Maple Avenue. Same put into evidence.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ACS and
ATS warrants.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

BLS

Possible stroke suffered by a staff member.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

Found Property

A blue mountain bike was found on the north end of
the school grounds.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Criminal Mischief

Chain link fence to the property knocked over.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Theft

Ex-employee suspect of stealing money from vault.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Animal Bite

Suspects dog attacked victims dog.

HAILEY DRIVE

Found Property

Found property-black suitcase at residences door.

TEABERRY COURT

Found Property

A live bullet was found and secured into evidence for
future destruction.

WYNDMERE ROAD

CDS Paraphernalia

Investigation revealed two subjects had active warrants
and were in possession of CDS paraphernalia.

KING AVENUE

Fraud

Victims credit card information was used in Home
Depot in Brick, NJ.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Conducted a motor vehicle stop. Defendant had a ATS
warrant out of Evesham.

MAPLE AVENUE,
SOUTH

Burglary

Suspect entered victims car. Victim confronted suspect
who walked off but was later captured by police.

NEVILLE DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Three subjects placed in custody for CDS violation
during suspicious motor vehicle investigation.

9/27/2016

QUEEN ANN COURT Identity Theft

Victim discloses social security number to fraudulent
caller.

TAUNTON LAKE
ROAD

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested for contempt, following a motor
vehicle stop.

VISTA DRIVE

Burglary

Victims vehicle was entered and items were stolen.
Victims credit card was used at two local businesses.

WINDSOR LANE

Burglary

Victim stated she returned home and found front door
of residence kicked in.

WINDSOR LANE

Burglary

Rear window of home left unsecured. Possibly related
to burglary across the street.

9/28/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Business reported drivers license found in store.

BARTON RUN BLVD Trespass

Vctims stated suspect would not leave house.

BETTLEWOOD
ROAD

Theft

Items stolen from victims vehicle overnight.

BRIARCLIFF ROAD

Theft

Tires and rims stolen off vehicle.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Fraud

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY
FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Victim reported that his Dell laptop has gone missing.

Robbery

Male victim reported that he was assaulted by a male
during a CDS transaction. Victim reported male also
took his cigarettes after the assault.
Open container of alco Male found in vehicle with open container of alcohol.

HALSEY LANE

Theft

Victim states her 2 bicycles were stolen.

HOPEWELL ROAD

Contempt of Court

Individual had active ATS warrant issued out of
Evesham.

HORNSBY DRIVE

Burglary

An unknown subject entered the residence and stole
property belonging to the victim.

JARRETT COURT

Theft

Victim possibly left purse at Panera Bread.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Conducted consent search of vehicle involved in MVA.

PAVONIA CL

Harassment

Victim states suspect harassed her and caused alarm.

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim states suspect used his personal information to
pay for her bills.
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9/29/2016
70 EAST

Property damage

Motor vehicle collision with patrol vehicle that struck
post in lot. Minor damage, photos were taken of scene
and damage.
Motor vehicle stop led to driver being arrested on
Medford warrant.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

ALBANY ROAD

Harassment

Victim reported that he has been receiving harassing
text messages from former employee.

BRIGHTON DRIVE

Theft

Jewelry taken by daughter and pawned. Victim able to
recover the items.

CHRISTOPHER
DRIVE

Found Property

Subjects father died and was cleaning out boxes and
found ammo that was turned in for destruction.

CROPWELL ROAD
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop conducted found two individuals
with active warrants.

HOLMES LANE

Burglary

Victims residence was broken into. Jewelry was taken.

HORNSBY DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Subject contacted during a burglary investigation and
as a result of inconsistencies in his story, a canine sniff
was conducted, leading to a probable cause search and
ultimately the seizure of cocaine and a needle.
TUCKERTON ROAD Driving while suspendeGenerated summons against subject for driving while
suspended while serving DWI suspension.

9/30/2016
70 EAST

Fraud

Victim was requested to wire money fraudulently. No
financial loss.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

ATS warrant arrest during traffic stop.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Following a motor vehicle stop, subject was arrested
for active NCIC warrant. TOT BCJ.

BRIARCLIFF ROAD

Criminal Trespass

Victim reported an unknown person climbed over her
fence and ran through the yard.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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CENTRE BLVD

Suspicious Activity

Conducted a check of vehicle with activated hazards,
leads to PC search.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Victim forgets handbag and realizes its stolen upon
return.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Fraud

SEQUOIA COURT

Animal Bite

Victim opened a paypal account to pay money to
unfreeze her computer from a technician who claimed
to work for microsoft. The charge is in dispute.
Neighbors dog bit victims dog in the face.

Shoplifting

Suspect steals cigarettes from store.

10/1/2016
70 WEST

BLANCHARD ROAD Unattended Death

Two males found unconscious in downstairs bedroom.
EMS treated and transported to Virtua Marlton.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Theft

$200 worth of political signs were stolen.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Property damage

Moving truck pulled down cable line. Photos taken.

PAVONIA CL

Harassment

Verbal neighbor dispute with no complaints.

SOMERSET LA

Theft

Stated 15 year old neighbor in a red hoody stole his
pack of cigarettes.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested during motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Victim lost NJ drivers license.

BRICK ROAD

Contempt of Court

Subject processed on warrant and ROR'd without
incident.

10/2/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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MAIN STREET,
EAST

CDS-Possession

TUCKERTON ROAD CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop, K9 sniff, PC search leads to
narcotics being found in vehicle.
Suspect was charged with possession of CDS.

10/3/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested for an outstanding warrant
following a motor vehicle stop.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Car stop on subject. K-9 sniff led to PC search.
Contraband located and driver was taken into custody.

EVESHAM ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle accident investigation resulted in one
subject arrested on two outstanding warrants.

HARWOOD ROAD

Harassment

Victim reported he received a telephone call from a
subject claiming to be from the IRS.

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Burglary

Building was broken into sometime between Saturday
and Sunday night. Tools missing.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was contacted for soliciting without a permit
and found to have outstanding warrants.

NEW ROAD

Theft

Victim reported theft of cash from office while
business was closed.

SYCAMORE
AVENUE

Criminal Mischief

TUCKERTON ROAD Fall victim

Criminal mischief complaint at the victims residence.
Unknown subject cut the screen to a rear window,
however, entry was not gained.
Female fell in dog park, possibly broke ankle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Harassment and theft by deception.

10/4/2016
70 EAST

Hindering

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Suspect provided false name during motor vehicle stop.
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70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Conducted pedistrian stop on male for bicycle
violation. Upon speaking with him, detected odor of
marijuana. Search of his bag yielded suspect
marijuana. Male was processed and released on
summons.
2 unattended bicycles stolen from front of TJ Maxx.

73 SOUTH

Theft

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Employee of Target reported a NJ drivers license
missing.

BALSAM WAY

Unattended Death

Responded to residence for male unresponsive not
breathing.

BETTLEWOOD
ROAD

Suspicious Activity

Victim thought a burglary was taking place.

BRIAR COURT

CDS Paraphernalia

Suspect was found to be in possession of a hypodermic
needle and drug paraphernalia.

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

Found Property

Employee found a red BMX bicycle hanging in the tree
near the Gibson House.

MAPLE AVENUE,
SOUTH

Found Property

Property found and turned over to Evesham PD.

MARESFIELD
COURT

Theft

Victim had a car part sawed off his vehicke in the
middle of the night.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject lodged at BCJ on active ATS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found Pennsylvania ID card.

WILLOW RIDGE
ROAD

Resisting Arrest

Subject was arrested for DUI following a motor vehicle
crash. Accused also resisted arrest and attempted to
kick out the window of a patrol vehicle. Subject was
later transported to SCIP for evaluation.

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to be
in possession of CDS.

10/5/2016
73 SOUTH

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on NCIC warrant.

BROWER COURT

Abandoned Vehicle

Abandoned trailer in the roadway with no registration.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Well being check

Conducted well check on student that did not show up
for school.

MOHAWK COURT

Harassment

Victim wanted to document son's girlfriend telephone
call that she found to be threatening.

SEDGWICK LANE

Theft

Theft of political sign.

STAFFORD WAY

Fraud

Victim reported a former employee of his forged two
payroll checks at a check cashing company.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned in on warrant. Bail Bondsman posted.
Warrant executed.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Units took subject into custody on active warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found a box laying in middle of intersection full of KT
Sockets.

10/6/2016
70 EAST

Fugitive from justice

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested for an outstanding warrant.

HADDON COURT

Lost Property

Lost phone located on Five Crown Royal. Phone was
returned to owner.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Conducted pedestrian stop on white male for crossing
against signal. Subject had outstanding NCIC warrant
out of Delaware County, PA.
Motor vehicle stop that resulted in an arrest of the
driver for contempt of court.
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JUSTICE DRIVE

Identity Theft

Unknown subject attempted to open credit card using
victims identity.

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

CDS-Possession

Observed occupied vehicle with male inside. Upon
speaking with the male, odor of marijuana detected. A
PC search did not yield any narcotics.

70 EAST

Fraud

70 WEST

Hindering

73 NORTH

Eluding

73 NORTH

Vehicle search

Victim reported that an unknown subject opened up a
credit card account at Walmart in Marlton. Card has
been cancelled.
Report of male intoxicated and panhandling at liquor
store. Subject in question hindered and was disorderly.
Subject was taken into custody and taken to BCJ.
Vehicle pursuit was conducted on 4 motorcycles being
driven erratically and terminated as they entered the NJ
Turnpike.
Canine sniff on car stop led to a PC search with no
contraband found.

73 NORTH

Theft by Deception

Theft by deception at retail store.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to have
an active warrant.

ARBOR LANE

Harassment

Verbal domestic between friends.

BON AIR DRIVE

Identity Theft

Victim stated unknown person had two transfers of his
Chase account to two other accounts.

CARLTON AVENUE

Assist other PD

CARLTON AVENUE

Theft

Units responded to Carlton and Wellington to assist
Mount Laurel PD and Medford PD with an
investigation. Included with the investigation was a
motor vehicle collision.
Delivery drivers work vehicle and personal property
were taken by another employee during a dispute.

DARTMOUTH
COURT

Suicide - other

10/7/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Report of a subject who made suicidal stateament.
Investigation revealed subject resides in Florida. Ft.
Lauderdale police responded and confirmed subjects
well being.
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LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Contempt of Court

Male arrested for warrant, transported to BCJ.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Well being check

Well being check was conducted on an Evans School
Student.

MILL PARK LANE

Matter of Record

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Ordinance Violation

Juvenile female in Little Mill Park reported seeing
someone in the woods, dressed as a clown, with a
white face and green hair. No contact was made and no
crime was committed.
Employee of Dept of Health responded to file
complaints for sale of tobacco to minors.

PARK AVENUE

Disorderly Conduct

Response to report of a fight in progress. Investigation
revealed no crime committed.

SPRING AVENUE

CDS-Possession

Investigation into four subjects yielded marijuana,
paraphernalia, and alcohol.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Well being check

Well being check on student.

70 WEST

Theft

Defendant attempted to steal a white Adidas hat from
the store.

70 WEST

Fire

Electrical fire within business resulted in loss of hot
water heater.

ANDOVER COURT

Trespassing

Female was captured on video trespassing on victims
property.

BRADDOCK MILL
ROAD

DWI/agg asault on offi MVA investigation then resulted in arrest for
DWI/aggravated assault on police officer.

DUTCH ROAD

Obstruction

HARROWGATE
COURT

Underage Alcohol

10/8/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Female suspect was arrested for obstruction and
resisting arrest following a suspicious person
complaint.
Juvenile petition for underage consumption of alcohol.
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MAIN STREET,
EAST

Found Property

Cell phone which was found in the woods of Savich
field was turned over to police.

PROVINCETOWN
DRIVE

Suspicious vehicle

A suspicious vehicle was reported driving in the area
of Wentworth Circle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject turned over by Pine Hill Police on outstanding
warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Wallet was turned into police headquarters. Owner was
identified and responded to retrieve wallet.

WINDING WAY

Noise Complaint

Neighbors reported noise complaint of late night music.

WOODHOLLOW DR

SCIP Outreach

Subject transported to SCIP.

DUKE AVENUE

Lost Property

Street signs for Duke and Princess were lost or stolen.

LAMPLIGHTER
COURT

Disorderly Conduct

Subject reported daughter was acting disorderly and
wanted her removed.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

DWI/possession of CD Arrested male for DWI and possession of marijuana.

10/9/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transport to BCJ from Brooklawn PD.

10/10/2016
70 EAST

MVA

Pedestrian struck by vehicle.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

70 EAST

Criminal Mischief

During a motor vehicle stop, the driver was arrested for
possessing suspected marijuana and paraphernalia.
Driver also possessed an ATS warrant and bail was
posted.
Victim stated she believed someone deflated tires of
vehicle while in Walmart.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for ATS during a motor vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Vehicle stop on Route 73 resulted in the passenger
having an active ATS warrant out of Robbinsville NJ.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in CDS arrest.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Fraud

WATERVIEW
COURT

Robbery

Company checks were created by unknown actor.
Checks were identified as fraud by parties receiving
them.
Victim stated he was assaulted and robbed by suspect.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

70 EAST

CDS Paraphernalia

Motor vehicle stop resulted in driver and passenger
arrested for CDS.

70 WEST

Theft by Deception

Complaints signed for theft of gas.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

While conducting a motor vehicle stop, subject had a
confirmed warrant for her arrest. Subject was arrested
and processed and released.
Motor vehicle stop led to K9 sniff with positive
indication. Vehicle searched. Marijuana seized.

73 NORTH

Fraud

Flim flam style theft at store.

DOMINION DRIVE

Fraud

Victim stated she received an email requesting money
so she was able to access her computer.

SHADY LANE

Abandoned Vehicle

Units investigated abandoned motor vehicle complaint.
Same was marked for notice of removal.

10/11/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TEABERRY COURT

Harassment

Victim is being harassed over the phone and through
text message.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Theft

Victim reported she paid money for services that were
never received.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop on male for littering. Subject had 3
ACS warrants out of Camden.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Conducted search of vehicle after driver gave consent.
No contraband was located. Driver was issued for
driving while suspended.
Adult male in custody for contempt.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest for CDS possession.

AZALEA TERRACE

Abandoned Vehicle

Vehicle (trailer) tagged for removal.

CLYDESDALE
COURT

Suspicious Person

CONCORD ROAD

Found Property

A report of an anonymous caller reporting a male
subject wearing a winter jacket pulling on car doors.
Units circulated the area with negative findings.
Citizen responded to station to turn in a broken airsoft
rifle that he found near his residence.

FOX HILL DRIVE

Identity Theft

Victims social security number was used to open a
credit card.

HALIFAX COURT

Harassment

HALIFAX COURT

Harassment

KENTON AVENUE

Contempt of Court

Victim reported being constantly harassed via
telephone by an unknown individual. Victim reports
receiving telephone calls all hours of the day.
Victim reported being harassed through Facebook.
Victim reported on unknown individual is creating fake
facebook accounts and posting inappropriate
comments. Victim believes the suspect could possibly
be an ex-girlfriend.
Subject was arrested for an outstanding warrant.

10/12/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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KETTLE RUN ROAD MVA

Vehicle struck a tree and drove away from the scene.

KNOX BLVD

Abandoned Vehicle

Vehicle with expired registration and inspection that
has not moved. Tagged for removal.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for ACS warrant.

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

Abandoned Vehicle

Abandoned motor vehicle tagged for removal.

NEW ROAD

Burglary

Unknown actor entered office and forced entry into
cash box.

RABBIT RUN ROAD

Harassment

Victim reported receiving Facebook messages from an
unknown suspect.

SUSSEX ROAD

Abandoned Vehicle

abandoned vehicle tagged for removal.

TUCKERTON ROAD Suspended for DUI

Generated summons for suspect for driving while
suspended for DUI.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Pick up from Salem County Jail on Evesham warrant.
Lodged to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Traffic warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspicious vehicle investigation led to arrest of driver
for NCIC warrant.

10/13/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Car stop on male for seatbelt violation. Driver had
suspended drivers license and ATS warrant.

70 WEST

Hit and run

Wawa video surveillance obtained in reference to a hit
and run collision.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BERGAN COURT

Theft

The victim reported multiple items were taken from his
vehicle overnight.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Well being check

An unexplained absence was reported to the Evans
School. A well being check was completed.

GREENTREE ROAD

Fraud

HARROWGATE
COURT

Suspicious vehicle

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

Harassment

Suspect arrested in this case for attempting to deposit a
fraudulent check into her account. The teller was able
to confirm the fraudulent check and called police.
Two males located in a parked vehicle, K-9 sniff
conducted, greenish brown vegetation collected and
submitted for testing.
Victim came in to report harassment.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Pedestrian stop

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to K9 sniff. Evidence submitted
for testing.

MEADOWVIEW
CIRCLE

Theft

Victim reported plants were stolen from property as
well as halloween decorations.

MILFORD DRIVE

Burglary

Vehicle was burglarized overnight. Money was taken.

QUEEN ANN COURT Well being check

Conducted pedestrian stop on male and female. Male is
known drug user and vehicle burglar, was stopped in
area where vehicle burglaries reported.
Suspect entered victims vehicle. No items taken.
Victim approached suspect, who fled.

RAYMOND
AVENUE

Found Property

Well check on 2 brothers that did not show up for
school. Both students eventually showed up to school
after a doctors appt.
Principal reported finding suspected CDS.

THORNWOOD
DRIVE

Theft

Theft of solar lights overnight.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Found credit card in police parking lot.
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WASHINGTON
DRIVE

Fraud

The victim stated an unknown subject attempted to
open a credit card with his personal information.

70 EAST

Shoplifting

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was involved in a shoplifting at Canal's and
during investigation he was found to have an active
warrant out of Medford.
Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ACS
warrant.

73 NORTH

Fraud

Victim reported his checking account information was
used to write fake checks.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on pedestrian stop for NCIC warrant.

BRADDOCK MILL
ROAD

Harassment

Victim reported he took down harassing signs in the
area.

BRICK ROAD

MVA

Photographs taken of collision scene.

CAYUGA LANE

Harassment

Someone left a harssing message under victims door.

EVESHAM ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop investigation revealed driver
possessed active ATS warrant out of Medford Lakes.

FOX HILL DRIVE

Theft

Victim reported theft of pumpkin and mesh skeleton.

TOPEKA COURT

Abandoned Vehicle

Abandoned vehicle notice placed on vehicle.

TOPEKA COURT

Abandoned Vehicle

Abandoned vehicle notice placed on vehicle.

10/14/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on outstanding warrant.

10/15/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Two adults arrested for possession of
CDS/paraphernalia during a motor vehicle stop.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

BURGESS ROAD,
EAST

Fraud

Following a motor vehicle stop, subject found in
possession of "medical marijuana". Labeling was
determined to be falsified.
Victim had account accessed at Ebay.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Underage Alcohol

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

While investigating a stopped vehicle, juvenile
passenger was discovered to be under the influence of
alcohol.
Toolk custody of subject from Camden County Jail.
Transported and committed to BCJ.

10/16/2016
70 EAST

CDS-Possession

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

70 EAST

Shoplifting

Suspect arrested on shoplifting from Walmart.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Suspect attempted to leave without paying for
groceries.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

While conducting a motor vehicle stop the subject had
confirmed warrant for his arrest. Subject was arrested
and released on bail.
Traffic stop results in arrest for two ATS warrants.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop resulted in NCIC warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During pedestrian stop, suspect was found to have and
active warrant.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Following a motor vehicle stop for registered owner
having an ATS warrant, probable cause search was
conducted and marijuana and paraphernalia were
seized.
An adult female was arrested for an active traffic
warrant issued by Evesham court.
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BRICK ROAD

Unattended Death

Victim expired from natural causes at the hospital. All
notifications were made.

GREENTREE ROAD

DUI/CDS possession

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for DUI and
CDS possession.

GREENTREE ROAD

Lost Property

Victim lost her license plate at an unknown location.

GREENTREE ROAD

Theft

Victim reported a theft of services.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Burglary

Victim reported an attempted breaking and entering in
residence. Suspect brought to police headquarters
processed, charged and transported to BCJ.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to CDS and NCIC arrest for
possession of firearm.

70 WEST

Theft

Suspect shoplifted a stick of deodorant from the store.

70 WEST

Traffic violation

Placed video into evidence for traffic summons trial.

10/17/2016

BLANCHARD ROAD Suspicious Activity

Anonymous report of suspicous activity.

BRICK ROAD

Property damage

Pipe burst causing water damage.

DORCHESTER
CIRCLE

Matter of Record

Unknown actor threw a dirt ball at the victims vehicle
while it was in motion.

FOXWOOD LANE

Property damage

Victims flooring is lifting up and both companies are
blaming each other.

GRANT WOOD WAY Property damage

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim reported that the grass on the front yard of his
residence had been damaged by construction across the
street.
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GREENTREE ROAD

Simple Assault

Victim reported sometime last week a Wawa employee
pushed him and made him leave the store.

LAKEFIELD DRIVE

Harassment

Victim got a harassing text message from a cell phone
number he did not recognize. A call back to that
number showed that it was not a number one could call
back. It appears the text message was a prank.

70 WEST

Trespassing

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Diner reported subject on location with dementia who
refused to leave. Arrival revealed subject was ok and
awaiting bus. Voluntaroly left business, SCIP
contacted and advised of report made.
Suspect was arrested for an active ATS warrant.

73 NORTH

Pedestrian stop

Pedestrian stop.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Shoplifting call check of area. Suspect was found on
bike. Duffle bag contained stolen clothing. Complaints
signed.
APB bulletin created for a shoplifting suspect.

ARDSLEY DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop for warrant.

10/18/2016

BARTON RUN BLVD CDS-Possession

Two subjects arrested for CDS and warrants.

CHURCH ROAD

Suspect transported to BCJ on warrant.

Contempt of Court

FLINTSTONE DRIVE Fraud

Victim reported that he received a fraudulent call
attempting to gain remote access to his computer.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Disorderly person

LOWELL DRIVE

Lost Property

Suspect refused to leave the business after being
denied service. Suspect was advised that they are no
longer allowed on the property.
Subject lost wallet at Walmart.
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SUMMIT COURT

Theft

The actor took packages from the victim's doorstep but
returned them after being confronted.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Well being check

Well being check conducted by telephone.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Picked up by Maple Shade on an Evesham warrant and
committed to BCJ.

WEAVER DRIVE

Fraud

Credit card fraud report.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

A female was arrested for a traffic warrant, processed
at headquarters and ROR'd by issuing court.

73 NORTH

Pedestrian stop

Pedestrain stop.

10/19/2016

CONESTOGA DRIVE DWI-CDS possession Responded to a call for two suspects asleep in a car.
Suspects were arrested for DWI and possession.
CONESTOGA DRIVE Fraud

Units took a report after victim advised that she
received a piece of mail with her signature on it. Same
advised she never signed the form.
Lost license plate.

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Lost Property

PRINCESS AVENUE

Trespassing

Subjects found living in tent along powerlines.
Property owned by Evesham Twp Board of Ed.

RAYMOND
AVENUE

Found Property

Report of narcotic activity in the area.

RAYMOND
AVENUE

Suspicious Person

SEQUOIA COURT

Criminal Mischief

White male seen in the area with a knife. Archway
Upper-shelter in place. Archway Lower-(Waterford) on
lock down.
Victims electrical box was damaged. Notification was
made to AC Electric Co.
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WEAVER DRIVE

Fraud

Credit card fraud.

70 EAST

Property damage

70 EAST

DUI/CDS possession

Employees of Woodloft Furniture attempted to cut
down a tree which fell on power lines along Route 70.
PSE&G responded.
Suspect was arrested for DUI and CDS possession.

BAKER BLVD

Theft

Victim reports a stolen bike.

10/20/2016

BARTON RUN BLVD Harassment

Subject is accused of spoof calling the victim and
posing as a police detective.

BARTON RUN BLVD Found Property

A Public Works employee found a NJ license plate on
Barton Run Bv. Owner was notified.

BRIGHTON DRIVE

Theft

Caller reported daughter stole her vehicle.

HAILEY DRIVE

Theft

Theft of motor vehicle parts.

HAWTHORNE
STREET

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on outstanding NCIC warrant out of
Burlington County. Same turned over to BCJ.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

CDS Paraphernalia

RAYMOND
AVENUE

Found Property

Conducted motor vehicle stop. Driver was taken into
custody for possession of drug paraphernalia after PC
search conducted for odor of marijuana.
Units took report of found CDS.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Waterford PD arrested suspect on warrant. Suspect was
transported to BCJ.

WINDING WAY

Neighbor complaint regarding noise.

Noise Complaint
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WOODHOLLOW DR

Contempt of Court

Units investigated possible wanted man after call
received from girlfriend. Investigation revealed active
traffic warrant.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

70 EAST

Harassment

Investigation of motor vehicle stop led to the arrest of a
subject for an active ATS warrant out of West
Deptford Twp.
Harassment between 2 vehicles on Route 70.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, driver was arrested for a
warrant and possessing suspected marijuana.

73 SOUTH

DUI checkpoint

Case generated to document the DUI checkpoint.

BUCKLEY LANE

Criminal Trespass

The victim responded to police headquarters to sign
complaints against the defendant for criminal trespass.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Theft

Victim reported her safe was stolen from the residence.

GREENTREE ROAD

Fraud

Suspect attempted to get victims personal information.

MERION ROAD

Theft

Victim had 3 pieces of mail gone missing. No
suspicious activity on any of her accounts.

10/21/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Found Property

Female explained someone called her and asked for her
to pledge a donation. Complaintant did not want to
cooperate with police.
Suspicious vehicle in the parking lot led to a K-9 sniff
of the vehicle. K9 sniff revealed a positive indication
on the vehicle.
Found phone entered into evidence for safe keeping.

Trespass

Suspect would not leave diner.

TUCKERTON ROAD Suspicious vehicle

WOODLAKE DRIVE

10/22/2016
70 WEST
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73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Driver was taken in for 3 active ATS warrants
following a motor vehicle stop for a violation.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested for an active warrant. Suspect
was turned over to Maple Shade PD.

73 SOUTH

DWI

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Greeter for vehicle that pulled into checkpoint and had
odor of alcohol emanating from within vehicle. Driver
also admitted to alcohol use.
Greeter for vehicle that pulled into DWI checkpoint
and had odor of raw marijuana emanating from it.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Greeter for vehicle that pulled into DWI checkpoint
and had odor of raw marijuana emanating from vehicle.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Harassment

Harassing phone calls, unknown caller. Number
provided inactive.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Harassment

Verbal argument took place and aggressor left location.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Gloucester Twp PD had a subject on outstanding
Evesham warrant.

10/23/2016
73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant and CDS possession
arrest.

CARLTON AVENUE

Harassment

Victim being harassed on Instagram.

MASTERS CIRCLE

Harassment

Neighbor dispute about a dog pooping on their lawn.

QUAIL ROAD

Harassment

Verbal argument. No complaints signed, argument over
money.

TUCKERTON ROAD Overdose

Suspect overdosed on heroin. EMS gave suspect
Narcan. Suspect was transported to Virtua Marlton.

10/24/2016
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73 NORTH

Fraud

Counterfeit $100 bill passed at store.

BAKER BLVD

CDS Paraphernalia

Motor vehicle search after K9 sniff by Medford led to
discovery of paraphernalia.

BRICK ROAD

Disorderly Conduct

CROW COURT

Well being check

Units responded to Virtua for a report of a disorderly
person. Investigation determinded suspect has 4 active
warrants and was transported to Cherry Hill PD.
Well being check for student who did not show up for
school.

HARROWGATE
COURT

Theft

Victim stated she attempted to mail a photo and
package was returned with no photo.

LEXINGTON
CIRCLE

Fraud

Subject reported he was a victim of identity theft.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Suspicious Person

Three males stopped on North Locust for suspicious
activity from 7-Eleven.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop, warrant arrest.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect was lodged into BCJ in default of bail.

10/25/2016
70 EAST

Shoplifting

73 NORTH

Terroristic Threats

FOX HILL DRIVE

Abandoned Vehicle

GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Accused exited store with TV without paying. Stopped
by security, TV was recovered but suspect left prior to
police arrival.
Suspect threatened to bring a knife to school to two
kids on the bus. School spoke to all involved, including
parents, who did not want to pursue the matter.
Unregistered vehicle was parked on a township street
for several weeks. Owner was contacted and given 48
hours to have it moved.
Subject found to have two warrants. Bail posted and
released.
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MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

Victim reports harassing video message sent to her.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Prescription fraud called in. Subject arrested and
interviewed.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop. 2 ATS warrants. Transported to
Burlington Twp.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject picked up from Berlin PD on traffic warrant
and transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject responded to headquarters to pay warrant.

WILLOW RIDGE
ROAD

MVA

Motor vehicle accident involving Evesham Township
bus. No students on bus, MVA with deer.

CEDAR AVENUE,
EAST

Fugitive from justice

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

911 misdial

Philadelphia Police Dept contacted Evesham Police
Dept regarding making contact and arresting a suspect
wanted for attempted murder. Prior to arrival, the
suspect left the area. Philadelphia was provided with
pertinent information.
911 abandoned call.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Firearm discharge

Injured deer was destroyed.

MORNING GLORY
DRIVE

Turn over weapons

Subject wanted to get rid of two weapons in the house.
Turned over to police.

NEW ROAD

Burglary

Past tense breaking and entering of vehicle. No
property stolen.

NEW ROAD

Burglary

Business was broken into overnight. Entry made
through window.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

EMS call

Student fell on the playground and transported to
Virtua Voorhees Hospital.

10/26/2016
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TUCKERTON ROAD Theft by Deception

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD CDS-Possession

Spoke to victim on two separate occassions today in
reference to signing citizen complaints. She was given
a total of 4 PC statements to complete and reported she
would be back.
The victim received a harassing letter in the mail.

Conducted car stop on vehicle. Detected odor of raw
marijuana. PC search yielded marijuana and THC
gummies. Both driver and passenger were arrested.

10/27/2016
70 EAST

Overdose

Victim overdosed on heroin that was achieved by the
facilitation of his roommate.

70 WEST

Found Property

Observed a HP Laptop on the ground in the parking lot
of Ald's.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop on subject with NCIC warrant. Search
incident to arrest yielded drug paraphernalia.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle, 2 suspects arrested for possession
of CDS and paraphernalia.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Passenger arrested for ATS warrant.

BLANCHARD ROAD Burglary

Victims unlocked vehicle was entered by an unknown
subject and items were stolen.

BLANCHARD ROAD Burglary

An unknown subject entered the victims unlocked
vehicle and stole items.

MASTERS CIRCLE

Animal Bite

Victim dog attacked by suspect.

NEW ROAD

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on warrant.

RADNOR BLVD

Found Property

Found bicycle.

10/28/2016
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70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Car stop led to seizure of marijuana in plain view. K-9
sniff and PC search yielded additional contraband.

73 NORTH

Theft

Unknown suspect stole Iphone from AMC.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Suspect shoplifted from the business.

AUGUSTA COURT

Theft

Units investigated theft report at victims house.

BRICK ROAD

Harassment

Victim was harassed by suspect.

CENTRE BLVD

Harassment

Victim reports harassment from employee recently
fired.

CROFTON CHASE
COURT

Burglary

Vehicle burglary to an unlocked car overnight.

NORMANDY DRIVE Burglary

Vehicle burglary, change taken.

NORMANDY DRIVE Burglary

Vehicle burglary, change taken.

ST JEAN WAY

Theft

Attempted theft from a motor vehicle. Nothing taken.

ST JEAN WAY

Burglary

Vehicle burglary, nothing taken.

ST JEAN WAY

Burglary

Vehicle burglary, nothing taken.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported adult female from Cherry Hill PD to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transport suspect from Monmout County Jail to BCJ.
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TWO CROWN
ROYAL

Hindering

Pedestrian stop led to hindering arrest.

WOODHOLLOW DR

CDS-Possession

Subject was taken into custody at her residence when
suspect marijuana was observed in plain view. Subject
also had warrant out of Cherry Hill.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

70 WEST

Shoplifting

Subject arrested for shoplifting over $600.00 worth of
merchandise.

70 WEST

Found Property

Card recovered at Wineworks.

73 NORTH

Found Property

License plate was found.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Past tense shoplifting.

CLYDESDALE
COURT

Lost Property

Subject reported NJ drivers license lost.

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

Theft

4 juveniles found taking political signs.

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for a traffic warrant during motor
vehicle stop.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Harassment

Responded to victims house for a report of exboyfriend on location harassing victim.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Subject in custody on active warrant.

ALBANY ROAD

Underage Alcohol

An underage drinking party was reported to be held at
a residence. The homeowner was spoken to.

10/29/2016

10/30/2016
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BARTON RUN BLVD Theft

HOPEWELL ROAD

Found Property

Victims vehicle was stolen from the parking lot of
Villager Apartments. Vehicle was involved in a motor
vehicle collision on Route 295 in Barrington. The
driver fled on foot.
Found license plate.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Criminal Attempt

Suspect attempted to gain entry to victims vehicle.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Report of vehicle burglary.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Suspected attempted to burglarize vehicle.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Vehicle burglary overnight. No items taken.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Victims vehicle burglarized with GPS missing.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Subject reported vehicle entered last night. Change
taken.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Victim had vehicle burglarized. No items taken.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Burglary

Responded to residence for attempted vehicle burglary.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Criminal Attempt

Suspect attempted to gain entry to victims vehicle.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Fire

Non suspicious fire occurred in chimney of home.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

MVA

Two vehicle MVA with injuries.

10/31/2016
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KIRKDALE DRIVE

Found Property

Found wallet.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Driver had three active warrants.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Letter was found and is possible police tip.

11/1/2016
70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Car stop led to three arrests.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Unknown male entered the store and shoplifted a

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

During a motor vehicle stop subject was arrested for a
warrant.

COUNTRY FARMS
ROAD

Credit Card Fraud

Credit card fraud report.

DOCK ROAD

Theft

Fed Ex package stolen from the porch.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Fire

Structure fire.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Fraud

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Well being check

Victim brother who has power of attorney reports some
actor has been proforming unauthorized withdrawals
from brothers account.
Well being check on student who did not show up for
school.

KNOX BLVD

Harassment

Victim reported he was threatened by a neighbor.

PINE TERRACE

Suspicious Activity

Unknown suspect made contact with victim and
advised him that his tree needs to be cut down and left
the residence.
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PLYMOUTH DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Male was arrested for possession of a controlled
dangerous substance.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Terroristic Threats

Suspect made threats against Camden County Superior
Court Judge.

SASSAFRAS COURT Suspicious Activity

Suspect allegedly attempting to lure juveniles into the
woods.

SEQUOIA COURT

Owner of residence requested police response after
report of tenant tampering with electrical box.

Theft of Services

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Subject lost his wallet.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

A citizen found a handgun in the middle of an
intersection.

11/2/2016
70 EAST

Burglary

Burglary to the business sometime overnight.

70 WEST

Theft

Missing inspection sticker. Caller believes it could be
stolen.

73 NORTH

Theft

Manager at Sunoco reported theft from the register on
the previous evening.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Two females arrested for warrants and hindering
during motor vehicle stop.

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Burglary

Residential burglary. Forced entry to front door.

CROWN ROYAL
PARKWAY

EMS

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Victim suffered a hand injury while at school and was
transported to the hospital by the Evesham Twp EMS
along with his grandmother.
Motor vehicle stop led to PC search, adult male
arrested.
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EVANS ROAD

CDS use

Male found under the influence. Transported to Virtua
Marlton.

JONATHAN LANE

Theft

Victim reports theft of Trump sign.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Identity Theft

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Victim was on computer when pop-ups appeared,
alarm sounded and a phone number was advised to call
Microsoft for help. The victim gave bank information
and money was attempted to be removed.
Victim stated a GPS was stolen from her vehicle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Gloucester Twp turned over prisoner. Taken to BCJ.

11/3/2016
70 EAST

Found Property

Found coat with car keys in pocket.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for an outstanding traffic warrant
during a motor vehicle stop.

BRIDGEWATER
DRIVE

Theft

Victim reports ex-girlfriend sold property belonging to
him.

BRIDGEWATER
DRIVE

Well being check

CYDER COURT

Missing Person

Conducted a well check for a student who did not show
up for school and was not called out by his mother.
Made contact and found that the student had a doctors
appointment and they forgot to call.
Subject was entered into NCIC after not returning
home.

DERBY COURT

Harassment

Harassment complaint.

MONTICELLO
COURT

Suspicious Person

Caller reports suspicious person in white van at
childrens bus stop.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Police information

Student had pepper spray key chain on her book bag
and a fellow student disseminated it. It was determined
there were no criminal intention.
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TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Well being check

Well being check conducted by telephone. Parent
verified that the student was home sick.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported suspect from CCJ to BCJ.

WOODHOLLOW DR

Theft

Unlocked vehicle entered overnight.

70 WEST

Lost Property

Victim left items at the store and could not locate them
upon her return.

70 WEST

Dispute

Marlton Diner called to say they had a customer
dispute and the female was not paying.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

Suspicious vehicle investigation. Probable cause search
resulting in possession of heroin, marijuana and pills.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Investigation of a vehicle that smelled of burnt
marijuana in the lot of 901 N. Route 73. Upon further
investigation the suspect was found to be in possession
of a small amount of marijuana.
The suspect in this case was arrested for two
outstanding warrants on a motor vehicle stop.

GREENTREE ROAD

Unregistered vehicle

Stopped a vehicle for unregistered vehicle.

KELLY DRIVE

Matter of Record

Key left for owner by FBI.

QUAIL ROAD

Harassment

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Well being check

Victim reported her upstairs neighbor came over to her
house and banged on the front door regarding her
having her music to loud. Victim reported the suspect
then began yelling obscenities and racial slurs towards
her while outside on the deck.
Well being check conducted by telephone. Parent
confirmed that their child was home sick from school.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Well being check

11/4/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Well being check conducted on student who wasn’t at
school.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect was picked up from Salem County and
transported BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject on warrant committed to BCJ.

WESTERLY DRIVE

Harassment

Victim stated her husband Is in a dispute with ex-friend
over his girlfriend and she came to the house pounding
on the door while she was home.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Conducted a motor vehicle stop and arrested the driver
on an outstanding warrant.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

HICKORY ROAD

Theft

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Pedestrian Stop

Victim reported that unknown persons entered her
vehicle and stole several items. Victim became aware
of theft when she was notified that a credit card was
used in NYC.
Pedestrian stop on East Lincoln Drive.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

Harassment between neighbors.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Lost Property

Victim lost her wallet when leaving a restaurant and
going to another store in the same complex.

11/5/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Victim lost her keys while playing softball at the
baseball complex located next police headquarters.

11/6/2016
70 EAST

Unattended Death

Unattended death.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

During the investigation of a motor vehicle stop, the
subject was found to have multiple ATS warrants.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Vehicle operating in a careless manor led to a motor
vehicle stop. Driver was suspended and had multiple
warrants.
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73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Female was arrested for shoplifting, resisting arrest and
possession of drug paraphernalia.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Robbery

Victim reported being robbed at gunpoint at his
residence.

GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

During the investigation of a motor vehicle stop the
subject was found to have multiple active warrants.

LAKESIDE DRIVE

Lost Property

Victim states his front license plate was either lost or
stolen.

TUCKERTON ROAD Suspicious Activity

Suspicious facebook activity reported.

11/7/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested on 3 ATS warrants following a
motor vehicle stop.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Theft

Victim wanted to report his snow blower being stolen
at an unknown time.

CEDAR AVENUE,
EAST

Theft

Unknown suspect stole a generator from the rear of the
residence.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Theft

Suspect stole jewelry from victim.

GREENTREE ROAD

Fraud

Victim stated she received a fraudulent check.

LINCOLN DRIVE
WEST

Theft

Exterior AC unit stolen from construction site.

MAXWELL COURT

Harassment

A juvenile student at DeMasi Middle school was found
to be a victim of an Instagram message.

PLYMOUTH DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to ATS, ACS warrant arrest.
Search resulted in CDS arrest.
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RABBIT RUN ROAD

Simple Assault

Lyft driver reported attempted assault by customer.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Theft

Student had a bag stolen from classroom. Suspect was
identified and bag was returned.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Mount Laurel PD turned over subject on an Evesham
warrant.

WESTERLY DRIVE

Theft

Victim believes that the suspect stolen money from his
wallet.

70 WEST

Harassment

Mariner Finance employee had verbal dispute with an
irate customer.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ACS
warrant.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Animal complaint

ELMWOOD ROAD
SOUTH

CDS-Distribution

Neighbors dog harasses victim, who also expressed
concern for rescue animals that also reside on the
property.
Investigation of suspicious vehicle revealed subject in
possession o CDS and under the influence.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Driving while suspendeCriminal charge completed for driving while
suspended for DUI.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

11/8/2016

Juveniles on bicycles harassing motorists.

LONGHURST ROAD SCIP Outreach

Subject was taken to SCIP after an outreach was
conducted.

PEABODY LANE

Burglary

Victim found his shed open. Nothing missing.

QUAIL ROAD

Defiant Trespassing

Victim stated dog walker keeps walking dogs on
private property.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject came to headquarters with bail bondsman to
post bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found property.

11/9/2016
73 NORTH

Burglary

10 vehicles were burglarized at Burns Honda.

73 NORTH

MVA

Dump truck crash on Route 73 roadway closed for
repairs to pole.

BROOKFIELD
AVENUE

Fraud

HARRIER ROW

Harassment

A male subject attempted to scam money from the
victim, via phone, by stating he was her grandson and
needed bail money.
Victim reports being followed by ex-boyfriend.

MERCHANTS WAY

Lost Property

Lost money clip and contents.

PELHAM ROAD

Suspicious Activity

Victim reported suspicious acitivity inside of her house.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transported subject from Red Lion Diner to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Lost property.

WASHINGTON
DRIVE

Fraud

Identity theft complaint.

WESTERLY DRIVE

TRO Service

TRO service. Negative contact made.

DWI

Car stop conducted and driver was taken into custody
for DWI.

11/10/2016
70 EAST
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73 SOUTH

Credit Card Fraud

Two females stole credit cards and used them to
purchase gift cards at Target.

ARROWWOOD
COURT

Theft

The victim reported that unknown subjects stole his
Evesham trash can.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Terroristic Threats

Victim received threatening phone calls from two
unknown individuals.

ELBERTA LANE

Underage Alcohol

Intoxicated juvenile female transported to hospital.

GRAYBURN DRIVE

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

CDS-Possession

A motor vehicle stop led to an arrest for CDS after a
K9 sniff was positive.

MASTERS CIRCLE

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

PATRICK HENRY
DRIVE

Lost Property

PELHAM ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported that several pieces of jewelry are
missing from his residence. He stated that they are in
process of moving and is not sure if they items were
misplaced or stolen.
Criminal mischief report.

RAYMOND
AVENUE

Burglary

Suspect entered victims house and stole a blank check.

SYCAMORE
AVENUE

MVA

Investigative motor vehicle accident. Car was left
abandoned once it hit a fence. Further investigation
revealed subject was located and alive. Vehicle was
left on the side of the road due to the accident she was
unable to get back inside her vehicle.
Subject turned himself in on an Evesham warrant. He
was lodged in BCJ in default of bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Picked up a female with outstanding warrant from
Winslow PD. Transported to BCJ.

11/11/2016
Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Harassment

An unknown actor left harassing note on the victims
vehicle. No witnesses or suspects.

73 SOUTH

Receiving stolen properMotor vehicle stop. License plate stolen out of Atlantic
City. Driver was arrested and transported to BCJ.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Trespassing

Juveniles climbing the roof of the school.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Theft

Victim responded to police headquarters to report
unauthorized bank transaction.

LOCUST AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

ACS warrant on motor vehicle stop.

NORMANDY DRIVE Taking vehicle without Victims sister took car without permission.

RABBIT RUN ROAD

Criminal Mischief

SASSAFRAS COURT Missing Person

TUCKERTON ROAD Animal cruelty

Victim reported that wires were cut on her vehicle.

Caller reported the victim missing. Caller reported the
victim went out with a friend the previous evening and
did not return home. Subject was located.
Burlington County humane police officer conducted
interview on suspect at police headquarters.

TUCKERTON ROAD Animal Bite

Victim wanted to report his dog suffering a bite from
another dog at the dog park earlier in the day.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

Found money inside patrol vehicle.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victims money clip was stolen from his jacket pocket.

11/12/2016
70 EAST

Simple Assault

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim reports being pushed down after confronting
another driver over possible MVA.
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70 WEST

Harassment

Victim reported erratic driver where she felt harassed.

73 NORTH

DUI/CDS possession

Subject arrested for DUI following a motor vehicle
stop.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Subject arrested for possession of marijuana and
paraphernalia following contact for occupied vehicle.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in the arrest of two
subjects for contempt.

ALEXANDRA
COURT

Overdose

Subject overdosed on heroin. Narcan was administered
by patrol and Virtua paramedics. Transported to Virtua
Marlton.
Prisoner transfer from CCJ to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

WOODLAKE DRIVE

CDS-Possession

Subject arrested from motor vehicle stop. PC with
brownish vegetation. Suspected to be marijuana.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

DUI

Subject arrested in parking lot after ingesting nonprescribed medication and operating a motor vehicle.

70 WEST

Hindering

Subject arrested for hindering and NCIC warrant out of
Ocean County. Turned over to Ocean County Sheriffs.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Found Property

Subject responded to police headquarters for found
wallet.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop suspect was found to be in
possession of CDS.

11/13/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Female arrested on a warrant and transported to BCJ.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

An ex-roommate sent minor threatening texts to victim.

Harassment

11/14/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 WEST

CDS Paraphernalia

Conducted car stop for speeding. PC search after
positive K9 sniff. Driver was taken into custody for
drug paraphernalia.
Prepaid visa gift card was found and turned over to
police.

70 WEST

Found Property

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest of subject on
active warrant.

NEW ROAD

Contempt of Court

Car stop resulted in passenger being arrested for three
warrants.

TUCKERTON ROAD Assist other PD

K9 track for Mounty Holly Police Department for
assault.

WILDCAT AVENUE

Property damage

Victim believes that her daughters boyfriend damaged
her vehicle tire with an icepick.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

During the investigation of a motor vehicle stop, the
subject was found to have 2 active warrants and was in
possession of hypodermic syringes.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in probable cause search
and CDS arrest.

11/15/2016

BIRCHWOOD DRIVE Harassment

Harassment via text message.

BLANCHARD ROAD CDS-Possession

BRICK ROAD

Hit and run

Suspicious vehicle/pedestrian stop led to marijuana in
plain view inside the vehicle. PC search of the vehicle
revealed loose marijuana and drug paraphernalia. Two
suspects were arrested.
Photographs of hit and run suspect.

CABOT COURT

Theft

Victim had a motorcycle tag stolen.

CHESTNUT
AVENUE

Missing Person

Victim reported as missing. A K-9 track was performed
and the victim was located.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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DORSET COURT

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

EVANS ROAD

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for an ATS warrant.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Burglary

Victim reported that kitchen items were stolen out of
her unlocked shed.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Conducted a motor vehicle stop that resuleted in two
arrests.

BEGONIA COURT

Credit Card Fraud

Victims credit card was fraudulently used.

BLANCHARD ROAD Contempt of Court

Family child dispute led to warrant arrest.

JOHN JAMES
AUDUBON WAY

Property damage

Deer caused damage to fence.

ROBERTS LANE

Harassment

Harassment between neighbors.

SAGEMORE DRIVE

Lost Property

Female reports having lost her drivers license.

STOW ROAD

Property damage

Victim stated unknown subject slashed vehicle tires
overnight.

WOODLAKE DRIVE

Property damage

Victim woke up and noticed vehicle had some type of
spackle or paint all over it.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for ATS warrant following a motor
vehicle stop.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject was arrested for an outstanding warrant
following a motor vehicle stop.

11/16/2016

11/17/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Car stop resulted in 2 arrests. Driver had 2 warrants
and small amount of marijuana located.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Suspect was arrested for shoplifting.

CHURCH ROAD

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested for an active ATS warrant.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, the suspect was found to
be in posseson of suspect CDS and paraphernalia.

EUSTON ROAD

Well being check

Student from Evans School had an unexcused absence.
A well being check was conducted.

GREENTREE ROAD

CDS-Possession

PAVONIA CL

Criminal Mischief

Subject arrested for possession of marijuana and
paraphernalia while investigation a suspicious
occupied vehicle.
Subject reported that two of her vehicle tires were flat.

REGENCY COURT

Well being check

SHAWNEE COURT

Truancy

Conducted a well check for the student who did not
show up for school and was not called out by her
parents. Made contact via phone and found that the
student was attending a siblings graduation.
Student was truant from school.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop, registered owner had an active
warrant out of Camden.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Car stop resulted in male passenger being arrested for
marijuana.

11/18/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BOSWELL ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Several telephone poles were damaged. PSE&G
responded to the scene.

DEER PARK COURT Missing Person

Caller requested well being check on victim due to lack
of communication.

FIELDSTONE LA

Fraud

Victim reported receiving fraudulent telephone calls
from subject stating they are from the IRS.

HOPEWELL ROAD

Harassment

Victim states harassed at association meeting by
suspect.

JUSTICE DRIVE

Fraud

Fraud report. Accounts opened in victims name.

LARKSPUR DRIVE

Theft

Wife transported to hospital. When she got back home
money was missing from purse.

RAYMOND
AVENUE

Runaway

Juvenile ran away from school. Staff caught juvenile
and she was returned to school.

TAUNTON LAKE
ROAD

CDS-Possession

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Harassment

Motor vehicle stop led to K-9 sniff on the vehicle
which had a positive indication. Suspect turned over
marijuana wax which was located in his back left jean
pocket.
Student was being harassed and bullied by another
student.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Victim lost wallet and credit cards were used
fraudulently.

TUCKERTON ROAD Unregistered vehicle

Anonymous caller reported a vehicle parked on the
street that had no license plates.

WAVERLY ROAD

Unattended Death

Male was found deceased by his wife.

WOODHOLLOW DR

Theft of Services

Victim from Arizona reported theft of services for a
website he designed.

11/19/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 NORTH

CDS Paraphernalia

Conducted a car stop. Driver was in possession of drug
paraphernalia which was in plain view.

CARLTON AVENUE

Fraud

Victim reported that someone attempted to use her
Capital One credit card at Aldi in Marlton. According
to the credit card company the attempt was made three
times. Aldi has no record of the attempted use.
Victim reported an unknown subject made false
comments on facebook page and posted pictures.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Harassment

DORSET COURT

Fraud

Fraudulent transactions made from vicims credit card.

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

Bias Intimidation

Bias incident was reported.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Criminal Mischief

Restaurant employees reported criminal mischief for
subject who made carving into bar.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Shoplifting

RADNOR BLVD

Theft

Two black males stole an unknown amount of
cigarettes from the business. Business will attempt to
recover and turn over surveillance footage.
Unknown suspect attempted to steal a concrete mixer
and left location. Also caused damage to telephone
poles.
Subject transported from Salem County Jail to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

A prisoner exchange conducted on a subject with an
ACS warrant out of Evesham. Subject was taken to
BCJ.

11/20/2016
70 WEST

Property damage

Shopper accidentally struck another persons car with
the door of her car. Minor damage observed.

73 NORTH

Lost Property

BRICK ROAD

Contempt of Court

Victim reported she lost her Iphone at a food market in
Evesham. The phone traced to an area of a residence
on Cheesterwood Court. A check was negative for the
phone.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in arrest of driver for
warrant.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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COTTONWOOD
DRIVE

Credit Card Fraud

Unknown suspect made 5 purchases on victims credit
card via internet.

DARTMOUTH
COURT

Criminal Mischief

Unknown subjects shot an arrow into the victims
garage roof.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Theft

Victim reported her bag was stolen from high school
dance.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop results in ATS warrant arrest.

70 WEST

Property damage

Victim vehicle damaged after wind blew open door of
vehicle next to it. Minor damage.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to K9 sniff, PC search and CDS
were located.

73 NORTH

Forgery

Theft of script.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop led to CDS possession stop.

CALDWELL
AVENUE

Found Property

3 droppers found in area of playground at Beiler
School.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Property damage

A backyard nylon tent was blown over by wind and
damaged.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Arson

Fire reported in unoccupied apartment. Circumstances
surrounding cause of fire determined to be suspicious.

11/21/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Subject came to headquarters to handle warrants. Was
not able to post bail. Arrested and processed and
transported to BCJ.
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WILLIAM AVENUE

Found Property

Caller found a bike and reported finding it.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, two suspects were
arrested for possession of CDS and paraphernalia.

BENTLEY COURT

Abandoned Vehicle

Owner abandoned vehicle.

BRICK ROAD

Police investigation

A male subject had a bullet removed from his leg from
a 2013 shooting.

CLINTON LANE

Lost Property

Subject lost his wallet.

11/22/2016

FAYBROOKE DRIVE Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

LINCOLN DRIVE
EAST

Harassment

A female employee was harassed by a male patient, via
phone.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Harassment

Victim responds to police headquarters to apply for a
TRO.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Truancy

Student missed 24 school days as of 11/21/2016.
Mother of student charged.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested from Camden County Jail on Evesham
warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect was transported from CCJ to BCJ in default of
bail.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Transport from CCJ to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Prisoner pick up from Mount Laurel. Lodged in BCJ.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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WEAVER DRIVE

Well being check

Responded to Weaver Driver for a well being check of
an unexcused absence. Contact was made.

WESCOTT ROAD

Suspicious Person

Suspicious person investigation where the subject
made comments to police.

11/23/2016
BLANCHARD ROAD Found Property

Found property.

CAMBRIDGE
AVENUE

Theft

Theft of laptop computer.

CHAMPLAIN ROAD

Missing Person

Caller reported her 73 year old mother was supposed to
have arrived at her residence several hours ago. Subject
was entered as a missing person.
Victim reported that two Iphones were stolen from his
front porch after they were delivered.

FLINTSTONE DRIVE Theft

KETTLE RUN ROAD Trespass

3 individuals riding ATV/Dirt bikes on township
property.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Lost Property

Subject lost his wallet.

RABBIT RUN ROAD

Theft

Victim reported that his Ipad was stolen by a female he
met online.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Suspect TOT from Red Lion State Police on Evesham
warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD CDS-Possession

Car illegally parking in parking lot. Upon speaking
with driver, detected burnt odor of marijuana. K-9 sniff
conducted. Driver taken into custody and released on
summons.
A prisoner exchange was conducted with Woodbury
PD. Prisoner was transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

11/24/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 EAST

CDS-Possession

70 WEST

Underage Alcohol

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, obeserved in plain view,
two loose oxycodone hydrochloride pills in the ash tray
in the middle console. Driver was unable to provide a
prescription bottle regarding the pills. K9 sniff of the
vehicle had a positive indication.
Subject was arrested for possession of alcohol
following a motor vehicle stop.
Suspicious vehicle investigation resulted in CDS arrest.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Burglary

Burglary to unlocked vehicle.

SOMERSET LA

Theft

Moped was stolen from the parking lot of their
apartment complex.

WOODHOLLOW DR

Theft of MV

Motor vehicle reported stolen.

70 WEST

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop. K-9 sniff conducted and PC search
to follow. Contraband located. Driver processed and
released. Passenger charged with hindering and drug
paraphernalia.
Traffic stop resulted in ATS warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

During a motor vehicle stop, suspect was found to be
in possession of contraband.

BAKER BLVD

Theft of MV

Reported stolen motor vehicle.

BRICK ROAD

Unattended Death

Dispatched to resident in cardiac arrest.

DOMINION DRIVE

Lost Property

Victim reports lost Rolex watch with diamonds two
toned gold and silver.

GREENTREE ROAD

Lost Property

Victim stated he was unable to find his wallet.

11/25/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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11/26/2016
70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested for an outstanding warrant.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

Lost Property

Suspect was arrested for CDS offenses. Same was
processed and turned over to Deptford PD in default of
bail.
Subject wanted to report lost wallet.

GREENTREE ROAD

Theft of Services

Victim reports possible monetary loss over dispute of
cab fare.

HAWK LANE

Theft

Theft complaint signed by victim against his landlord.

HEARTHSTONE
LANE

Criminal Mischief

Christmas decorations damaged.

KENT AVENUE

Identity Theft

Victim stated someone opened two accounts in his
name.

MEADOW LANE

Found Property

Found wallet returned to owner.

OLD MARLTON
PIKE

Contempt of Court

Conducted a motor vehicle stop. Subject had ACS
warrant. Arrested and processed.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop leads to ATS arrest.

70 WEST

Theft

Purse stolen from shopping cart.

70 WEST

Theft of Services

Subject left after not paying for gas. Subject identified.

11/27/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 WEST

DUI/CDS possession

Subject arrested for underage DUI and possession of
marijuana.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehice stop led to search.

73 NORTH

MVA

Completed MVA investigation resulting from
Voorhees pursuit. Minor injuries.

CONCORD ROAD

Harassment

Subject reported receiving harasing text messages from
an unknown phone number.

LAUREL ROAD

Aggravated Assault

Physical force was used to restrain an aggressive
mentally challenged group home resident.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

CDS-Possession

Units investigated suspicious vehicle call where caller
advised occupant was using heroin in the vehicle.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to warrant arrest for contempt.

CREST ROAD

Animal Bite

The victim was bitten by a dog that escaped the yard of
a nearby home.

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Burglary

Front door displayed pry marks. No entry made.

DUTCH ROAD

Theft

Unknown subject stole items from a delivery out of the
mailbox.

11/28/2016

NORMANDY DRIVE Burglary

Victim found window slightly open in basement.
Nothing was missing or broken.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Female subject turned herself in on 3 outstanding
warrants.

11/29/2016
73 SOUTH

MVA

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

MVA hit and run. Suspect developed based on
statements provided by a witness.
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BRIDGEWATER
DRIVE

Well being check

Conducted a well being check for the student who did
not show up for school and was not called out by her
parents. Made contact via telephone and found that the
student was at a doctors appoitment.
Victim reported unknown subject damaged christimas
decorations.

CARLTON AVENUE

Property damage

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Fraud

MAIN STREET,
EAST

MVA

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

CDS-Possession

Investigation of an assault led to the arrest of one of the
involved parties for drug related offenses.

STONE MOUNTAIN
LANE

Identity Theft

Unknown actor obtained the victims information and
made fraudulent charges.

73 SOUTH

Harassment

Subject felt harassed during a parent teacher
conference.

FIVE CROWN
ROYAL

Theft

An unknown subect stole jewelry from the residence.

HIBISCUS DRIVE

Theft

Victim reported that his mail was taken. The mail was
put back but had been opened. No items missing.

MEADOW LANE

Theft

Stolen Christmas decorations.

A subject from the Presbyterian church came into
police headquarters to report a check that was cashed
by an unknown suspect.Subject stated that he sent out a
check to D & G Cleaning Services and it was not
received by the company.
Motor vehicle accident with Burlington County school
bus. No injuries.

11/30/2016

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Custody exchange of female suspect lodged in BCJ.

UTICA ROAD

Soliciting complaint resulted in ATS arrest.

Contempt of Court

12/1/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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70 EAST

Criminal simulation

Car stop and fraudulent inspection sticker seized.
Driver issued summons.

BERGAN COURT

Criminal Mischief

Units investigated a criminal mischief to christmas
lights.

BRADDOCK MILL
ROAD

Property damage

Vehicle became stuck on soft shoulder while making a
service call. Minor grass damage.

BRIDGEWATER
DRIVE

Theft

Victims ex-girlfriend sold his property online.

ELMWOOD ROAD
NORTH

Burglary

Unknown person damaged the rear door of an
abandoned property.

HAILEY DRIVE

Property damage

An elderly female was involved in a MVC into a
building.

MARLBOROUGH
AVENUE

Burglary

Son of home owner responds to residence and kicks in
side door to assist his elderly father trapped inside.

TUCKERTON ROAD Found Property

After court was over, items were found in the court
from various unknown people.

TUCKERTON ROAD Transport

Suspect transported to BCJ.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Took custody of male from Camden County
Corrections.

TUCKERTON ROAD Theft

Victim was shopping when her wallet was stolen and
later one of her credit cards was used.

12/2/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Passenger had 5 ATS and ACS warrants.

EMPRESS STREET

Obstruction

Suspects father obstructed a criminal investigation by
lying about his sons whereabouts. Son was located
inside the father bathroom. Father was arrested.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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HOLLY ROAD

Theft of MV

Vehicle was taken overnight.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

CDS Paraphernalia

Motor vehicle stop. Hypodermic needle in plain view.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject arrested and transported to BCJ for outstanding
warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Berlin Twp had subject on Evesham warrant. Suspect
transported to BCJ.

12/3/2016
70 EAST

Burglary

Unknown actor burglarized a shed in the victims
backyard.

70 EAST

Fraud

Victim reported receiving a different item of jewelry
then was dropped off to her establishment to be fixed.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Motor vehicle stop resulted in probable cause search
and CDS seizure.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

Two females shoplifted electronics.

BANNER COURT

Theft

Victim reported that she wanted her son to return her
car.

BORTONS ROAD

Fraud

An unknown actor utilized checks displaying the
victims name to perpetrate a littery scam.

CARLTON AVENUE

Theft

Victim reported that miscellaneous jewelry and
photographs were taken from his residence.

CHELMSFORD
COURT

Theft

Subject reported his car was broken into and change
was taken.

GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Pedestrian Stop

Pedestrian stop of several juveniles at the intersection
of Greenbrook and Thornwood.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject lodged at BCJ on ACS warrant.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Walk in to turn self in on warrant. Processed and
turned over to Maple Shade for additional warrant.

12/4/2016
70 WEST

Robbery

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop, subject had an ACS warrant out of
Bayonne.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Subject had an active ATS warrant during motor
vehicle stop.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Manager of Walgreens reported finding two bullet
shell casings in the area of the store.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

BOSWELL ROAD

Theft

Loss prevention presonnel responded to the station and
reported two males had stolen vacuum cleaners from
the store on 11/17/2016.
Victim reported lawn decoration were taken off his
front lawn.

BRADDOCK MILL
ROAD

Hindering

Motor vehicle stop led to arrest for hindering and
warrants.

HASTINGS COURT

Fraud

Fraud took place at Target in Voorhees.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Impersonation

TROTH ROAD

Pedestrian Stop

Caller reported that she was contacted at her residence
by a male claiming to be a county prosecutor. Subject
asked to speak to Tyler or Linda. Caller did not know a
Tyler or Linda.
Male was found running down side of road at Troth
Road and Route 70.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Subject attempted to walk out of store with items in his
pocket. When confronted by security, he shoved the
employee and ran out of the store.
Arrested male during motor vehicle stop on active ATS
warrant. Male posted cash bail and was released.
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TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Male found smart phone while running on Evesboro
Medford Road. The phone belonged to a resident on
Huxley Court in Marlton. Phone was returned.

12/5/2016
70 EAST

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

70 WEST

Theft by Deception

Purchase made with fraudulently obtained Kohl's cash.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop investigation resulted in one
warrant arrest.

CONESTOGA DRIVE Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

DEERFIELD
AVENUE

Theft

Victims stated money was taken out of his bank
account.

ELMGATE ROAD

Harassment

Victim stated he received harassing texts from suspect.

JUSTICE DRIVE

Credit Card Fraud

Victims credit card fraudulently used.

OLYMPIA DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported criminal mischief to their Hanukkah
yard decorations.

PARK AVENUE

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

PARK AVENUE

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

RIESLING COURT

Criminal Mischief

Christmas lights cut.

WELLESLEY WAY

Simple Assault

Subject arrested for physical marks on victim during a
domestic incident.

12/6/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported her vehicle was damaged while it was
in the parking lot.

BALTIMORE DRIVE Unattended Death

76 year old female unatteded death at residence.

CRANBERRY
COURT

Abandoned Vehicle

Abandoned vehicle.

EUSTACE COURT

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported his christmas lights were cut.

KNOX BLVD

Theft

Theft of holiday decorations.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrants.

RIDING RUN DRIVE Credit Card Fraud

Victims credit card fraudulently used to purchase
several items.

TINDER BOX LANE

Subject revs engine at 2:00am.

Harassment

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Prisoner transported from Salem County Jail to BCJ.

WELLESLEY WAY

Theft

Responded to area for a male in a Ford Explorer taking
lumber from worksite. Male was contacted and
information was taken. No complaints were signed by
development company.

70 EAST

CDS-Possession

Conducted car stop and observed marijuana in plain
view. Both driver and passenger arrested for narcotics.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Investigation of a pedestrian stop resulted in the arrest
of a subject for an active warrant out of Camden.

ARROWHEAD
DRIVE

Theft

Victim reported that an inflatible dragon was stolen
from her front lawn.

12/7/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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BLANCHARD ROAD Theft

Victim reported christmas decorations taken off his
front lawn.

CARRINGTON WAY Fraud

Victim reported that two credit cards were opened in
her name without consent.

GOSHEN COURT

Victim stated his identity was stolen. Victim was given
identity theft packet.

Theft

KETTLE RUN ROAD Harassment

Victim reported getting harassing text messages and
phone calls from suspect. Suspect showed up to
victims residence.
Motor vehicle stop led to the driver having a suspended
drivers license and outstanding warrant.

MARLTON
PARKWAY

Contempt of Court

MUNGER AVENUE

Property damage

Victims christmas decorations were damaged.

MUNGER AVENUE

Theft

Victim reported that an inflatable teddy bear had been
stolen from his front lawn.

PAVONIA CL

Harassment

Victim was harassed continually through social media
by a work employee.

QUAKER STREET

Identity Theft

Victim reported that a fraudulent credit card was
opened using her information.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Defendant turned self in on active warrant.

VALLEY FORGE
COURT

Fraud

Victim received a call to her home stating her grandson
was in jail and needed money wired to help him.
Grandson found to be ok in college. Phone scam.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

CENTRE BLVD

Harassment

Motor vehicle stop led to a K-9 sniff of the vehicle. K9 had positive indication on the vehicle. Search of the
vehicle revealed marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Suspect was arrested and processed.
Victim reported being harassed by the defendant who
would not leave the business.

12/8/2016
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EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Suspicious Person

GREENTREE ROAD

Contempt of Court

A teacher saw a suspicious make on DeMasi school
grounds, possibly taking pictures. He was later
identified as a relative of a student and then transported
home.
Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

KINGSMERE LANE

Theft

Christmas decoration stolen.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Theft

Christmas decorations were stolen.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Theft

Victim reported his lawn ornaments were taken from
his front lawn.

LONGHURST ROAD Burglary

Victims vehicle was left unlocked. Vehicle was entered
and items taken.

RED HAVEN DRIVE

Criminal Mischief

A juvenile male cut a string of christmas lights that
were decorating an outside shrub.

SHELBOURNE
DRIVE

Theft

Theft of reindeer sign.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Special investigation

Student had an image of a firearm on his snap chat
page. Contirmed air soft gun, no threat made.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Accused arrested on warrants. Committed to BCJ.

70 EAST

Injured Deer

Injured deer.

70 WEST

CDS Paraphernalia

Motor vehicle stop led to search of vehicle for CDS.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Car stop led to ATS warrant arrest. Driver taken into
custody.

12/9/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

73 SOUTH

Suspicious Person

BON AIR DRIVE

Theft

Victims christmas decorations were stolen.

EVANS ROAD

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop led to ATS warrant arrest.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

Community policing

A DeMasi student was issued a 2016 slice for safety
coupon for assisting with a minor investigation.

KNOX BLVD

Theft

Male ran from silver 2 door Chevrolet and stole
decoration from victims front lawn.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

The odor of marijuana was detected ona motor vehicle
stop. The vehicle/occupants were searched and no
contraband was found.
Bernie Robbins store called for suspicious person
attempting to enter business during hours of operation.

Subject arrested on warrant transported to BCJ.

12/10/2016
73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop revealed the operator had numerous
ATS warrants.

73 SOUTH

Found Property

Units responded to Marlton Crossings for found
property. Item was returned to owner.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested for two warrants following a
motor vehicle stop.

CHATEAU CIRCLE

Fraud

Credit card fraudulently opened in victims name.

HUXLEY CIRCLE

Harassment

Domestic harassment.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Contempt of Court

Pedestrian stop found susbject to have two ATS
warrants.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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PREAMBLE DRIVE

Theft

Stolen christmas decorations.

SOMERSET LA

CDS-Possession

As a result of a narcotics investigation a search warrant
was executed and two subjects were arrested and
charged with possession of CDS and possession of
CDS with intent to distribute.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Theft

Business complained for individual harassing
customer. Individual arrested for criminal/traffic
warrants.
Victim believes that her credit card holder containing
numerous credit cards and ID cards were stolen from
her purse while she was shopping at the Marshalls
department store.
Fraud complaint.

12/11/2016

BALTIMORE DRIVE Fraud

COLONY TRAIL

Harassment

Suspect posted victims phone number on craigslist
asking for sexual favors as an ad.

INVERNESS CIRCLE Theft

Theft of furniture from rental property by former
tenant.

LINDSEY COURT

Fraud

Investigated fraud complaint.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Property damage

Victim stated suspect cut christmas lights.

70 EAST

Simple Assault

Staff member reported being assaulted by patient.

73 NORTH

Theft

Victim parked his vehicle in front of restaurant. When
he returned to vehicle victim became aware of theft
from his trunk while the vehicle was parked.
Conducted a well check for the student who did not
show up for school and was not called out by her
parents.

12/12/2016

BARTON RUN BLVD Well being check

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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GREENBROOK
DRIVE

Contempt of Court

Suspect was found to have an outstanding warrant
during a motor vehicle stop.

MAIN STREET,
EAST

Harassment

QUAIL ROAD

Harassment

Victim reported the defendant regarding bad mouthing
his business. Victim did not wish to pursue criminal
complaints. He requested police to make contact with
the suspect.
Victim was harassed by unknown suspect who signed
her up for magazine subscriptions and dating sites.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Found Property

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Found checkbook at Cherokee High School.

Male had a Iphone 7 mailed to the wrong address and
Sprint requested a police report be completed to send a
new phone.
Transported female from Middlesex Cty to BCJ.

12/13/2016
70 EAST

Theft

Unknown actor stole the windshield from a skid loader.

70 WEST

Property damage

Victim reported her vehicle was struck by a door from
another vehicle.

70 WEST

Suspicious Person

Male possibly shoplifting from store.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Conducted car stop. Passenger had NCIC warrant.
Arrested and transported to BCJ.

73 SOUTH

Contempt of Court

Male was arrested on a motor vehicle stop for
outstanding traffic warrants.

BARTON RUN BLVD Trespassing

Victim reported unknown suspects walking through his
yard on previous evening.

CROWN PRINCE
DRIVE

Victim reported her neighbor used grease to kill a tree.
The grease allegedly contaminated the soil and 2 trees
in the victims yard died.

Property damage

Tuesday, January 3, 2017
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FAIRHILL COURT

Theft

HEATHER DRIVE

Property damage

HERITAGE ROAD

Warrants/CDS possessiSuspect was arrested for outstanding warrants. Search
incident to arrest found a hypodermic needle in his
possession.
Burglary
Unknown suspect entered residence and stole various
jewelry and firebox.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Victim reported that sometime overnight a set of
christmas lights were taken from a shrub located at the
front of her residence.
A check of a vacant residence found a broken window.

Subject arrested on warrant, turned over from Riverton
PD.

12/14/2016
70 EAST

Contempt of Court

73 SOUTH

Found Property

ANDY WARHOL
WAY

Property damage

Victim reported a property damage incident.

BAKER BLVD

Theft

Vicitm reports his propane grill stolen sometime during
the past week.

DENVER ROAD

Theft

Victim reports vehicle burglary overnight. Vehicle left
unlocked.

MARLTON PIKE

Harassment

White pickup truck intentionally rear ended the victim
three times and left the scene.

OLD MILL ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Victims chrismas lights were cut.

PARKDALE PLACE

Burglary

Victims purse taken from unlocked vehicle.

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

During a motor vehicle stop an adult male was arrested
for a civil contempt warrant and lodged at Cumberland
County Jail.
Victims NJ DL was found. Attempts to contact her
were negative.
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PEWTER LANE

Harassment

Units investigated harassment complaint. Verbal
harassment.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Car stop for cell phone violation. Driver had a
suspended drivers license and an active ATS warrant.

70 EAST

Theft

Victim wanted to report theft of money at Shoprite.

BARTRAM ROAD

Fraud

Victim reported subjects attempted to have them
deposit fraudulent check.

12/15/2016

BLANCHARD ROAD Identity Theft

Units investigated identity theft complaint.

CONCORD ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Victim reported tires were slashed on vehicle.

PREAMBLE DRIVE

Theft

Victim reported internet scam.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

70 EAST

Unattended Death

Driver was taken into custody following a motor
vehicle stop for active NCIC warrant out of Middlesex
County. Same was arrested and taken to BCJ.
Patient found unresponsive.

70 WEST

Found Property

Anonymous subjecvt turned over two keys found at
Shoprite. Owner is unknown.

73 NORTH

CDS-Possession

Investigative car stop led to arrest of male fore CDS
possession.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Motor vehicle stop resulted in warrant arrest.

73 SOUTH

CDS-Possession

Car stop led to drug arrests and warrant arrests. Three
occupants processed and released.

12/16/2016
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HALSEY LANE

Fraud

Theft by deception.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Dumping

Ongoing illegal dumping matter.

KETTLE RUN ROAD Burglary

Unknown subjects stole items from the victims open
garage.

KINGSLEY AVENUE Fraud

Identity theft report.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

An unknown suspect cut the victims christmas lights.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Theft of wallet.

MAPLE AVENUE,
SOUTH

Harassment

Victim signed complaints against former neighbor.

SUSSEX ROAD

Theft

Theft of christmas decoration.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Truancy

School completed a probable cause form and signed
complaints for truancy.

TOMLINSON MILL
ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Unknown subject wrote graffiti on top of the urinal
containing a "swastika".

TUCKERTON ROAD Fraud

Fraud report.

TUCKERTON ROAD Contempt of Court

Subject transported from Hunterdon County Jail to
BCJ on Evesham warrant.

12/17/2016
QUAIL ROAD

Property damage

Residence suffered water damage caused by a broken
pipe in the upstairs unit.

12/18/2016
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73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop led to warrant arrest.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

Unknown suspect attempted to steal a christmas lawn
ornament.

MARCY COURT

Fraud

Victims credit card was used to make fraudulent
purchases.

TUCKERTON ROAD Harassment

Subject was harassed by a mentally handicap child at
McDonalds.

WYNDMERE ROAD

Criminal Mischief

Unknown actor cut a string of christmas lights
decorating a bush in front of the victims home.

70 WEST

Contempt of Court

Subject arrested on confirmed NCIC warrant out of
Burlington County Sheriffs office.

70 WEST

Criminal Mischief

Fence was broken by suspect who was trespassing on
property while committing a burglary.

70 WEST

Burglary

Subject cut through fence to enter property and stole a
tractor.

70 WEST

Harassment

A walk in complaintant reported verbal harassment at a
car dealership.

73 NORTH

Theft

Two suspects attempted to steal used tires from Burns
Honda, however none was taken.

73 SOUTH

Shoplifting

An unknown black male stole 4 prepaid cell phones
and drove off in a possible Volvo.

73 SOUTH

Harassment

Units investigated harassment complaint via telephone.

EVESBOROMEDFORD ROAD

EMS call

Victim felt light headed and had elevated blood
pressute. Transported to Virtua Marlton.

12/19/2016
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KEVIN WAY

Theft

Theft of car parts.

MANOR LANE

SCIP Outreach

SCIP transport.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Theft

Package stolen from front step.

PADDOCK ROAD

Harassment

Harassment, offensive touching.

70 EAST

Shoplifting

Subject arrested for shoplifting.

70 WEST

Terroristic Threats

Prank calls became threatening in nature.

73 NORTH

Contempt of Court

Traffic stop resulted in ATS and NCIC warrant arrest.

73 NORTH

Conspiracy

Suspect arrested on motor vehicle stop for ATS
warrant.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

Victim had christmas lights.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Fraud

Theft by deception complaint.

70 EAST

Pedestrian Stop

Stopped two subjects for a mere inquiry, one of which
was a juvenile.

70 EAST

Contempt of Court

Male posted bail for two warrants.

70 WEST

Theft

A total of 8 rims and tires stolen from vehicle parked in
the lot at Burns Hyundai.

12/20/2016

12/21/2016
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73 SOUTH

Theft

Store manager reported receiving counterfeit money.

BAKER BLVD

Well being check

Squad call and adult protectve service contacted about
conditions of home.

CHURCH ROAD

Contempt of Court

Suspect was arrested on outstanding warrant.

HALSEY LANE

Fraud

Identity theft report.

KIMBERLY DRIVE

Fraud

Fraud report.

MAPLE AVENUE,
NORTH

Lost Property

Victim lost item at Warsaw Airport in Poland.

MERION CIRCLE

Theft

Theft of tree stand.

TUCKERTON ROAD Lost Property

Lost property.

WILLOW RIDGE
ROAD

Identity Theft

Identity theft report.

70 EAST

Found Property

Victims TD Bank debit card was found on East Route
70 near Troth Road.

73 NORTH

Improper crossing

Female was improperly crossing the roadway.

73 NORTH

Improper crossing of roFemale was improperly crossing the roadway.

LOCUST AVENUE,
SOUTH

Criminal Mischief

12/22/2016

Tuesday, January 3, 2017

Victim reported unknown subject cut the cord on his
christimas decorations.
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MARSHAM DRIVE

Property damage

Township ownded bus damaged during a motor vehicle
collision. Minor damage.

MEADOWVIEW
CIRCLE

Harassment

The victim was harassed by her recently deceased
husbands estrange daughter.
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